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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation consists of two essays of public economics. In the first essay, I build

a new and rich quantitative model of unsecured and secured debt to study the impact

of the 2005 bankruptcy reform law on the foreclosure crisis during the great recession.

In the second essay, I use a game theoretical model to show how political institutions

shape prospects of economic growth.

In October 2005, a bankruptcy reform law was implemented with the intent to

reduce the proportion of bankrupts among U.S. households. Prior to the bankruptcy

reform law, U.S. households in bankruptcy had to repay their unsecured debts only

up to the amount of their non-exempt home equity. The 2005 bankruptcy reform law

imposed that above-median income earners repay their unsecured debts in bankruptcy

up to the maximum between their non-exempt home equity and 5 years of “disposable

income”(income over necessary living expenses). After the bankruptcy reform had fully

taken place, housing prices fell steeply in most U.S. states, with certain states like the

state of Nevada facing a percentage fall above 50% between 2007 and 2009. For the U.S.

economy overall, the average price for U.S. single-family houses fell by 26% between the

first quarter of 2007 and the last quarter of 2009. The U.S. average foreclosure rate

rose from 0.16% in the period 2002-2004 to 0.9% in the period 2007 − 2009. The

first essay investigates the impact of the 2005 bankruptcy reform law on this surge

in the foreclosure rate. To assess the quantitative impact of the bankruptcy reform

law on the foreclosure crisis, I model a life-cycle economy in which households face

idiosyncratic income and expense risks; they access homeownership by entering into

1
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30-year fixed interest rate mortgage contracts with a ”piggyback lien ” option; they

smooth consumption by borrowing in a second mortgage market and in an unsecured

credit market; and they discharge unsecured debts through a bankruptcy system that

mimics key features of both Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 of the U.S. bankruptcy code. I

model the U.S. economy as a recourse economy in which following a mortgage default,

households are liable for the fraction of the mortgage loan that is not covered by the

proceeds of the foreclosure sale with a probability that is estimated using foreclosure

data from the LPS Analytics Inc. database. I find that the bankruptcy reform did not

significantly affect the foreclosure rate, but it moderately lowered the foreclosure rate by

raising the opportunity cost of a bad credit record, thereby making households less likely

to default simultaneously on mortgage contracts and on unsecured credit contracts.

The second essay is motivated by the observation that the standard neoclassical

growth model fails to explain why during the last decade South-East Asian countries

appeared to be catching up with leading economies while Sub-Saharan African and Latin

American countries did not. While good performances from South-East Asian countries

support the standard neoclassical growth model, economic stagnation in Sub-Saharan

Africa and Latin America calls for a different theory that is capable of explaining both

growth miracles and growth tragedies. The second essay of this dissertation shows

that a high degree of patience in the preferences of citizens and politicians and the

ability of citizens to replace a politician in power are key ingredients for economic

growth. I characterize the necessary conditions for growth to occur in a context where

technological progress is available and free, but requires the approval of self-interested

politicians to be adopted. In the model proposed, when politicians in power have a

low discount factor, they find it optimal to stop technological progress in exchange for

static rewards that the representative citizen does not control. The study predicts that

everything else equal, economies that are the most likely to grow are those with the

strongest political institutions: the lowest probabilities of occurrence of a coup d’etat

and the lowest probabilities of falling in an absorbing state of dictatorship. Consistently

with empirical facts on growth, the relationship predicted between dictatorship and

economic growth by the model is a non-linear one: given a probability of falling in the

state of dictatorship, the occurrence of growth depends on the discount factor of citizens.

The essay also shows that even when the economy is already growing as a dictatorship,
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a one-shot transition to democracy is still desirable to citizens as it reduces the payoffs

that are necessary to provide dynamic incentives to politicians in power.



Chapter 2

Bankruptcy Reform and

Foreclosure Crisis During The

Great Recession

Introduction

Between the first quarter of 2007 and the last quarter of 2009, the average price

of U.S. single-family houses as measured by the Housing Price Index1 of the Federal

Housing Finance Agency fell by 26%. Mortgage markets responded aggressively as the

foreclosure rate subsequently rose from 0.16% in 2002-2004 to 0.9% in 2007− 2009. Al-

most concomitant with the 2007 housing bust was the introduction of a new bankruptcy

law that was implemented in October 2005 and that reduced the amount of unsecured

debts that high income earners may discharge in bankruptcy. In fact, Prior to the 2005

bankruptcy reform law, U.S. households in bankruptcy had to repay their unsecured

debts only up to the amount of their non-exempt home equity. The 2005 bankruptcy

reform law imposed that above-median income earners repay their unsecured debts in

bankruptcy up to the maximum between their non-exempt home equity and 5 years

1 I use the expanded Housing Price Index of the Federal Housing Agency which includes sales price
information from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac mortgages as well as transactions records for houses with
mortgages endorsed by the Federal Housing Agency and county recorder data licensed from DataQuick
Information Systems.
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of disposable income (defined as the difference between the household’s income and its

necessary living expenses).

This paper investigates the impact of the 2005 bankruptcy reform on the foreclosure

crisis. Specifically, I ask if the foreclosure crisis would have been milder or harsher, had

the bankruptcy reform not taken place prior to the housing bust and drop in average

earnings that occurred during the great recession. I find that the bankruptcy reform did

not worsen the foreclosure crisis but instead it moderately lowered the foreclosure rate.

This result is in stark contrast with the suggestion of Li, White & Zhu (2009) that the

bankruptcy reform has induced a higher foreclose rate by making it more difficult for

households to discharge unsecured debts in bankruptcy in order to relax their budget

constraints and continue making mortgage payments.

To assess the quantitative impact of the bankruptcy reform law on the foreclo-

sure crisis, I model a life-cycle economy in which households face idiosyncratic income

and expense risks; they access homeownership by entering into 30-year fixed interest

rate mortgage contracts with a ”piggyback lien ” option; they smooth consumption by

borrowing in a second mortgage market and in an unsecured credit market; and they

discharge unsecured debts through a bankruptcy system that mimics key features of

both Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 of the U.S. bankruptcy code. I model the U.S. economy

as a recourse economy in which following a mortgage default, households are liable for

the fraction of the mortgage loan that is not covered by the proceeds of the foreclosure

sale with a probability that is estimated using foreclosure data from the LPS Analytics

Inc. database. The risk-free rate is assumed exogenous to the model but interest rates

in mortgage markets and in unsecured credit markets reflect endogenous default premia.

My model assumes the existence of a linear technology that transforms consumption

goods into housing capital as in Corbae & Quintin (2011). Housing prices are hence

exogenous, allowing me to simulate the housing bust of the great recession as a partially

anticipated shock to the relative productivities of housing and production capital. I

calibrate the model to jointly match several moments of the U.S. economy in the period

2002-2004 characterized by the old bankruptcy code and high housing prices, and in

the period 2007-2009 characterized by low housing prices, lower average earnings, a

lengthier foreclosure process and the post-reform bankruptcy code.

U.S. states are divided into 40 recourse and 11 non-recourse states. In non-recourse
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states, households walk away from their homes not liable for any unpaid mortgage loan.

In recourse states, a mortgage lender may request a “deficiency judgment” which makes

the mortgagor liable for the amount of the mortgage loan that is not covered by the

proceeds of the foreclosure sale. Deficiency judgments are costly to obtain to the mort-

gage lender in states in which mortgage lenders are required to go through a judicial

foreclosure process in order to request them. Of the 40 U.S. recourse states, 18 states

require that lenders go through a judicial foreclosure process in order to request a defi-

ciency judgement. Ghent and Kudlyaky (2011) show that in recourse states, mortgage

default typically terminates into a short-sale or a voluntary conveyance rather than a

foreclosure. The methodology of this paper views U.S states as “partially” recourse

states in the sense that after a mortgage default, households are liable for the mortgage

loans in excess of the proceeds of the foreclosure sale only with an estimated probability

of a deficiency judgment. In the model, I make the assumption that deficiency judg-

ments are obtained only in states in which the foreclosure process is always a judicial

one. Given that assumption, I estimate the probability of a deficiency judgment in the

model as a weighted average of the U.S. fraction of mortgage defaults that started in

2007− 2009 and that terminated as a foreclosure among mortgage defaults that started

during the same period and terminated either as a foreclosure, a short-sale or a voluntary

conveyance.

My model succeeds at explaining 85% of the foreclosure rate in the U.S. economy

over the period 2007-2009. When the great recession is wired in the baseline model

with the introduction of a 26% negative shock to housing prices and a 10% negative

shock to labor productivity, my results show that the 2005 bankruptcy reform did not

significantly affect the foreclosure crisis. Specifically, among owners of small size houses,

my model predicts a foreclosure rate of 0.79% in the pre-reform world and 0.76% in the

post-reform world. For owners of large size houses, the predicted foreclosure rate is

0.82% in the pre-reform world and 0.77% in the post-reform world.

The mechanism driving the results is as follows. High income earners with moder-

ately negative home equity which in the great recession world with the old bankruptcy

code would have chosen to simultaneously go though bankruptcy and foreclosure are

instead likely to choose not to go through foreclosure in the post-reform world. This

is so because given the new bankruptcy code, high income earners are typically unable
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to discharge most of their unsecured debts in bankruptcy and are hence most likely

to find themselves trapped with large unsecured debts and a bad credit record, had

they chosen the foreclosure option. When their home equity is not too negative, the

opportunity cost of a bad credit record is sufficiently high to discourage them from the

foreclosure option, especially given that the reform makes borrowing in the unsecured

credit market particularly cheaper for high income earners. For this reason, during the

great recession, the bankruptcy reform not only contributed toward a smaller number

of bankruptcies, but it also contributed toward a smaller number of foreclosures.

To understand why the predicted impact of the reform on the foreclosure crisis is

small it should be noted that in the model homeowners for whom the value of the

foreclosure option could be significantly affected by the bankruptcy reform are high

income earners that have significantly negative equity and that find bankruptcy appeal-

ing because they either have large unsecured debts or are facing a deficiency judgment.

However, in the model, only a small fraction of households have unsecured debts suf-

ficiently large to trigger a bankruptcy. Also, independently of the bankruptcy code,

households facing a deficiency judgment in the model never choose the foreclosure op-

tion when they possess a significant amount of liquid assets as it is the case for most

high income earners.

I next explain why the mechanism suggested by Li, White & Zhu (2009) did not

cause the bankruptcy reform to contribute to the surge of the foreclosure rate during

the great recession. Households which file for bankruptcy and choose to keep their

houses rather than foregoing them to bankruptcy trustees are primarily high income

earners for whom the law binds. For this reason, consistently with the suggestion of

Li, White & Zhu (2009), my model predicts that the reform has reduced the number of

homeowners which file for bankruptcy in order to discharge their unsecured debts and

use their relaxed budgets to continue making mortgage payments and keep their houses.

However, contrary to the suggestion of Li, White & Zhu (2009), the foreclosure option

is not the next best alternative once the law makes the bankruptcy option unattractive

for those who before the reform would have sought relief in bankruptcy in order to

maintain the ownership of their homes. In fact, households which would go through

bankruptcy with the intention of keeping their houses typically have large unsecured

debts but home equity that is either positive or not too negative. When bankruptcy
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becomes less generous because of the new law, these households become more likely to

either sell their houses, or to continue making payments mortgage payments rather than

going through foreclosure and suffering the costs of bad credit while still burdened with

large unsecured debts that they can no longer discharge in bankruptcy. This is precisely

the reason why the reform did not lead to a higher foreclosure rate as suggested by Li,

White & Zhu (2009).

The study the most closely related to the current work is that of Mitman (2011)

which studies an infinite horizon model where unsecured and mortgage lending markets

are linked through the bankruptcy system. The work of Mitman (2011) shows that cross-

state variations in homestead exemptions and foreclosure laws explain a significant share

of the variations observed in bankruptcy and foreclosure rates. Mitman (2011) finds that

in the absence of a shock to housing prices, the bankruptcy reform increases welfare, but

leads to a higher foreclosure rate and a higher bankruptcy rate as it induces households

to take on more unsecured debts (given that unsecured borrowing becomes cheaper

after the reform), and to leverage their mortgages more highly (as the reform reduces

the amount of home equity that can effectively be sheltered away from a bankruptcy

trustee). During the transition period following the introduction of the new bankruptcy

law in its model, Mitman (2011) finds that foreclosure rates increase for four years

before stabilizing to new levels higher than pre-reform levels. From these findings,

Mitman (2011) concludes that the bankruptcy reform led to a higher foreclosure rate

as was suggested by Li, White & Zhu (2009). My paper shows the importance of

taking account of large and unexpected shocks to home equity by demonstrating that

at bad times, homeowners in credit markets behave differently than they do in periods of

constant or rising housing prices. Using a new and rich quantitative model of households’

debts, I show that given unexpected large shocks to their home equity, homeowners in

the great recession world with the new bankruptcy reform have abandoned their houses

in foreclosure slightly less often than they would have done it if the bankruptcy reform

had not taken place prior to the crisis.

In addition to offering a different approach for the understanding of the foreclosure

crisis, my paper also proposes a model that is different from that of Mitman (2011) in

three fundamental ways. First, Mitman (2011) models first mortgages as one-period
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bond contracts while I model first mortgages as 30-year period fixed interest rate con-

tracts with an initial downpayment requirement that equals the average downpayment

requirement of 23% in the U.S. between 2002 and 2004. Modeling first mortgages as

30-year period contracts with a fixed-interest rate realistically gives households with

advantageous first mortgage interest rates an incentive not to default on their mort-

gage contracts either non-strategically when they go through financial hardship, or

strategically when they are hit with a negative shock to their home equity. The ini-

tial downpayment requirement is necessary to properly account for the implications of

a 26% drop in housing prices as observed during the great recession, on the resulting

distribution of negative home equity among households.

Second, my model allows for a mechanism by which households file for bankruptcy

in order to free up their budget constraint with the goal of holding onto a first mortgage

contract with a particulary attractive interest rate as suggested by Li, White & Zhu

(2009). This mechanism is nonexistent in Mitman (2011) which models first mortgages

as one-period bonds.

Third, my paper models second mortgages and treats them as unsecured debts in

bankruptcy in the event that the household’s first mortgage debt exceeds the market

value of the household’s house. This feature of the model captures the fact that in the

U.S. when a household’s first mortgage debt exceeds its house’s market value, junior

liens are stripped off in Chapter 13 and as a result, second mortgages are treated like

unsecured debts in such case. For this reason, when housing prices are unexpectedly

shocked negatively, second mortgages have important implications for both the prob-

ability that a homeowner would go through foreclosure (because a homeowner with a

second mortgage is more likely to face negative equity when housing prices fall) and the

probability that a homeowner would go through bankruptcy (because second mortgages

are treated like unsecured debts whenever the first mortgage is under water). Second

mortgages are not present in Mitman (2011).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents empirical facts

on household default from the LPS Applied Analytics’s database. Section 2.2 describes

the U.S. bankruptcy code and explains how it is modeled in the paper. The complete

model is described in section 2.3. Section 2.4 explains the calibration strategy. Results

are given in section 2.5 and concluding remarks in section 2.6.
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2.1 Empirical Facts on Household Default

In this section, I present key facts related to household default and supported with

evidence from the LPS Applied Analytics’s residential mortgage loans database, which

is the largest residential mortgage loan-level database available at the national level.

The dataset used comprises 38, 289, 370 loans all classified as “first-mortgage” loans

and secured by a real estate property occupied by the borrower as either a primary or a

secondary residence. These loans represent about two-ninth of all first-mortgage loans in

the U.S. residential mortgage servicing market. The dataset is nationally representative,

as it covers all major mortgage loans servicers and properties over all U.S. states. Each

loan in the database entered it for the first time at some point between April 1992 and

April 2012, and was followed throughout on a monthly basis, except if the mortgage

contract had been terminated. I define foreclosure on a property as the occurrence of a

liquidation sale or a repossession of the real estate by the mortgage lender following one

or several months of delinquency. The foreclosure start date is defined as the date of

the first foreclosure flag since the loan stopped being current. The foreclosure start date

therefore does not necessarily coincide with the date of the first missed payment. The

foreclosure end date is defined as the date of liquidation sale or real estate repossession.

Findings

Facts #1: Mortgage loans secured by properties involved in a foreclosure-start

during the period 1992-2011 were continuously delinquent for a median of 420 days

from the date of the first missed mortgage payment to the date of the liquidation sale

or repossession by the mortgage lender. In other words, borrowers were never current

on their loans for a median of 420 days prior to the end of the foreclosure process. This

first fact points to the importance of free-renting in a household’s decision to forego

its house in foreclosure. The median number of days of free-rent associated with the

foreclosure process rose from 320 days for loans that started foreclosure in the period

2002-2004, to a median of 506 days for the loans that started foreclosure during the

period 2007-2009.

Facts #2: Among mortgage loans that were registered in bankruptcy some time
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between 1992 and 2009, 33% entered bankruptcy after being continuously delinquent

for a minimum of 90 days. However, among these loans which entered bankruptcy after

a minimum of 90 days of delinquency, only 56% had terminated in a foreclosure sale

or real estate repossession by April 2012. The remaining 44% were saved from the

occurrence of a foreclosure after bankruptcy filing. I interpret this fact as evidence of

the existence of a mechanism by which households file for bankruptcy in order to stop

or prevent an imminent foreclosure.

Facts #3: In the pool of loans that were delinquent for a minimum of 90 days

prior to a registration in bankruptcy during the period 1992 and 2009, but that had

not terminated in foreclosure by April 2012, the average number of days of continuous

delinquency prior to registration in bankruptcy was 302 days.

Facts #4: In certain U.S. states, in the event of a foreclosure, households are

charged for the difference between the mortgage balance and the sale price of the real

estate. This difference is referred to as a deficiency. States in which deficiency liens

are applicable are known as recourse states. States in which deficiency liens are not

applicable are known as non-recourse states.

In the sample, 10% of loans associated with both bankruptcy and foreclosure entered

bankruptcy within 3 years prior to their foreclosure start dates; 38% entered bankruptcy

in the year of their foreclosure start; 48% entered bankruptcy within 1 to 3 years after

their foreclosure start date, and 87% were registered in their most recent bankruptcy ei-

ther in the year of their foreclosure start date or at a later date. Very similar proportions

are obtained when the sample is divided between recourse-state loans and non-recourse

state loans.

In fact, among loans that were associated with both bankruptcy and foreclosure in

non-recourse states, 38% were registered in their most recent bankruptcy in the year

of their foreclosure start, and 88% were registered in their most recent bankruptcy

either in the year of their foreclosure start date or at a later date (as opposed to being

registered in bankruptcy prior to the foreclosure start). The fact that bankruptcy filing

typically follows (rather than precedes) a foreclosure start in non-recourse states seems

to indicate that financially distressed households first seek relief in foreclosure and then
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file for bankruptcy only in the last resort. From the significantly high proportion of

loans that go into bankruptcy in the year of their foreclosure start date, it appears that

bankruptcy and foreclosure are closely related events for households in financial distress.

Finally, in recourse states, 23% of loans in foreclosure were also registered in bankruptcy

at some point in time, compared to an equivalent proportion of 22% for loans associated

with foreclosure in non-recourse states. This implies an insignificant variation between

recourse and non-recourse states in terms of registration in bankruptcy for loans associ-

ated with a foreclosure. In theory, one would expect a much higher proportion of loans

associated with a foreclosure to be also associated with bankruptcy filing in recourse

states, insofar as households facing a foreclosure in recourse states (compared to those

in non-recourse states) have additional incentives to file for bankruptcy as they would

wish to discharge the unsecured debts caused by deficiency liens in foreclosure. I inter-

pret this last finding as evidence of an ineffective recourse technology in practice. The

recourse technology is understood as the means by which a mortgage lender may sue

the mortgagor for the difference between the mortgage debts and the foreclosure sale

price.

Summary Statistics

In tables 2.1 and 2.2, column (1) gives the median number of days of delinquency

prior to foreclosure for loans that entered foreclosure in the year of interest. Column (2)

shows the means of the number of days of delinquency prior to bankruptcy filing for loans

that in the relevant year entered bankruptcy after being delinquent for a minimum of

90 days and that had not started foreclosure by the end of April 2012. Column (3) gives

the average downpayment at origination for each year. Column (4) shows the mean

net-interest rate at origination for loans originated in a given year. The net-interest

rate is defined as the difference between the gross interest rate and the service-fee rate

charged for securitized transactions. 2 . Table 2.1 shows these statistics across all

U.S. states while Table 2.2 displays them for U.S. states separated into recourse and

non-recourse groups.

2 Table B.2 in the appendix summarizes the same statistics for U.S. states separated into high-
homestead and low-homestead groups. A state qualifies as a high-homestead state if the ratio of its
homestead exemption over its 2001- median income is higher than 1. Among all 51 states, 40 are
recourse states and 24 are high-homestead states
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Table 2.1: LPS summary statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4)

2002 330 246 21.5% 5.82%

2003 330 247 23.8% 5.16%

2004 300 238 24.2% 5.38%

2005 360 256 24.8% 5.49%

2006 360 304 26.1% 5.12%

2007 420 297 27.7% 6.07%

2008 600 284 28.3% 5.72%

2009 600 290 28.8% 4.77%

2010 540 351 28.03% 4.46%

Table 2.2: Summary Statistics Across the Recourse and Non-Recourse Groups

(a) Recourse States

(1) (2) (3) (4)

2002 360 248 20.8% 5.85%

2003 330 253 22.5% 5.18%

2004 330 242 22.8% 5.41%

2005 360 257 23.4% 5.52%

2006 360 304 24.4% 6.16%

2007 450 298 26.3% 6.11%

2008 630 287 26.9% 5.75%

2009 660 296 26.8% 4.78%

2010 540 349 26.3% 4.46%

(b) Non-Recourse States

(1) (2) (3) (4)

2002 300 240 23.2% 5.76%

2003 300 224 26.2% 5.13%

2004 270 223 27.3% 5.31%

2005 300 248 27.7% 5.41%

2006 330 290 30.1% 6.01%

2007 330 294 31.3% 5.95%

2008 510 269 32.4% 5.64%

2009 480 276 33.8% 4.73%

2010 420 359 31.8% 4.45%

During the period 2002-2009, average net-interest rates at origination associated

with fixed interest mortgages were consistently higher in recourse states than in non-

recourse states. However, the average downpayment at origination on first mortgages

is consistently higher in recourse states, suggesting that mortgage lenders use both
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the downpayment requirement and the interest rate to simultaneously adjust for an

individual’s specific risk and for the aggregate risk of a fall in housing prices. Because

a foreclosure is more costly to mortgage lenders when it occurs in a non-recourse state

relatively to when it occurs in a recourse state, mortgage lenders then tend to require

larger downpayments in the former case. The median number of days in foreclosure is

higher in the period 2007-2009 relative to the period 2002-2009 in both the recourse

and non-recourse groups. Also, this statistic is consistently higher in the recourse case,

even though the magnitude of the difference is not too large 3 .

Foreclosure Rates

Table 2.3 and 2.4 display the average foreclosure rate by recourse and homestead

categories for 3 pools of states: a first pool that includes all U.S. states (All-States

pool), a second pool that is referred to as Subgroup 1 and that restricts to U.S. states

in which average housing prices dropped by a percentage between 20% and 30% from

2007 to 2009, and a third pool (Subgroup 2) made by restricting to those states in

Subgroup 1 for whom the 2009 unemployment rate was below the 2009 unemployment

rate in the US4 . In Subgroup 1, the average percentage change in housing prices is

−25% for the recourse subset and −26% for the non-recourse subset. In Subgroup 2, the

numbers are −25% and −25%, respectively. Statistics in Table 2.3 and 2.4 show that

foreclosure rate tends to be higher for recourse states in the All-State pool where states

are included without any restriction. However, in Subgroup 2, that restricts to states

with comparable unemployment rates and comparable percentage changes in housing

prices, the foreclosure rate appears to be slightly higher for the non-recourse subset. In

Subgroup 2, the foreclosure rate is also slightly higher for the Low-Homestead subset,

relative to the High Homestead subset.

3 The fact that the number of days of free-rent due to a lengthy foreclosure process is higher in
recourse states seems due to the fact that foreclosure in recourse states tend to be judicial foreclosures
which are lengthier by nature.

4 See the Appendix for the list of states in each pool.
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Table 2.3: Foreclosure Rates In the Recourse and Non-Recourse Groups

(a) ALL-States

R NR

2002 0.32% 0.22%

2003 0.30% 0.17%

2004 0.30% 0.15%

2005 0.30% 0.12%

2006 0.43% 0.16%

2007 0.58% 0.36%

2008 0.9% 0.82%

2009 1.15% 1.14%

(b) Subgroup 1

R NR

2002 0.28% 0.30%

2003 0.25% 0.24%

2004 0.25% 0.19%

2005 0.26% 0.12%

2006 0.38% 0.16%

2007 0.53% 0.27%

2008 0.82% 0.56%

2009 1.14% 0.93%

(c) Subgroup 2

R NR

2002 0.18% 0.27%

2003 0.13% 0.22%

2004 0.11% 0.17%

2005 0.09% 0.13%

2006 0.12% 0.19%

2007 0.29% 0.3%

2008 0.58% 0.59%

2009 1.0% 0.9%

Table 2.4: Foreclosure Rates In the Low and High Homestead Groups

(a) ALL-States

L H

2002 0.36% 0.24%

2003 0.33% 0.20%

2004 0.33% 0.20%

2005 0.34% 0.18%

2006 0.47% 0.26%

2007 0.59% 0.47%

2008 0.84% 0.92%

2009 1.4% 1.6%

(b) Subgroup 1

L H

2002 0.30% 0.19%

2003 0.28% 0.16%

2004 0.29% 0.12%

2005 0.29% 0.10%

2006 0.41% 0.16%

2007 0.56% 0.30%

2008 0.87% 0.54%

2009 1.50% 0.9%

(c) Subgroup 2

L H

2002 0.22% 0.19%

2003 0.15% 0.16%

2004 0.14% 0.12%

2005 0.10% 0.10%

2006 0.11% 0.16%

2007 0.28% 0.3%

2008 0.62% 0.54%

2009 1.10% 0.9%

2.2 U.S. Bankruptcy Code: Real World and Model

The U.S. bankruptcy system allows households to use either Chapter 7 or Chapter 13

to discharge their unsecured debts. Prior to the 2005 bankruptcy reform, households in

bankruptcy were required to avail only their non-exempt home equity for the repayment
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of their unsecured debts, no matter whether they filed for Chapter 7 or Chapter 13. Non-

exempt home equity is defined as the difference between the household’s home equity and

the amount of homestead exemption in the household’s state of residency. Before the

reform, in Chapter 7, the household’s house would be liquidated whenever it carried non-

exempt equity that should be used toward repaying the household’s unsecured debts.

In Chapter 13 on the other hand, a household filing could either abandon its house,

or could instead choose to keep it and repay its unsecured debts from future income

through a 3-to-5 year Chapter 13 repayment plan. In that case, the filer would propose

a Chapter 13 bankruptcy repayment plan that the bankruptcy court would approve only

if over the lifetime of the plan, the household would have repaid its unsecured debts by

at least the amount of non-exempt home equity listed at the time of bankruptcy filing.

The 2005 U.S. bankruptcy reform law introduced an income means-test that forces

households which in the past six months prior to bankruptcy filing earned above their

state median income to file under Chapter 13. The reform did not changed the amount

of unsecured debts dischargeable in Chapter 7. However, the reform significantly limited

the amount of unsecured debts that could be discharged in Chapter 13. Specifically,

after the reform, bankruptcy filers are required to avail the maximum between their

non-exempt home equity and five years of their current disposable income toward the

repayment of their unsecured debts. Disposable income in the bankruptcy code is

defined as the difference between the household’s wage income and the household’s

necessary living expenses. Households in bankruptcy after the reform may still choose

between keeping or foregoing their houses in bankruptcy. The key difference between

the pre-reform and post-reform worlds is that U.S. households filing after the reform

whether or not they choose to keep their houses must avail the maximum between their

non-exempt home equity and five years of disposable income for the repayment of their

unsecured debts, while only non-exempt home equity sufficed before the reform.

In the model, I use median income as a proxy for necessary living expenses. This

allows me to simplify both the pre-reform and post-reform bankruptcy codes as a single

option filing menu for non-owners, but a two-option filing menu for homeowners who

choose to either keep or toss out their houses when filing. In the model as in the real

world, before the reform households in bankruptcy would be requested to avail at least

their non-exempt home equity toward the repayment of their unsecured debts. In the
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model, after the reform, given the use of median income as a proxy for non-disposable

income, unsecured creditors in bankruptcy may receive as much as the maximum be-

tween the filer’s non-exempt home equity and 5 years of the difference between the filer’s

current income and the median income. The means-test is then well accounted for in

the model, given that the change in the bankruptcy code only binds for above-median

income earners.

In the U.S. bankruptcy code, Chapter 13 is particularly attractive to homeowners for

whom the first mortgage is underwater, given that junior liens are stripped off in Chapter

13 whenever the house value is smaller than the first mortgage debt. For instance, a

household which owes a second mortgage debt and has its first mortgage under water

will see its second mortgage debt discharged in the same fashion as its unsecured debts,

while the household may continue to make mortgage payments in order to keep its house

after bankruptcy filing. This unique feature of Chapter 13 existed before the reform

and was not affected by the reform. In my model, I explicitly account for this provision

of the U.S. bankruptcy code by treating second mortgage debts as unsecured debts in

the case that the filer’s house value is smaller that the first mortgage debts and the filer

chooses to keep its house rather than foregoing it when filing for bankruptcy.

2.3 The model

The model economy is populated with households, first mortgage lenders, second

mortgage lenders, unsecured credit lenders, and a housing sector. The housing sector

consists of a housing firm which transforms physical capital into housing capital, and

a rental agency. Mortgage lenders, unsecured lenders, the housing firm, and the rental

agency are risk neutral and may borrow or lend at risk free rate r which is exogenous

to the economy.

2.3.1 Households

Demographics and Preferences

Households live at most J periods. Staring with ψ1 = 1, in every period, ∀j ≥ 2,

households of age j−1 survive to age j with probability ψj , while those of age J die with
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certainty at the end of the period. Every period, a constant measure of age one house-

holds is born so that population is kept constant. Households discount the future at rate

β ∈ (0, 1). Households value non-durable consumption good c > 0 and housing services

h > 0. Households’preferences over c and h are given by u(c, h). The expected dis-

counted lifetime utility of an age 1 household is then given by: E

J
∑

j=1

βj−1ψj+1 u(cj , hj).

2.3.2 The Housing Sector

The housing firm uses a linear technology that transforms one unit of production

capital into A units of housing capital available in the form of houses. Houses come

in four possible sizes. A house of size i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} does not depreciate and produces

housing services hi in every period. One unit of housing capital hence trades for 1
A units

of physical capital. The rental agency purchases houses of all sizes from the housing firm

and rents them to households which are then entitled to the housing services provided

by these houses.

Households may rent all houses, but may purchase only houses of sizes 3 and 4.

When selling their homes to buy a home of the same size (refinancing), households

incur no transaction cost on the sale, but a per unit transaction cost τc on the new

purchase. For all other housing transactions, households incur per unit transaction cost

τs when selling a house, and per unit transaction cost τc when purchasing one if they

are age j < J . Housing transactions initiated by the oldest retirees do not involve

transaction costs. As renters, households pay a rent to the intermediary per unit of

housing service provided. To purchase a house, households pay a downpayment that

amount to fixed fraction µ of the value of the house, and then borrow the remaining

fraction (1−µ) from a first mortgage lender. Households may if they wish take a second

mortgage loan that amounts for fraction µ1 of the value of the house, where µ1 < µ so

that finally they would pay only fraction µ−µ1 of the value of the house out of pockets.

When they choose to do so, the home being purchased is said to have a “piggyback”

lien. The terms of mortgage contracts will be specified later.
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2.3.3 Housing Boom and Bust

The model economy starts in a boom characterized by an initial productivity level of

housing capital A = A0. Then, in every future period when A = A0, agents anticipate

that A may change from A0 to A1 < A0 in the next period with probability γ and will

remain equal to A1 forever whenever it changes. In other words, agents anticipate with

probability γ that the economy will fall in an absorbing state of low housing prices.

In the rest of the paper, I will use Z to denote the aggregate state of the economy,

with Z = B if housing prices are high (A = A0) and Z = B if housing prices are low

(A = A1). For all Z ∈ {B,R}, I will use P (Z) and Rent(Z) to denote the per-unit

housing price and rent that prevail given aggregate state Z.

2.3.4 Credit Markets

First Mortgage Contracts

In order to purchase a house of size i ∈ {3, 4} given aggregate state Z, households

must pay µP (Z)hi out of pockets and must borrow (1−µ)P (Z)hi from a first mortgage

lender at an interest rate rm that depends on the household’s characteristics. Loans

offered by first mortgage lenders are to be reimbursed in at most T periods.

A first mortgage contract is hence indexed by the 4-tuple (i, rm, τ, θ), where i the

size of the house securing the contract, rm is the associated fixed interest rate, τ ∈

{1, · · · , T + 1} is such that T + 1 − τ is the number of periods left for the loan to be

repaid in full, and θ ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the securing house was purchased when

housing prices where either high (in which case θ = 0) or if it was purchased when

housing prices were low (in which case θ = 1). Later on, rm will be specified to come

from a pricing function that allows first mortgage lenders to charge a fixed interest rate

that depends on the size of the house purchased, on the aggregate state of the economy,

and on the characteristics of the home buyer.

In each of the τ terms of a first mortgage contract indexed by (i, rm, τ, θ), the

household is asked to either make a constant payment M to the mortgage lender, or

to repay the current balance ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ) owed in full. The period mortgage payment

M = Mortgage(i, rm, θ) is given by:
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Mortgage(i, rm, θ) = (1− µ)Ph
rm

1− (1 + rm)−T
,

where

P = 1{θ=0}P (B) + 1{θ=1}P (R).

The law of motion of ℓ is given by:

ℓ(i, rm, 1, θ) = (1− µ)Phi

ℓ(i, rm, τ + 1, θ) = (ℓ (i, rm, τ, θ)−Mortgage (i, rm, θ)) .(1 + rm),∀ τ s.t. 1 ≤ τ ≤ T − 1

ℓ(i, rm, T + 1, θ) = 0

Second Mortgage Constracts or Home Equity Loans

A Homeowner in first mortgage contract indexed by (i, rm, τ, θ) and which owns a

house of size i worth P (Z)hi may borrow against it by purchasing a home equity bond of

face value b′ from a second mortgage lender, where b′ ∈ B ≡ {µ1×P (B)hi, µ2×P (B)hi}

and where 0 ≤ b′ ≤ P (Z)hi − ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ). If the household purchases a home equity

bond at per unit price qs, then the household’s period resources will be increased by

qs× b
′ and the household will have to promise to repay b′ to the second mortgage lender

in the following period. Later on, qs will be specified to come from a pricing function

that allows second mortgage lenders to charge a price that depends on the size of the

loan, on the aggregate state of the economy, and on the characteristics of the borrower.

Unsecured Credit Contracts

Households borrow in the unsecured credit market by purchasing an unsecured bond

with face value a′ ∈ R from an unsecured lender. Given a′ < 0, a household which

purchases an unsecured bond with face value a′ < 0 at per unit price qu increases its

current period resources by qu × (−a′) units of the consumption good. In return, this

household promises to repay (−a′) units of consumption tomorrow. On the other hand,

when a′ > 0, the household charged a per unit price qu sees its period resources decreased

by qu×a
′ and in return is promised to receive a′ units of consumption tomorrow. Later

on, qu will be specified to come from a pricing function that allows unsecured lenders
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to charge a price that depends on the size of the loan, on the aggregate state of the

economy, and on the characteristics of the borrower.

Contract Termination Upon the Death of the Household

In the event of the death of a homeowner, its house of size i is sold for a net value

P (Z)hi and the proceeds of the sale are used to repay the first mortgage lender only. I

assume that second Mortgage lenders and unsecured lenders do not obtain any compen-

sation upon the death of the borrower. In the event of the death of a household with

positive unsecured bond holdings, the unsecured lender keeps the household’s savings5

.

Voluntary Default

Households are not committed to any credit market contract. They may jointly

default on first and second mortgage contracts, and may default independently on un-

secured credit contracts. Specifically, households may default in three possible ways:

• they may default on mortgage contracts only (or walk-away from their home

without going though bankruptcy)

• they may jointly default on all mortgage contracts and on unsecured credit con-

tracts (bankruptcy option for tossers)

• they may default on an unsecured credit contract only (bankruptcy option for

keepers).

Defaulting on an unsecured credit contract or on a second mortgage contract consists

in not repaying the amount due to the unsecured credit lender or to the second mortgage

lender. In a given period, a homeowner faced with ζ ∈ [0, 1] voluntarily defaults on a

5 Not allowing mortgage lenders to share a household’s liquid assets upon its death simplifies
computations tremendously. Given this separation assumption, allowing second mortgage lenders to
share the proceeds of the sale of a deceased household’s house may create a profitable arbitrage condition.
This is the case because under the assumption that second mortgage lenders share the proceeds of the
sale of a deceased household’s house , when the probability of a fall of housing prices is very small,
interest rate premia on home equity loans are close to zero, and households find it profitable to take on
second mortgages and invest the resources as liquid savings by purchasing an unsecured bond. This is
especially true for older households with relatively low survival rates.
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first mortgage contract (i, rm, τ, θ) by repaying only (1−ζ)×Mortgage(i, rm, τ, θ) to the

mortgage lender in that period. A homeowner which voluntarily defaults on its mortgage

contracts continues to enjoy the housing services provided by the house during the period

of default, but loses the house at the end of the period to a risk neutral intermediary

which avails (1−φ)E(p)hi

1+r to be used to repay the first mortgage lender in first priority

and the second mortgage lender in second priority,

where given aggregate state Z,

E(p) =







(1− γ) 1
A0

+ γ 1
A1

if Z=B

1
A1

if Z=R.

A household’s eligibility for borrowing on any credit markets is conditioned by its

credit record. Households are assumed born with a clean credit record. However, fol-

lowing a mortgage default without bankruptcy filing, the household’s credit record is

tarnished with a foreclosure flag that disappears in any subsequent period with prob-

ability λ. Following bankruptcy filing, the household’s credit record is tarnished with

a bankruptcy flag that disappears in any subsequent period with probability λ. Only

households with no flag in their credit record may borrow in any market.

2.3.5 Households’ Idiosyncratic Shocks and Timing

All households face expense shocks and housing luck shocks. However, only active

households (households aged j < Jr) face income shocks. Specifically, in each period,

active households draw a persistent income shock ξ and a transitory income shock ǫ.

All households individually and independently draw an expense shock x ∈ {0, χ1, χ2},

and a housing luck shock ζ ∈ {ζ1, ζ2}. ∀i ∈ {1, 2}, households draw expense shock χi

with probability pχ,i. Similarly, they draw housing luck shock ζi with probability pζ,i,

∀i ∈ {1, 2}.

The income process

Every period t, a household of age j ∈ {1, · · · , Jr} receives endowments in the form

of a persistent income shock ξt and a transitory income shock ǫt, where ξt = ρξt−1 + υt,

υ ∼ N(0, σ2υ) and ǫ ∼ N(0, σ2ǫ ). Households retire at mandatory retirement age
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Jr < J . Wage income at date t for a household of age j < Jr is given by yt = ϑj ut,

where ϑj is the labor efficiency of individuals of age j and ut = exp(ξt + ǫt) .

After retirement, households of age j ≥ Jr receive pension income yss defined by

yss = Pens + ς.exp(ξJr−1), where ς and Pens are constant parameters, and ξJr−1 is

the households’ persistent shock in the pre-retirement age 6 . The model economy’s

median income is denoted by ymed.

Timing

The timing in a period is the following. At the beginning of the period, households

first draw idiosyncratic shocks. Then, the housing and credit markets open simultane-

ously. Next, households which did not borrow on any credit market choose whether or

not to default and select among the default options. Thereafter, households make mort-

gage and rents payments. Then, defaulters which have chosen the bankruptcy option

get their current and future period cash-in-hand (or liquid asset) position readjusted

according to the bankruptcy code. Consumption occurs and a new period starts.

∀i{1, 2}, households facing housing luck shock ζi make only fraction (1− ζi) of their

period first mortgage payments in the event of a mortgage default. In the event of a

mortgage default, households are liable for mortgage loans not covered by the proceeds

of the foreclosure sale if and only they drew ζ = ζ2 at the beginning of the period.

Households are assumed born as non-owners with a clean credit record and with

second mortgage and unsecured bonds of face values equal to zero. Afterwards, the

credit status, ownership status and assets positions of the household evolve depending

on choices made. let η ∈ {0, 1, 2} represent a household’s credit status: η = 0 if the

household currently has a clean credit record and, η = 1 if the household only has a

foreclosure flag, and η = 2 if the household either has a bankruptcy flag or has both

bankruptcy and foreclosure flags. Let o ∈ {0, 1} determine the household’s ownership

status: o = 0 if the household starts the period as a non-owner and o = 1 if it starts as

a homeowner. Also, let θ indicate if a homeowner’s house was bought during the boom

or during the recession: θ = 0 if the household’s house was bought in the boom and

θ = 1 otherwise. Then, for a household of age j which has drawn idiosyncratic shocks

ξ, ǫ, x, and ζ, the idiosyncratic state vector is given by :

6 Pens is the part of pension income that is independent of earnings during the active life.
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{j, η, a, b, ǫ, ξ, x, ζ, o, (i,M, τ, θ)},

where a is the household’s beginning-of-period unsecured bond holding, b is the

household’s beginning-of-period second mortgage bond, M is the household’s period

mortgage payment, i is the size of the household’s house, and τ is such that 1 ≤ τ ≤ T+1

and (T + 1 − τ) is the number of terms left in the first mortgage contract. Because

(i,M, τ, θ) is irrelevant for non-owners, I will restrict to (i,M, τ, θ) = (3, 0, 1, 0) when

the household starts a period as a non-owner.

In what follows, y will be used to denote the household’s before-tax wage income,

and y will be used to denote the household’s after-tax wage income specified in section

2.3.8. Also, ℓ0 will be used to denote a homeowner’ current first mortgage debt. That

is, for a homeowner in a first mortgage contract indexed with (i, rm, τ, θ),

ℓ0 = ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ).

2.3.6 Description of the Bankruptcy Code

Let E be the amount of homestead exemption that characterizes the economy. Con-

sider a homeowner in idiosyncratic state {j, η, a, b, ǫ, ξ, x, ζ, o, (i,M, τ, θ)} when the ag-

gregate state is Z. Bankruptcy costs homeowners δ units of consumption in the period

of bankruptcy filing. Unsecured debt rolled over in bankruptcy is subject to interest

rate rb.

Bankruptcy for Homeowners

Define:


















Home Equity = max{0, ( (1−φ).E(p)hi

1+r − (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)− b)}

Exempt Equity = min{E,Home Equity}

Non Exempt Equity = max{0,Home Equity− Exempt Equity}.

Now, let’s define by Âtoss(Z, s) the before-bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-hand position

of the household at the time of bankruptcy filing given that the household has also chosen

to default on its mortgage payments.
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Then,

Âtoss(Z, s) =







a− x if ζ = ζ1

a− x+ a1 + a2 if ζ = ζ2,

where a1 and a2 in absolute values are the mortgage debts still owed to the first and

second mortgage lenders after exhaustion of the expected discounted sale proceeds in a

recourse world:






a1 = min{0, (1−φ)E(p)hi

1+r − (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)}

a2 = min{0,max{0, (1−φ)E(p)hi

1+r − (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)} − b}.

Bankruptcy if the household tosses its house away

If the household tosses its house away while filing for bankruptcy, then it will start

the future period with after-bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-handDtoss(Z, s). In the period

of bankruptcy filing, the household’s consumption is given by:

c = y−δ−(1−ζ)M+(Exempt Equity+max{0, Âtoss(Z, s)+Non Exempt Equity}+Dtoss(Z, s)).

The after-bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-hand Dtoss(Z, s) is the key variable that dif-

ferentiates a pre-bankruptcy reform world from a post-bankruptcy reform world for a

homeowner which chooses to abandon its house when filing for bankruptcy. In order to

define it, let’s first define Creditor Hit to be the loss incurred by unsecured creditors

after all non-exempt proceeds have been exhausted toward repaying them:

Creditor Hit = min{0, Âtoss(Z, s) + Non Exempt Equity}.

Then,

Dtoss(Z, s) +
Dtoss(Z, s)

(1 + rb)
= Additional Payment ,

where Additional Payment

=







0 pre-bankruptcy reform

−min{-Creditor Hit, Ability to Pay} post-bankruptcy reform,

and
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Ability to pay = max{0, κmax{0, y − ymed} − Non Exempt Equity}.

Bankruptcy if the household keeps its house

When the household chooses to keep its house while filing for bankruptcy, its before-

bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-hand is given by:

Âkeep(Z, s) =







a− x− b if phi − (ℓ0 −M) < 0

a− x if phi − (ℓ0 −M) ≥ 0.

In other words, the second mortgage is considered an unsecured debt for a household

which has a first mortgage under water and which chooses to keep its house while

filing for bankruptcy. In this case, the household starts the following period with after-

bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-hand Dkeep(Z, s) and the household’s current consumption

is given by:

c =







y − δ −M +max{0, Âkeep(Z, s)} +Dkeep(Z, s) if P (Z)hi − (ℓ0 −M) < 0

y − δ −M − b+max{0, Âkeep(Z, s)} +Dkeep(Z, s) if P (Z)hi − (ℓ0 −M) ≥ 0.

where

Dkeep(Z, s) +
Dkeep(Z, s)

(1 + rb)
= −min{−min{0, Âkeep(Z, s)},Ability to Pay for keepers}.

To define Ability to Pay for keepers, let

Virtual Proceeds = max{0,max{0, (1 − φ)phi − ℓ0 − b} − E}.

Then,

Ability to Pay for keepers

=







Virtual Proceeds pre-bankruptcy reform

max{Virtual Proceeds ,max{0, κ(y − ymed)}} post-bankruptcy reform.
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Bankruptcy for Non-Owners

Beginning-of-period non-owners may only rent when they file for bankruptcy. A

non-owner which chooses to rent a house of size i and file for bankruptcy will start the

following period with after-bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-hand position Dno(Z, s). In the

period of bankruptcy filing, the non-owner’s consumption is given by:

c = y − δ −Rent(Z)hi +max{0, a − x}+Dno(Z, s),

where

Dno(Z, s) +
Dno(Z, s)

(1 + rb)
= −min{−min{0, a − x},Ability to Pay for non-owners},

and

Ability to Pay for non-owners

=







0 pre-bankruptcy reform (Z=B)

max{0, κ(y − ymed)} post-bankruptcy reform (Z=R) .

2.3.7 Households’ Choices

I now turn to define the households’ choices given idiosyncratic state

{j, η, a, b, ǫ, ξ, x, ζ, o, (θ, i,M, τ)}

. If the household is of age J (oldest age), then it may only rent. A household of age J

that starts the period as a homeowner hence has to sell its house at no transaction cost

and rent.

Choices of Homeowners of age j < J

Consider a homeowner of age j < J in a first mortgage contract (i,M, τ, θ) with an

unsecured bond holding a, a second mortgage bond b, and credit status η.
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Case of the homeowner with η = 0:

The choices available to the clean homeowner can then be summarized as follows:

• sell the house and either rent or purchase a new house, repay all debts (selling

option)

• repay b, max(0,−a), and M (stay current).

• repay max(0,−a), pay only fraction (1 − ζ) of M , and default on b (walk-away

without bankruptcy filing)

• default on b andmax(0,−a), and pay only fraction (1−ζ) ofM , and (bankruptcy

option for tossers)

• repay M and b, but default on max(0,−a) (bankruptcy option for keepers).

In the event of a default without bankruptcy, the homeowner chooses next period

unsecured bond holdings a′ ≥ 0 and second mortgage bond holdings b′ = 0. In the event

of bankruptcy filing, the face value of the next period unsecured bond a′ is settled by

the bankruptcy code, and next period second mortgage bond holding b′ = 0. Because

households may only borrow when they start the period with η = 0, it turns out that

homeowners cannot start a period with η = 1 (given that a homeowner loses its house

after a mortgage default). Neither can they start a period simultaneously with η = 2

and with second mortgage bond holdings that have a nonzero face value.

Case of the homeowner with η = 2:

The choices available to a flagged homeowner are as follows:

• sell the house and rent a new house, repay all debts (selling option)

• repay max(0,−a), and M (stay current)

• repaymax(0,−a), pay only fraction (1−ζ) ofM (walk-away without bankruptcy

filing).
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Choices of non-owners

A non-owner starting the period with (η = 1 or η = 2) (flagged non-owners) may

only rent and purchase an unsecured bond holding with face value a′ ≥ 0. A Non-owner

of age j < J starting the period with η = 0 (clean non-owners) and with an unsecured

bond of face value a, may :

• repay max(0,−a) and either rent or buy a house,

• or default on max(0,−a) and rent during the period (bankruptcy option for

non-owers).

Involuntary Default

Households for whom all the available choices lead to an empty budget set default

involuntarily. Beginning-of-period non-owners rent a house of size 1 during a period of

involuntary default. In the event of an involuntary default for a homeowner, the house

is sold and the homeowner must rent a house of size 1. The proceeds of the sale are

used to repay the first mortgage lender, then the second mortgage lender and finally the

unsecured lender. Involuntary default leads to a fresh-start in the following period as

a non-owner with a bankruptcy flag and with an unsecured bond holding of face value

zero.

2.3.8 The Tax Code

Consider a household in state {j, η, a, b, ǫ, ξ, x, ζ, o, (θ, i,M, τ)} with current period

wage income y. Now, let:

m =















































0 if the household rents

Mortgage(i′, r′m,1{Z=R}), if the household enters new contract (i′r′m, 1,1{Z=R})

0 if τ > T and the household does not sell

M if τ ≤ T and the household stays current

(1− ζ)M if τ ≤ T and default on first mortgage.
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Also, let ℓ =







ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ) if τ ≥ 2 and the household stays current

ℓ(i′, r′m, 1,1{Z=R}) if the household purchases a new house.

Let A = y +max(0, a)× (1−Q(j)). Then, the household’s taxable income is given

by:

yd =















































A− b× (1−Q(j))− rm × (ℓ−m) if homeowner does not sell

A− b× (1−Q(j))− rm′ × (ℓ−m) if homeowner sells and buys

A− b× (1−Q(j)) if homeowner sells and rents

A if non-owner rents

A− rm′ × (ℓ−m) if non-owner buys

where ∀j,

Q(j) =
ψj

1 + r
.

A household’s with taxable income yd has after-tax income given by:

y = max(0, yd)× (1− τω),

where τω is the economy’s constant marginal tax rate. Hence, the tax code features

interest-deductibility for both first and second mortgages7 .

2.3.9 The household’s problem

I now formally define the problem of a household in idiosyncratic state

s = {j, η, a, b, ǫ, ξ, x, ζ, o, (θ, i,M, τ)}

7 Later, it is shown that given the assumption that unsecured lenders keep the positive cash-in-hand
position of a deceased household, the zero-profit condition implies that for a′ > 0, the per unit price of
a cash-in-hand bond with face value a′ sold to a household of age j is Q(j + 1). Hence, if rs(j) is the

savings interest rate offered to a household of age j − 1, then (1−Q(j)) = rs(j)
1+rs(j)

, so that a×
rs(j)

1+rs(j)

is the net interest pocketed by a household of age j starting the period with positive unsecured bond
position a. Because prices on second mortgage bonds turn out to be larger than those on an unsecured
bond with equal positive face value by a factor that accounts for the household’s default probability,
(1-Q(j)) is used as a cap on the interest-deductibility of second mortgages. This allows to capture U.S.
tax incentives to borrow on second mortgage markets, without the additional burden of carrying prices
of second mortgage bonds as state variables .
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.

Age J households face the following problems.

Case 1: non-owner of age j=J :

VZ(s) = max
i′∈{1,2,3,4}

u(c, hi′) s.t. c = y + a− x−Rent(Z)hi′

Case 2: owner of age j=J :

VZ(s) = max
i′∈{1,2,3,4}

u(c, hi′) s.t. c = y+ a− x− b−Rent(Z)hi′ + (P (Z)hi − ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ))

For the purpose of defining the problem of a household of age j < J , let ω de-

note the non-stochastic component of a household’s idiosyncratic state vector: ω =

{j, η, a, b, o, (θ, i,M, τ)}. As before, let the economy’s aggregate state be given by Z

such that Z = B if housing prices are high, and Z = R if housing prices are low.

Now, ∀ Z ∈ {B,R}, let VZ denote the household’s value function given aggregate

state Z. Let denote by s′ the household’s state vector in the next period. Define

ω′ = {j′, η′, a′, b′, o′, (θ′, i′,M ′, τ ′)}. ∀ξ, and ∀ Z ∈ {B,R}. Now, for V = (VB , VS)

define operator EZ|ξ by:







(ER|ξV )(ω′) =
∫

VR(s
′) dΦ(∆′|ξ)

(EB|ξV )(ω′) =
[∫

VR(s
′) dΦ(∆′|ξ)

]

× (1− γ) +
[∫

VB(s
′) dΦ(∆′|ξ)

]

× γ

where ∆′ = (ǫ′, ξ′, x′, ζ ′) and

dΦ(∆′|ξ) = Pr(ǫ′)× Pr(ξ′|ξ)× Pr(x′)× Pr(ζ ′).

∀ (Z, s) I define Qu(Z, ξ, ω
′) to be the per unit price of an unsecured bond of face

value a′ offered to a household with current persistent shock ξ and future non-stochastic

state component ω′ when the aggregate state of the economy is Z. Similarly, Qs(Z, ξ, ω
′)

is the per unit price of a second mortgage bond of face value b′ offered to such house-

hold. In the same way, Rm(Z, ξ, ω′) denotes the interest rate offered on a first mortgage

contract to a household that will start the next period with future non-stochastic state

component ω′ when the current state of the economy is Z and the household’s cur-

rent persistent income shock is ξ. Let parameter stig be the utility loss associated
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with bankruptcy filing. Also, let parameters δ be the pecuniary cost associated with

bankruptcy filing.

Case 1: Clean homeowners: (η = 0):

VZ(s) = max{V sell,rent
Z (s), V sell,buy

Z (s), V current
Z (s), V walk

Z , V bk,toss
Z , V bk,keep

Z },

where:

1.

V sell,rent
Z (s) = max

i′∈{1,2,3,4},a′
u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)

s.t. c = y + a− b− x−Qu(Z, ξ, ω
′)a′ + (1− τs)P (Z)hi − ℓ0 −Rent(Z)hi′

ω′ = {j + 1, 0, a′, 0, 0, (0, 3, 0, 0)}

ℓ0 = ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ)

2.

V sell,buy
Z (s) = max

i′∈{3,4},a′
u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)

s.t. c = y + a− b− x−Qu(Z, ξ, ω
′)a′ + (1− τs)P (Z)hi − ℓ0

− (τb + µ)P (Z)hi′ −m

ω′ = {j + 1, 0, a′, 0, 1, (θ′, i′,m, 2)}

ℓ0 = ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ) and m = Mortgage(i, Rm(Z, ξ, ω′), θ′)

θ′ = 1{Z=R}

3.

V current
Z (s) = max

a′,b′
u(c, hi) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)

s.t. c = y + a− b− x−Qu(Z, ξ, ω
′)a′ +Qs(Z, ξ, ω

′)b′ −M

ω′ = {j + 1, 0, a′, b′, 1, (θ, i,M,min(τ + 1, T + 1))}

0 ≤ b′ ≤ P (Z).hi − ℓ0
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4.

V walk
Z (s) = max

a′≥0
u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)

s.t. c = y + a− x−Qu(Z, ξ, ω
′)a′ − (1− ζ)M +B

B = (1{ζ=ζ2} ×A+ 1{ζ=ζ1} ×max(0, A))

A =
E(P )(1 − φ)hi

1 + r
− (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)− b

ℓ0 = ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ)

ω′ = {j + 1, 1, a′, 0, 0, (0, 3, 0, 0)}

5.

V bk,toss
Z (s) = u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)− stig

s.t. c = y − (1− ζ)M(i, rm) + (He + anew +Dtoss(ζ, Z, s)− δ

anew = max{0, Âtoss(ζ, Z, s) +Hn}

ℓ0 = ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ)

H = max{0, (
(1 − φ).E(p)hi

1 + r
− (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M(i, rm))− b)}

He = min{E,H}

Hn = H −He

a′ = Dtoss(ζ, Z, s)

ω′ = {j + 1, 2, a′, 0, 0, (0, 3, 0, 0)}

6.

V bk,keep
Z (s) = u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)− stig

s.t. c = y −M + anew − δ if P (Z)hi − (ℓ0 + b) < 0

c = y −M − b+ anew − δ if P (Z)hi − (ℓ0 + b) ≥ 0

anew = max{0, Âkeep(ζ, Z, s)} +Dkeep(ζ, Z, s)

ℓ0 = ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ)

a′ = Dkeep(ζ, Z, s)

ω′ = {j + 1, 2, a′, 0, 1, (θ, i,M,min(τ + 1, T + 1))}
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Âtoss(ζ, Z, s) and Âkeep(ζ, Z, s) respectively are the before-bankruptcy adjusted cash-

in-hand position as defined in section 2.3.6, for the cases when the household chooses

to toss its house out and when it chooses to keep it. Similarly, Dtoss(ζ, Z, s) and

Dtoss(ζ, Z, s) respectively are the after-bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-hand positions of

the household if it chooses to toss or save its house in bankruptcy, as defined in section

2.3.6.

Case 2: Flagged homeowners (η = 2):

VZ(s) = max{V sell,rent
Z (s), V current

Z (s), V walk
Z (s)},

with V sell,rent
Z , V current

Z as defined earlier, and with V walk
Z for η = 2 defined as:

V walk
Z (s) = max

a′≥0
u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)

s.t. c = y + a− x−Qu(Z, ξ, ω
′)a′ − (1− ζ)M +B

B = (1{ζ=ζ2} ×A+ 1{ζ=ζ1} ×max(0, A))

A =
E(P )(1 − φ)hi

1 + r
− (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)− b

ℓ0 = ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ)

ω′ = {j + 1, 2, a′, 0, 0, (0, 3, 0, 0)}

Note that a household would not start as a homeowner with η = 1. This is so because

η = 1 in the current period implies that the household defaulted on mortgages in the

previous period and did not file for bankruptcy to discharge unsecured debts. However,

when a household defaults on mortgages but not on unsecured debts, it is assumed that

the household loses its house at the end of the period and starts the following period as

a non-owner.

Case 3: Clean non-owners (η = 0):

VZ(s) = max{V rent
Z (s), V buy

Z (s), V def
Z (s)},
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where

1.

V rent
Z (s) = max

i′∈{1,2,3,4},a′
u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)

s.t. c = y + a− b− x−Qu(Z, ξ, ω
′)a′ −Rent(Z)hi′

ω′ = {j + 1, 0, a′, 0, 0, (0, 3, 0, 0)}

2.

V buy
Z (s) = max

i′∈{3,4},a′
u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)

s.t. c = y + a− b− x−Qu(Z, ξ, ω
′)a′ − (τb + µ)P (Z)hi′ −m

ω′ = {j + 1, 0, a′, 0, 1, (θ′, i′,m, 2)}

m = Mortgage(i, Rm(Z, ξ, ω′), θ′)

θ′ = 1{Z=R}.

3.

V def
Z (s) = max

i′∈{1,2,3,4},a′≥0
u(c, hi′) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)− stig

s.t. c = y + a− x−Rent(Z)hi′ +Dno(Z, s)− δ

a′ = Dno(Z, s)

ω′ = {j + 1, 2, a′, 0, 0, (0, 3, 0, 0)}.

In the above equation, Dno(s) is the after-bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-hand position

of a non-owner in bankruptcy as defined in section 2.3.6.

Case 4: Flagged non-owners: (η = 1 or η = 2)

Flagged non-owners may not borrow on any market and have value function given

by:

VZ(s) = V rent
Z (s) if η = 2 and VZ(s) = max{V rent

Z (s), V def
Z (s)} if η = 1 .
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Problem of an involuntary defaulter

Case 1: The involuntary defaulter is a non-owner

VZ(s) = u(c, h1) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)− stig

s.t. c = y −Rent(Z)h1

ω′ = {j + 1, 2, a′, 0, 0, (0, 3, 0, 0)}.

Case 2: The involuntary defaulter is a homeowner

When a homeowner goes through involuntary default, its house is sold at the begin-

ning of the period. However, its before-bankruptcy cash-in-hand position is adjusted

in a similar way as for households which choose to toss their houses when filing for

bankruptcy. Involuntary defaulters start the following period with an unsecured bond

of face value equal to zero. Specifically, let a1 and a2 equal the negatives of the mort-

gage debts still owed to the first and second mortgage lenders after exhaustion of the

expected discounted sale proceeds following an involuntary default in a recourse world:

Then, let






a1 = min{0, (1 − φ)P (Z)hi − ℓ0}

a2 = min{0,max{0, (1 − φ)P (Z)hi − ℓ0} − b}.

Then, let

â =







a− x if ζ = ζ1

a− x+ a1 + a2 if ζ = ζ2.

The value function of an involuntary defaulter which is a homeowner is then given

by:
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VZ(s) = u(c, h1) + βψ(j + 1)× (EZ|ξV )(ω′)− stig

s.t. c = y −Rent(Z)h1 +He + anew

anew = max{0, â +Hn}

H = max{0, ((1 − φ)P (Z)hi − ℓ0 − b)}

ℓ0 = ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ),He = min{E,H},Hn = H −He, and a
′ = 0

ω′ = {j + 1, 2, a′, 0, 0, (0, 3, 0, 0)}

2.3.10 Profit Functions of Lenders

If the household starts the period as a homeowner, let Wm1,Z(s) denote the ex-

pected discounted flows to the first mortgage lender which has loaned to the house-

hold and let Wm2,Z(s) denote the expected discounted flows to the second mortgage

lender. Let Wu,Z(s) denote the expected discounted flows to the unsecured lender

from whom the household has purchased its current unsecured bond. Finally, let

Wm1 = (Wm1,B ,Wm1,R), Wm2 = (Wm2,B,Wm2,R), and Wu = (Wu,B,Wu,R). Wm1,Z ,

Wm1,Z , and Wm1,Z are derived in the appendix. Let Ω′(Z, s) be the household’s choice

for tomorrow’s non-stochastic component of the individual’s state vector given current

state (Z,s). Finally, let gb(Ω
′(Z, s)) and ga(Ω

′(Z, s)) respectively be the face values of the

second mortgage and unsecured bonds associated with Ω′(Z, s). Then, expected profits

to a first mortgage lender on a first mortgage contract (i′, Rm(Z, ξ,Ω′(Z, s)), 1,1{Z=R})

offered to a household in state (Z, s) that will start tomorrow with a non-stochastic

state component Ω′(Z, s) are given by:

Πm1(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s)) = −(1− µ)P (Z)hi′ +Mortgage(i′, Rm(Z, ξ,Ω′(Z, s)),1{Z=R})

+
(EZ|ξWm1)(Ω

′(Z, s))

1 + r
.

Expected profits to a second mortgage lender which lends at per unit priceQs(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s))

to a household that will start the following period with a non-stochastic state component

Ω′(Z, s) are given by:
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Πm2(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s)) = −Qs(Z, ξ,Ω

′(Z, s)) × gb(Ω
′(Z, s)) +

(EZ|ξWm2)(Ω
′(Z, s))

1 + r
.

Expected profits to an unsecured lender which lends at per unit priceQu(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s))

to a household that will start the following period with a non-stochastic state component

Ω′(Z, s) are given by:

Πu(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s)) = Qu(Z, ξ,Ω

′(Z, s)) × ga(Ω
′(Z, s)) + ψj+1

(EZ|ξWu)(Ω′(Z, s))

1 + r
.

2.3.11 Equilibrium Conditions

The economy is in equilibrium when:

1. Households optimize

2. The rental agency makes zero expected profits:







Rent(R) = P (R)× r
1+r

Rent(B) = P (B)× γ+r
1+r − P (R)× γ

1+r

3. Pricing functions Rm,Qs, and Qu are such that first and second mortgage lenders

and unsecured lenders make zero expected profits on each loan offered

An equilibrium is a steady state equilibrium if there is a zero mass of beginning-

of-period homeowners in state s with θ 6= 1{Z=R}. In the rest of the paper, I study

steady state boom equilibria which are steady state equilibria with Z = B such that

after having started with high housing prices, the economy remains an economy of high

housing prices in spite of agents’ expectations for a potential fall of housing prices. In

this sense, a steady-state equilibrium will be understood as an equilibrium in which

housing prices are high and all beginning-of-period homeowners have purchased their

houses at a time of high housing prices.
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2.4 Calibration

Birth age and retirement age respectively correspond to real world ages of 25 and

64. Households die with certainty at age J = 79. Survival probabilities {ψj}j=2,··· ,J

are derived from the 2000 United States Life Tables 2000 from the National Center for

Health Statistics. The functional form of households’ utility function of households is

given by:

u(c, h) =

(

cµc
((

1 +̟ × 1{o=1}

)

× h
)1−µc

)1−σ

1− σ
,

where ̟ denotes the homeownership premium.

The weighted average of the ratio (homestead exemption/state’s 2002 median in-

come) among U.S states is 1.81. I match this number by setting the amount of home-

stead exemption E equal to 1.81 ×median income. The foreclosure discount rate φ is

set to 0.25, so that houses in foreclosure sale for about 25% of their values. Campbell,

Giglio, and Pathak (2011) documents that the foreclosure discount rate was on average

27% in the period 1987-2009 for houses located in the state of Massachusetts. Using a

nationally broader dataset of single-family 30-year fixed rate mortgages originated be-

tween 1995 and 1999 combined with the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight

(OFHEO) repeat sales index, Pennington-Cross (2006) finds that foreclosed properties

appreciate on average 22% less than the metropolitan area average appreciation rate.

I hence target a foreclosure discount rate of 25% which is the average of the discount

rates found in the two studies.

The model period corresponds to 3 years. Following Livshits, Macgee & Tertilit

(2008), the annual risk-free rate is set equal to the 4% average return on capital reported

by McGrattan and Prescott (2000). Housing transaction costs τb and τs are taken from

Sommer et al. (2010) and are set as τb = 0.025 and τs = 0.07. A first mortgage contract

hence lasts for at most T = 10 periods (or 30 years). The average downpayment µ

is set equal to 0.23, which is the average downpayment on fixed interest residential

first mortgage contracts over the period 2002-2004 obtained from the LPS Applied

Analytics’s database. µ1 is set equal to 0.13 such that at the time of purchase, home

buyers do not borrow more than 90% of the value of the house when aggregating first

and second mortgage loans secured by the house. Kenneth Brevoort, Robert Avery, and
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Glenn Canner (2006) find that in 2005, about 21.5% of first-lien conventional home-

purchase loans on owner-occupied site-built homes involved a piggyback. µ2 is set equal

to 0.4 in order to target 21.5% as the fraction of households that in purchase their

homes with a piggyback lien in the steady state. A1 is set equal to 0.6 so as to match

an average first mortgage balance at origination equal to 1.05× 3 years of average wage

income over the period 2002-2004 as found from the LPS Analytics’s Inc. database.

A0 is set from 1
A(0) = 0.45 × 1

A1
so that Z = R corresponds to the aggregate state of

the economy in which housing prices have fallen from their level when Z = B by 55%,

which is the percentage by which average housing prices fell from 2007 to 2009 in the

state of Nevada. The state of Nevada is the U.S. state which experienced the greatest

housing price fall over that period.The probability γ of an aggregate housing price fall is

set equal to 0.14 in order to match an average interest rate of 5.38% for first mortgages

originated over the period 2002-2004 in the U.S. economy as I document it from the

LPS database.

From the PSID database, I find that the median home was valued at $150, 000 in

2005. The average value of homes owned during the same period and for which the

value fell below the median was $82842 or 0.55 × 3 years of average household’s wage

income. Similarly, for homes valued above the median, the average value was $332356

or 2.21 × 3 years of average household’s wage income. Given A1 = 0.6, I hence set

h3 = 0.33 and h4 = 1.33 so that P (B)h3 = 0.55 × 3 years of average wage income and

P (B)h4 = 2.21 × 3 years of average wage income.

The probability λ of a reversal of bad credit into good credit is set to 0.3, so that

the average duration 1
λ of a bankruptcy flag on a household’s credit record is 10 years,

or 10
3 model period. Given a model period of 3 years, fraction κ of disposable income

(disposable income is defined as the difference between wage income and average income)

assigned to the repayment of unsecured debts in bankruptcy in the post-reform world

is set equal to 1.67, so that after the bankruptcy reform unsecured creditors may be

repaid by as much as 5 times the difference between the household’s annual income and

the annual median income.

The fraction of a period mortgage payment that a household may default upon is

set as (ζ1 = 0, ζ2 = 0.3) in the steady state world and (ζ1 = 0, ζ2 = 0.53) in the

great recession world. Given a model period of 3 years, 0.3 and 0.53 are respectively
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equivalent to 330 days and 580 days of free-renting in the event of a default, which

are the median number of days of free-renting in the periods 2002-2004 and 2007-2009

found on average for recourse states using the LPS Analytics’s Inc database. Recall the

assumption that a household becomes liable for the fraction of the mortgage loan that

is not covered by the proceeds of a foreclosure sale if and only if it is faced with ζ = ζ2.

I hence interpret pζ,2 as the probability of a deficiency judgment and I estimate it as a

weighted average of the fraction of mortgage defaults that started in 2007 − 2009 and

that terminated as a foreclosure among mortgage defaults that started during the same

period and terminated either as a foreclosure, a short-sale or a voluntary conveyance in

the U.S. economy. Under the assumption that deficiency judgments are obtained only

in recourse states in which the foreclosure process is always a judicial one, I estimate

the probability of a deficiency judgment to be pζ,2 = 0.11.

Filing cost δ is set equal to 2% of 3-year of average income and amounts to the

median filing cost for Chapter 13 filers documented by the Government Accountability

Office in 2008. Borrowing interest rates in the unsecured and second mortgage markets

are bounded above by a value rmax = 26% which is chosen to match the bankruptcy

rate among homeowners. The interest rate rb applied to unsecured debt rolled over in

bankruptcy is set equal to rmax.

Over the period 2002-2004, the average bankruptcy rate was 0.73%. Sullivan, War-

ren, and Westbrook (2000) document from a 1991 consumer bankruptcy survey that in

1991, about 50% of bankrupts were homeowners. Assuming the proportion of homeown-

ers among bankrupts did not change between 1991 and 2004, and given a homeownership

rate of 65% in 2002-2005, I target a bankruptcy rate of 0.56% among homeowners. The

utility cost associated with bankruptcy filing stig is set equal to 0.1 so as to match an

average income of bankrupt homeowners equal to 0.61 of the average income of home-

owners as documented by Sullivan, Warren, and Westbrook (2000) document from their

1991 consumer bankruptcy survey.

In the Transition world of the great recession which is obtained from the baseline

model by shocking housing prices down by 26%, and by shocking average labor produc-

tivities as shown in figure, it is assumed that households predict that housing prices and

labor productivities will rise back to their values in the baseline model with probability

γGR which is calibrated to equal 0.17 so as to match a bankruptcy rate of 0.53% among
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homeowners in the in the period 2007-2009.8 .

The Income Process

Figure 2.1: Labor Efficiency Profile {ϑj}j=1,··· ,Jr

The autocorrolelation coefficient ρ and the variance σ2υ of persistent shock ξ have

tri-annual values of 0.863 and 0.363, respectively, which correspond to the respective

annual 9 values of 0.95 and 0.168 reported by Storesletten, Telmer & Yaron (2004).

The variance σ2ǫ of the transitory income shock ǫ has its tri-annual value set equal to

0.765, which corresponds to the annual value of 0.255 reported by Storesletten, Telmer

& Yaron (2004).

For retirement’s income, Pens and ς are set equal to 0.05 and 0.33 so that the

8 Early in 2005, households surged to file for bankruptcy in anticipation of the implementation of
the bankruptcy reform in October 2005. As a consequence, the bankruptcy rate turned to be very high
in 2005, but then very low in 2006, before gradually rising to its 2009 level. As a consequence, I use
the bankruptcy rate of 0.63% in 2009 as an estimate of the bankruptcy rate for the period 2007-2009 in
order to limit transition effects. Katherine Porter (2012) documents from a 2007 consumer bankruptcy
project that in 2007, 54.5% of bankrupt were homeowners. Given a homeownership rate of 65% in 2007,
the bankruptcy rate among homeowners over the period 2007−2009 is hence estimated equal to 0.53%.

9 if ρ1 and σ2
υ,1 are used to denote annual values, then tri-annual values are obtained as ρ = ρ31 and

σ2
υ = σ2

υ,1(ρ
4
1+ρ21+1). The tri-annual variance of the transitory income shock is found in a similar way.
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ratio of the average pension of retirees over the average wage income, and the ratio

of the standard deviation of pension income over average wage income are 0.37 and

0.27 respectively, as found from the CPS data for the period 2002-2004. The persistent

and transitory income processes are discredited into 5 and 3-state Markov Process,

respectively, using the Method of Tauchen (1986) as described in Adda and Cooper

(2003).

The Expense Shock Process

The expense shock process is derived from the estimations of Livshits, Macgee &

Tertilit (2008) for the period 1996-1997. They estimate a tri-annual divorce probability

of 3.73% and a proportion 1.5% of unplanned pregnancy over a three year period.

They determine the value of a divorce shock and of an unplanned pregnancy over three

years to be $36, 558 and $24, 000 respectively. These two shocks assumed independent

amount to a probability 5.23% of a $32956 expense shock. Following Livshits, Macgee

& Tertilit (2008), I combine these two shocks with their estimated proportion 1.874%

of households that received a medical shock of a magnitude close to $32956 or 0.26 ×

three year average wage income over their period of study. 10 This gives an estimate

pχ,1 = 0.071 for the expense shock probability, and χ1 = 0.26 after normalizing average

wage income to 1. χ2 is set equal to 0.82 and pχ,2 = 0.0048 as estimated for the right

tail of the medical shock distribution by Livshits, Macgee & Tertilit (2008).

Parameter values are summarized in Tables 2.5 and 2.6. Table 2.5 summarizes

independently determined parameters, while Table 2.6 summarizes jointly determined

parameters and displays the calibration targets.

10 Using the 1996 and 1997 waves of the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey and aggregate data from
the US Health Care Financing Administration, Livshits, Macgee & Tertilit (2008) estimate that over
the period 1996-1997, 1.874% of households receive a medical expense shock of a magnitude close to
$32956.
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Table 2.5: Parameters Independently Determined

downpayment 23%

piggyback fraction 13%

annual risk-free saving rate 4%

Mortg.default Fraction (ζ2, pζ,2) (0.3, 0.11)

expense shock (χ1, pχ,1) (0.26 Units,0.071)

expense shock (χ2, pχ,2) (0.82 Units,0.0048)

Transaction cost on selling 7%

Transaction cost on buying 2.5%

Probability λ 0.3

Filing Cost δ 0.02

σ 2
κ (post-reform fraction of disposable in-

come assigned to repay unsecured debts

in bankruptcy)

1.67

Foreclosure discount rate φ 0.25

Homestead Exemption E 0.69
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Table 2.6: Parameters Jointly Determined

Parameter Data Target Data Value Model Value

β = 0.89 Unsecured Debt/GDP 7.97% 6.04%

µc = 0.70 Housing share of expenditures 19% 27%

τω = 18% Gvm Expenditures/Output 19% 20%

A1 = 0.6 Avg. Loan at Orig. 1.05 units11 1.08

A0 = 1.33 1
A0

= 0.45× 1
A1

h1 = 0.0001
Rent/Income ratio below 5th

pctl of income distribution
53% 75%

h2 = 0.10
Rent/Income ratio below 30th

pctl of income distribution
43% 60%

h3 = 0.33
Avg home value below median

home value
0.55% 0.55%

h4 = 1.3
Avg home value above median

home value
2.21% 2.21%

̟ = 1.015 Ownership rate 65% 65%

µ2 = 0.4
Fraction of home purchases

with piggyback liens
21.5% 20%

rmax = 35.7%
Bankruptcy rate among

homeowners in Baseline
0.56% 0.39%

cmax = 0.33
Avg Back End Debt to In-

come Ratio for home buyers
0.33 0.41

stig = 0.1

Avg. Inc of Bankrupt home-

owners/Avg. Inc of homeown-

ers

0.61 0.32

γ = 0.15 Average Int. rate on first mortgages 5.38% 5.27%

γGR = 0.23
Bankruptcy rate among

homeowners during GR
0.53% 0.35%
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2.5 Results

2.5.1 Steady State

In the steady-state of the model’s non recourse world, 44% of homeowners own

a small size property (property of size 3) and the remaining 56% own a large size

property (property of size 4). In the steady-state of the model’s non recourse world, the

proportion of households which file for bankruptcy and choose to keep their houses is

0.55%, compared to a rate of 0.21% for Chapter 13 filers in the U.S. between 2002 and

2004. The foreclosure rate is defined as the proportion of homeowners with a positive

loan-to-value ratio and which choose to either walk away from their houses or which

have negative equity and choose to abandon their houses while filing for bankruptcy12

.

In the steady state , 5.17% of households borrow on the unsecured market, and the

average unsecured debt is 6.04% of the model economy’s average wage income. The

fractions borrowing on the unsecured credit market are 8.52% for households living as

renters, 3.2% for households living as homeowners and 3.45% for home buyers. The

average loan-to-value ratio is 70% among homeowners. The average home equity equals

1.13× the median income.

2.5.2 Transition Analysis

The quantitative experiment carried next aims at assessing the impact of the 2005

bankruptcy reform law on the foreclosure crisis once housing prices started to fall in 2007.

The experiment is carried over in two steps in both the recourse and non-recourse model’

artificial worlds. First, four permanent features are added to the steady-state to define

the post-reform transition world: a 26% drop of housing prices, a 10% downward shift of

the labor efficiency profile as shown in figure 2.1, a lengthening of the foreclosure process

through an increase of the median number of days of free-rent in foreclosure (from 330

days to 440 days to 580 days), and a shift to the new bankruptcy code. In other words,

the model’s world is permanently changed to a new world where housing prices are

lower, earnings are lower, the foreclosure process is longer, the bankruptcy code looks

12 Homeowners with positive equity which file for bankruptcy and choose to abandon their houses
are hence not counted among the population of homeowners experiencing a foreclosure.
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like the U.S. bankruptcy code after October 2005, and in each period households expect

with probability γGR that in the next period, housing prices and earnings will go back to

their pre-recession levels and nothing will ever change again. Afterward in a second step,

the pre-reform transition world is studied. The pre-reform transition differs from the

post-reform transition world in that it uses the old bankruptcy code and hence only has

three features that differentiates it from the steady-state world: lower housing prices,

lower earnings and a lengthier foreclosure process. The strategy is then to compare the

outcomes of the pre-reform and post-reform transition economies in order to conclude

on the impact of the bankruptcy reform on the foreclosure crisis during the transition

implied by the great recession.

Transition Analysis

The model predicts a foreclosure rate of 0.77% during the first period of transition

into the great recession world with the new bankruptcy code . This amounts to 85%

of the average foreclosure rate of 0.9% observed in the U.S. in the period 2007-2009,

as documented in the empirical section. In the transition of the post-reform world,the

foreclosure rate is 76% among owners of small size properties, 77% among owners of

large size properties.

During the first period of transition, the proportion of homeowners which simultane-

ously go through bankruptcy and foreclosure appears over predicted. This proportion

is 32% for the model’s non-recourse world, while from the LPS Applied Analytics’s

database, only 22% of residential fixed rate mortgages associated with a foreclosure

start had also been in bankruptcy within a three year period of the foreclosure start

date. In the model’s first period of transition, the average wage income of homeowners

which file for bankruptcy and choose to keep their houses equals 42% of the median

income of the steady-state economy, while in the steady-state world, it amounts to 97%

of the median income of the steady state economy. Hence, in the post-reform great

recession world compared to the steady state world, households that use bankruptcy

to discharge their unsecured debts while maintaining their ownership status are poorer.

This happens because in the post-reform great recession world, the bankruptcy code is

less generous to indebted households with high earnings. The proportion of homeowners

which choose to file for bankruptcy and to keep their homes when doing so increases
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slightly from 0.55% in the steady-state world to 0.56% in the post-reform great reces-

sion world. Households are induced to choose to file for bankruptcy while keeping their

homes more often in the transition world because in the model as in the U.S. economy,

homeowners for whom the first mortgage balance is under water obtain a discharge of

their second mortgage loan in bankruptcy if they choose to keep their homes.

According to the Corelogic Report on Negative Equity for the fourth quarter of

2009, 24% of residential properties had negative home equity and 17% had negative

home equity that in absolute value exceeded 10% of the house value. In the model’s

transition world 23% have negative equity and 14% have negative home equity that in

absolute value exceeded 10% of the house value.

Comparing Transition in the Pre and Post-Reform Worlds

Table 2.7 summarizes results for the model’s transition economy in the pre and post-

bankruptcy reform cases. The unit of measure in the table is the average wage income

of the steady state economy. Bankrupt tossers are referred to as the homeowners which

jointly choose foreclosure and bankruptcy. Bankrupt keepers are homeowners which

choose to file for bankruptcy and choose to keep their homes. Walkers are homeowners

which walk away from their homes and do not file for bankruptcy. Current homeowners

are homeowners which choose to continue to make mortgage payments in order to

maintain ownership of their homes. In the table, net liquid asset position for a household

is defined as a−x, where a is the face value of the beginning-of-period unsecured bond,

and x is the size of the expense shock drawn at the beginning of the period.

Key findings are as follows. The reform led to a foreclosure rate that is slightly

higher in the transition world with no significant effect in the case of small size proper-

ties. By reducing the amount of unsecured debts dischargeable for high income earners,

the reform in the transition economy also leads to fewer homeowners choosing to file

for bankruptcy while keeping their homes. In fact, in the pre-reform transition econ-

omy, 0.86% of homeowners choose this option, compared to 0.56% in the post-reform

transition economy.

In the transition economy, the foreclosure rate is higher in the absence of the re-

form because given the reform, income rich homeowners that are unable to discharge

significant unsecured debts in bankruptcy prefer to maintain a good credit status by
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avoiding a foreclosure whenever their home equity is not too negative. In fact, had

these households decided that bankruptcy is not favorable because of the reform and

had they chosen the foreclosure option instead, they would find themselves trapped si-

multaneously with large unsecured debts and bad credit. The opportunity cost of such

action would be a restriction to credit markets which dampens their ability to smooth

consumption by taking advantage of reform-induced lower interest rates in unsecured

markets in the adverse event of bad income or expense shocks realizations. In the post-

reform world relative to the pre-reform world, it hence takes home equity equity to be

more significantly negative to induce income rich homeowners to walk away from their

homes when they are unable to simultaneously discharge unsecured debts in bankruptcy.

Because owners of small size properties are usually poorer and more indebted in un-

secured markets than owners of large size properties, it turns out that small property

owners are the least affected by the mechanism described.
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Table 2.7: Transition Results for the Non-Recourse World

Pre-Reform Post-Reform

Fc rate 0.82% 0.77%

Fc among owners of small size prop. 0.79% 0.76%

Fc among owners of large size prop. 0.82% 0.77%

Prop. of walkers among those in fc 70% 80%

Average wage of walkers 0.23 units13 0.27 units

Net liquid asset position of walkers 0.49 units 0.48 units

Prop. of bankrupt tossers among those in fc 30% 20%

Average wage of bankrupt tossers 0.36 units 0.17 units

Net liquid asset of bankrupt tossers −0.13 units −0.16

Prop. of keepers among those with neg. home equity 0.53% 0.32%

Average wage of keepers with neg. home equity 0.40 units 0.32 units

Net liquid asset of keepers with neg/ home equity −0.24 units −0.22 units

Prop. of sellers among those with neg. home equity 1.82% 2.18%

Avg. Income of sellers with neg. home equity 0.18 units 0.18 units

Net liquid asset of sellers with neg. home equity 0.10 units 0.08 units

Prop. of current among those with neg. home equity 87% 88%

Average wage of current with neg. home equity 1.12 units 1.13 units

Net liquid asset of current with neg. home equity 2.32 units 2.33 units

2.6 Concluding Remarks

In the current paper, I have documented new facts on mortgage default from the LPS

Applied Analytics’s database. I have proposed a new and rich quantitative model that
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furthers our understanding of households’ default decisions in mortgage and unsecured

credit markets. I have used the model to demonstrate that:

1. households’s decisions to forego their homes in foreclosure during the great reces-

sion was closely related to their indebtedness in unsecured credit markets

2. contrary to suggestions made in existing literature, the 2005 bankruptcy reform

law increased the opportunity cost of bad credit and helped to mitigate the fore-

closure crisis once housing prices fell in 2007.



Chapter 3

Political Economy Theory of

Growth

Introduction

The standard neoclassical growth model predicts that developing economies will

eventually catch up with leading economies. While good performances from Asian

countries support the standard neoclassical growth model, economic stagnation in Sub-

Saharan Africa and Latin America calls for a different theory that is capable of ex-

plaining both growth miracles and growth tragedies. In a context where technological

progress is available and free but requires action from politicians to be adopted by the

economy, this paper shows that a high degree of patience in the preferences of citi-

zens and politicians and the ability of citizens to replace a politician in power are key

ingredients for economic growth.

This study proposes a model where nature shifts the technological frontier forward

every period. However, the economy can take advantage of that shift only after it has

been approved by a politician in office. A politician in power approves (or adopts) tech-

nological progress by processing an investment good. This in turn propagates growth in

the economy. A politician in power who chooses not to process the investment good for

economic growth may consume it and increase his/her own welfare. When technolog-

ical progress is adopted, it benefits both citizens and politicians. However, politicians

are self-interested and approve growth only when they are sufficiently compensated to

52
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make up for not consuming the investment good. Even when they are paid the max-

imum resources available, impatient politicians still find it beneficial to consume the

investment good and let the economy stagnate. This paper studies subgame perfect

equilibria of the game between citizens and politicians and focuses on the properties

of best subgame perfect equilibria which are subgame perfect equilibria that maximize

payoffs of citizens. This methodology is common in the principal-agent literature and is

also used by Acemoglu, Golosov and Tsyvinski (2008) and Miquel & Yared (2010) who

study the properties of an optimal contract between an agent who has an advantage

over the accomplishment of a task and a principal who is willing to delegate this task.

By focusing on best subgame perfect equilibria, this paper departs from suboptimalities

that may simply be resolved through renegotiation.

Given this basic setup laid out in section 1, this paper further analyzes the impact of

political instability and dictatorship on economic growth in sections 2 and 3 respectively.

Political instability is modeled as an event“coup d’etat” whose occurrence is associated

with the politician in power being overthrown and replaced with a different politician

randomly chosen by nature. Dictatorship is defined as a state in which citizens are de-

prived of their voting rights and the incumbent ruler (or politician in power) is expected

to remain in power forever. Such a ruler is referred to as a dictator. An economy ruled

by a dictator is referred to as a dictatorial economy. The paper compares performances

of a continuum of economies each characterized by a given probability of falling in the

state of dictatorship. In the model proposed, democracies are referred to as economies

where the probability of falling in the state of dictatorship is null.

The introduction of political instability scales the effective discount factor of politi-

cians down by the probability that a coup d’etat does not occur. The logic is as follows.

Because a coup d’etat ends the term of office of an incumbent politician, its likelihood

makes expected-utility maximizing politicians short-sighted and willing to consume the

investment good and let the economy stagnate. The paper shows that once political

instability is introduced, an economy that would otherwise grow will now grow only if

the likelihood of a coup d’etat is not too large.

The introduction of a probability to fall in the state of dictatorship has a similar

effect on economic growth. The theory predicts that democratic economies that do not

grow will also not grow for any given probability of falling in the state of dictatorship.
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On the other hand, dictatorial economies that are capable of growing will also grow for

any given probability of falling in the state of dictatorship. For intermediate economies

where agents are patient enough to allow for growth under democracy but not sufficiently

patient to do so after the economy has become a dictatorship, the occurrence of growth

depends on the probability of falling in the state of dictatorship. For this last class of

economies, given identical preference parameters, economies that grow are those below

a threshold probability of falling in the state of dictatorship. The leading mechanism

behind this result is the following. In the best subgame perfect equilibria, rulers of

democratic economies fear replacement while dictators do not, as they are guaranteed

an eternal term of office. Dictators therefore have a higher bargaining power compared

to rulers of non-dictatorial economies. In fact, the higher the probability of falling

in the state of dictatorship, the higher the bargaining power of a ruler. It follows that

everything else constant, compensations that make politicians willing to approve growth

increase with the probability of falling in the state of dictatorship. In other words, given

identical preference parameters, a dictatorial economy is more prone to stagnation than

a democratic economy. At the same time, remunerations to politicians tend to increase

with the probability of falling in the state of dictatorship. That is, citizens are better off

as the economy shifts toward democracy since in this case, growth becomes more likely

while payoffs to citizens naturally increase. Yet, as emphasized earlier, a dictatorial

economy may perform better than a democratic economy if its agents are more patient

than those of the latter. In short, the relationship between democracy and economic

growth is a non-linear one.

An important limitation of the theory proposed in this paper is that it does not

lend itself fully to empirical tests, given the lack of reliable data to estimate discount

factors in poor countries. However, the theory fits the empirical evidence relatively well

in several other dimensions.

First, using a worldwide data set on national leaders from 1945 to 2000, and re-

stricting to years of transition where the end of the leader’s rule was caused by death

due to a natural cause or to an accident, Jones & Olken (2005) conclude that a one

standard deviation change in leader quality leads to a growth change of 1.5 percentage

points per year. Their finding suggests that the nature of a leader and perhaps his/her

time preferences are key determinants of economic growth.
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Second, the theory proposed in this paper predicts that impatient politicians ask

for large compensations in order to approve growth. One should therefore expect that

everything else equal, countries with the largest government consumption expenditures

per capita are also those with the most impatient politicians and the smallest growth

rates. This prediction is confirmed by the finding of Barro (1991) from cross-country

regressions that the ratio of government consumption expenditure to GDP is inversely

related to per-capita growth.

Third, this paper suggests that the frequency of coups d’etat is a negative determi-

nant of growth. In a sample of 113 countries studied between 1950 and 1982, Alesina,

Ozler, Roubini and Swagel (1996) find that the average frequencies of coups d’etat for

Latin America, Africa, Asia and industrial countries were 0.079, 0.060, 0.037 and 0

respectively, while the sample average was 0.048. Over the period, the average annual

growth rates for Latin America, Africa, Asia and industrial countries were 2.2%, 1.4%,

3.3% and 2.9% respectively. Using a structural equation system to control for simul-

taneity and reverse causality, they find strong evidence that a high frequency of coups

d’etat deters economic growth. This result of strong causality from political instabil-

ity to economic growth is also reported by Barro (1991) and Easterly & Rebelo(1993).

Alesina, Ozler, Roubini and Swagel (1996) explain this result by arguing that a high

level of political instability implies uncertain future policies which in turn encourage

risk-averse economic agents to wait to take productive initiatives or to exit the economy

by investing abroad. The current paper suggests a new channel through which political

instability affects economy growth: by making it difficult to provide correct incentives to

opportunistic politicians who become short-sighted as the economy becomes politically

unstable.

Fourth, this paper predicts that democratization fosters economic growth. This

result is validated by Persson and Tabellini (2006) who from cross-country regressions

find that becoming a democracy accelerates growth by 0.75 percentage points.

Finally, the theory proposed in this paper predicts that the relationship between

dictatorship and economic growth is a non-linear one. A dictatorship may grow or

stagnate depending on how patient the dictator is. This implication is consistent with

the empirical findings of Alesina, Ozler, Roubini and Swagel (1996) who conduct cross-

country regressions and fail to identify a linear relationship between democracy and
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growth. Alesina, Ozler, Roubini and Swagel (1996) define democracy as a variable

that takes on value 1 for countries with “ free competitive general elections with more

than one party running ” , on value 2 for countries “ with some forms of elections but

with very severe limits in the competitiveness of such ballots ” , and on value 3 for “

countries in which leaders are not elected ” . They find that over the period studied, the

average value of democracy was 2.18, 2.82, 2, 32 and 1.07 for Latin America, Africa, Asia

and industrial countries respectively and conclude that there is no obvious relationship

between democracy and growth. Alesina, Ozler, Roubini and Swagel (1996) explain this

finding by two observations. First, lobbyism encourages policy makers in democratic

regimes to favor opportunistic policies that are detrimental to growth, while dictators

free from competition may be less sensitive to it. However, because in some instances

dictators may also need to be opportunistic if their survival is not secured, it is not

clear which of democracy and dictatorship is more favorable to growth. Second, as

emphasized by the authors:

“authoritarian regimes are not a homogenous lot: they include techno-

cratic dictators and kleptocratic ones. While the apparent association of high

economic growth with authoritarian regimes is suggested by the experience

of several authoritarian technocratic regimes (such as those in Korea, Tai-

wan,Indonesia, Turkey, Chile and so on), it is as well evident that for each

benevolent dictator, one can observe at least as many kleptocratic or inept

authoritarian regimes whose rule led to systematic economic mismanagement

and eventual political and economic collapse of their countries”.

This paper goes a step further to characterize kleptocratic and technocratic dic-

tators while highlighting important mechanisms through which the nature of political

institutions is linked to economic growth.

Brief Review of The Literature

There exists a large body of literature which seeks to understand divergences in

economic performances across countries. Parente and Prescott (1999) explain these

divergences by the existence of barriers such as unions which in some countries protect
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inefficient work practices at the firm level. Krusell and Rios-Rull (1996) propose a

vintage human capital model where agents either accumulate skills related to existing

or new technologies and become managers, or work as unskilled for their entire lifetimes.

In their model, innovation shifts demand away from managers of current technologies

toward managers of new and cheaper technologies, while raising the purchasing power of

the unskilled. It results that the unskilled are in favor of innovation while the skilled are

against it. In that model, every period, each agent votes for either laissez-faire (which

allows the development of new technologies), or the prohibition of new technologies and

the majority wins. The authors find that depending on the initial distribution of skills,

the economy may converge to a long-term equilibrium with permanent growth or to a

long-term equilibrium with economic stagnation.

Benhabib & Rustichini (1996) suggest a theory which predicts a positive relationship

between the initial stock of physical capital of a country and its growth rate when the

utility function of agents is sufficiently concave. In the model of Benhabib and Rusti-

chini (1996), organized social groups independently choose consumption levels which are

turned into actual consumptions according to a preestablished allocation rule. Residual

output is then accumulated as capital for the following period. Benhabib Rustichini

(1996) characterize subgame perfect equilibrium outcomes of this game between the

social groups using trigger strategies which threaten to shift to an undesirable outcome

after any deviation from a first best outcome featuring sustained growth. Their study

finds that at high initial capital stocks where consumption levels are high and marginal

utilities low, the social groups are not willing to deviate from the first best arrange-

ment. However, at low initial capital stocks associated with low consumption levels and

high marginal utilities, the social groups are more willing to deviate at the expense of

future retaliation, especially when marginal productivity of capital is not very high at

low wealth levels. The theory of Benhabib and Rustichini (1996) is consistent with the

empirical finding of Fisher (1991) that investment rates in physical capital are positively

correlated with income levels.

Agarwala (1983) finds that distortions in market prices explain a significant pro-

portion of differences in economic performances among countries. Based on corruption

indexes provided by non-governmental organizations that monitor countries, Mauro
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(1995) reports that corruption is a negative determinant of economic growth. East-

erly & Levine (1997) argue that ethnic diversity creates polarization and encourages

opportunistic behaviors and find that it accounts for more than 28 % of the growth

differential between the countries of Africa and East Asia. Alesina, Ozler, Roubini

and Swagel (1996) find evidence that political instability negatively impacts economic

growth. Barro (1991) concludes from cross-country regressions that among poor coun-

tries with the same initial GDP per capita, those that catch up the fastest are those

with the highest initial levels of human capital per capita. He finds that the initial level

of human capital, per capita government consumption expenditures, political instability

(proxied by figures on revolutions, coups and political assassinations), price distortions

(based on purchasing-power parity numbers for investment deflators) and the nature of

the economic system (market versus not market-oriented) are important determinants

of economic growth. Yet, the author reports that these factors together do not fully

explain the relatively weak growth performances of countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and

Latin America.

Despite existing evidence that political instability negatively affects economic growth,

rigorous theoretical analyses on the subject remain scarce. Cukierman, Edwards, &

Tabellini (1992) study the impact of political instability and polarization on seigniorage

in a model economy with two political parties. They define political turnover to be gov-

erned by a Markov process whose transition probability measures political instability.

They describe polarization among political parties as disagreement over the composi-

tion of a public good that the parties value. In their model, the political party in office

in entrusted with choices of the current period level of seigniorage and tax rate (fiscal

policy), as well as the next period efficiency level of the tax system (tax reform). They

find that when the probability of political turnover or the degree of polarization is very

high, it is optimal for the political party in office to choose an inefficient tax system

in order to discourage future governments from collecting taxes and spending them on

the goods that the party in office does not value. The authors succeed in validating

these predictions with econometric regressions and conclude that highly polarized and

politically unstable countries rely more heavily on seigniorage to finance public good

consumption. Given that high inflation is negatively associated with economic growth

(De Gregorio (1992)), the work of Cukierman, Edwards, & Tabellini (1992) may be
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understood as a theory of economic growth and political instability. Svensson(1998)

uses a model similar to that of Cukierman, Edwards, & Tabellini (1992) to study the

impact of polarization and political instability on the quality of the legal environment.

In that model, a strong legal environment is associated with a high level of enforcement

of property rights and a high level of private investment. Arguing that a high turnover

rate prevents an incumbent government from fully internalizing the benefits of a legal

reform, Svensson(1998) concludes that high political instability negatively affects pri-

vate investment. Using cross-country regressions, Svensson(1998) finds that political

instability has a negative and significant impact on private investment when quality of

property rights is not accounted for. He also finds that quality of property rights has

a positive and significant effect on private investment when political instability is not

controlled for. However, when both political instability and quality of property rights

are controlled for, the author finds that only the effect of quality of property rights re-

mains significant. From these results, Svensson(1998) concludes that political instability

affects private investment essentially by discouraging governments from reforming the

legal system to improve the quality of property rights. In both papers however, the po-

litical process is exogenous and not sophisticated enough to capture the key mechanisms

delivered by the current paper.

The methodology used in this paper builds on the work of Acemoglu, Golosov &

Tsyvinski (2008) who study a principal-agent political economy model where citizens

hire and pay politicians to implement the best outcome of the economy. They study

a model with double-sided commitment and find that if politicians are more patient

than citizens, then political-economy induced distortions will disappear in the long-

term. The political-economy setup of this paper is essentially theirs. However, this

paper differs fundamentally from theirs in three respects. First, the current study

analyzes technology adoption and links it to growth, while their paper focuses on capital

accumulation and does not relate it to growth. Second, this paper models political

instability and dictatorship which are absent in theirs. Third, their paper assumes the

existence of a commitment technology from which this paper abstracts. In the context

of underdeveloped economies, the assumption of a commitment technology would be

difficult to justify as it would deny the true nature of these economies which typically

function under weak institutions.
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3.1 The Basic Setup

This section studies the impact of patience in the preferences of economic agents on

growth. The model economy is populated with identical citizens and identical politi-

cians. Preferences and technology are first described. The game is then studied and

conditions for growth are laid out in the section’s main theorem.

3.1.1 The Model

The model economy is populated with identical citizens and an infinite number of

identical politicians who belong to a set J . A representative citizen is assumed to make

decisions on behalf of all other citizens. Each period, the representative citizen is en-

dowed with 1/2 unit of a non-storable consumption good that can be readily consumed

and 1/2 unit of a non-storable investment good that cannot be consumed before be-

ing processed. There exists two technologies for processing the investment good: it

can be either transformed on a one-to-one basis into a non-storable consumption good

that only politicians can consume, or it can be used to scale tomorrow’s technological

frontier forward for all economic agents. Politicians do not receive endowments. Only

a politician in power possesses the technology for processing the investment good in

either way. If no politician is hired to process the investment good, then the period 1/2

unit of endowment of investment good will be lost and the technology will stagnate.

3.1.2 Preferences

All politicians have common discount factor δ and all citizens have common discount

factor β. St denotes the date t technological frontier. CHH
t and CP

t denote period t

total consumptions for the representative citizen and an arbitrary politician. Later on,

cHH
t and cPt will be used to denote specific consumptions of the consumption good. For

a politician in power, total consumption is the sum of consumptions of the investment

good and the consumption good. Preferences are given by
∑∞

t=0 β
tλStU(CHH

t ) for the

representative citizen and
∑∞

t=0 δ
tλStV (CP

t ) for a politician.
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The following assumptions are made about preferences1 :

A.1 U and V are continuous, strictly increasing, strictly concave and differentiable

functions defined on R

A.2 λ > 1

A.3 β, δ ∈ [0, 1λ )

A.3 U(0) = V (0) = 0 and lim
c→+∞

V (c) = +∞.

3.1.3 Technology

θt is a variable which takes on value 1 when either the representative citizen chooses

not to hire any politician at date t or the politician in power chooses to process the

investment good into consumption for himself, and which takes on value 0 when the

politician in power chooses to process the investment good for growth. Given S0 given,

the law of motion of the technological frontier is given by:

St+1 = St + 1− θt.

Under functional forms U(c) = c1−ǫ1

1−ǫ1
and V (c) = c1−ǫ2

1−ǫ2
, it is straightforward that

U(λ̂Stc) = (λ̂1−ǫ1)StU(c) and V (λ̂Stc) = (λ̂1−ǫ2)StV (c). It follows that with constant

relative risk aversion (CRRA) functional forms for U and V , given constant streams

cHH and cP , the model period utility functions are λStU(cHH) ≡ U((λ
1

1−ǫ1 )StcHH)

and λStV (cP ) ≡ V ((λ
1

1−ǫ2 )StcP ). That is, in a stationary model economy with constant

streams cHH and cP and with CRRA functional forms, (λ
1

1−ǫ1 )1−θt and (λ
1

1−ǫ2 )1−θt may

be interpreted as the gross growth rates of consumption between dates t and t + 1 for

the citizens and the politicians respectively. If U and V are not CRRA utility functions,

then for constant streams cHH and cP , λStU(cHH) and λStU(cHH) should be interpreted

to reflect a taste for quality as in the quality-ladder model of Grossman and Helpman

(1991). In this latter case, between any dates t and t+1, quality jumps by factor λ1−θt

which defines the gross growth rate of the economy.

1 Assumption A.3 is not crucial for future results. It is made for convenience only. All the results
of this paper continue to hold when U and V are restricted to be defined on the set of positive real
numbers only.
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3.1.4 Timing of the Stage Game

The economy starts date 0 with politician ι0 ∈ J in power and with technologi-

cal frontier S0. Then, after receiving endowments of the consumption and investment

goods, the representative citizen decides which share of the consumption good to give to

politician ι0. Specifically, the representative citizen chooses an allocation {cHH
0 , cP0 } of

the endowment of the consumption good s.t: cHH
0 + cP0 = 1/2. Thereafter, politician ι0

moves and chooses the value of θ0, by deciding whether to consume the investment good

or to process it for economic growth. Consumption occurs afterward, the representative

citizen consuming cHH
0 and arbitrary politician ι ∈ J consuming cP0 + θ0

2 if in power

and 0 if not in power. That is, total consumptions at date 0 are CHH
0 = cHH

0 for the

representative citizen and

CP
0 =







cP0 + θ0
2 for a politician in power

0 for a politician not in power.

The representative citizen then moves once again, this time choosing whether or not

to replace politician ι0. Specifically, the representative citizen chooses ι1 in J∪{∅} with

ι1 potentially equal to ι0 or ∅. ι1 = ∅ implies that there will be no politician in power

at date 1. In this case, θ1 is necessarily equal to 1. The economy evolves in a similar

way in period 1 and in all future periods. Any date t starts with states ιt ∈ J ∪ {∅}

and St that denote the politician in power and the technological frontier respectively.

3.1.5 Relevant Histories, Strategies and Equilibrium Concept

Let htc,1, h
t
P , h

t
c,2, denote the date t histories available to the representative citizen

in the first stage, to the politician in power in the second stage and to the representative

citizen in the third stage of the period t game. Histories evolve as follows: h0c,1 = {ι0, S0},

h0P = {h0c,1, c
HH
0 , cP0 }, h0c,2 = {h0P , θ0, S1}, h1c,1 = {h0c,2, ι1} · · ·

Let Ht
c,1|h

t, Ht
P |h

t, Ht
c,2|h

t, denote the sets of all possible histories that the repre-

sentative citizen in the first stage, the politician in power in the second stage and the

representative citizen in the third stage may reach starting from some history ht with

states {St, ιt}. Also, define:

Λ ≡ {(cHt , c
P
t ) ∈ [0, 1/2]2 s.t. cHt + cPt = 1}. (3.1)
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Then, in the continuation game that follows ht, players’strategies for the represen-

tative citizen in the first stage, the politician in power in the second stage and the

representative citizen in the third stage are the following measurable functions:

σc,1|h
t : Ht

c,1|h
t 7→ Λ (3.2a)

σP |h
t : Ht

P |h
t 7→ {0; 1} (3.2b)

σc,2|h
t : Ht

c,2|h
t 7→ J ∪ {∅} (3.2c)

Let Σc,1|h
t, Σc,2|h

t, ΣP |h
t denote the sets of all continuation strategies after history

ht for the respective players. Given history ht with states {St, ιt}, continuation strategies

σc,1|h
t, σc,2|h

t and σP |h
t induce a sequences of allocations in the natural way. Let σ|ht ≡

(σc,1|h
t, σP |h

t, σc,2|h
t) be a continuation strategy profile that follows history ht with

states {St, ιt} and that induces the sequence of allocations {cHH
t+τ , c

P
t+τ , θt+τ , ιt+τ+1}

∞
τ=0.

Resulting payoffs from σ|ht to the citizens and to politician ιt are respectively given by:

Φc(σ|h
t, St, ιt) =

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] (3.3a)

Φιt(σ|h
t
P , St, ιt) =

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ∗ 1{ιt+τ=ιt}

. (3.3b)

Definition 1 A Strategy profile σ|{S0, ι0} is a subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) of

the game if ∀ht with states {St, ιt}, the induced continuation strategies satisfy:

Φc(σ|h
t) ≥ Φc(γ, σP |h

t, σc,2|h
t),∀γ ∈ Σc,1|h

t (3.4a)

Φιt(σ|h
t) ≥ ΦP (σc,1|h

t, γ, σc,2|h
t),∀γ ∈ ΣP |h

t (3.4b)

Φc(σ|h
t) ≥ Φc,2(σc,1|h

t, σP |h
t, γ),∀γ ∈ Σc,2|h

t. (3.4c)

Definition 2 A sequence of allocations {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0 is feasible if it satisfies:

cHH
τ + cPτ = 1/2, θτ ∈ {0; 1} and ιτ ∈ J ∪ {∅},∀τ ≥ 0.
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Lemma 3 A feasible sequence of allocations {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0 is an SPE sequence

iff
∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

λSt

1− β
U(1/2),∀t ≥ 0 (3.5a)

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ∗ 1ιt+τ=ιt ≥ λStV [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0, (3.5b)

S0 given and St+1 = St + 1− θt.

Proof. (⇒) Suppose {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0 is the sequence of allocations induced by some

arbitrary strategy profile σ. The goal is to show that conditions 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) above

hold. Let γc,1|h
t be the strategy of the representative citizen that calls for choosing

ĉHH
t+τ = 1

2 ∀ τ ≥ 0. Then, Φc(σ|h
t) ≥ Φc(γc,1|h

t, σP |h
t, σc,2|h

t) ≥ λStU(12)+
β

1−βλ
StU(12),

where the first inequality comes from the fact that σ|ht is a continuation strategy and

the last inequality comes from the definition of the deviation strategy. This shows that

condition 3.5(a) holds. Now, define γP |h
t as the strategy of a politician in power at

date t that calls for choosing θ̂t = 1 today and θ̂t+τ = 1, ∀ τ > 0, conditional on

being in power at date t + τ . By a similar argument to the one above, ΦP (σ|h
t) ≥

ΦP (σc,1|h
t, γP |h

t, σc,2|h
t) ≥ λStV [(cHH

t + 1
2 )], so that condition 3.5(b) holds as well.

(⇐) Now, suppose 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) hold for given sequence {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0.

It needs to be shown that there exists some SPE strategy profile that induces the

sequence of allocations {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0. For this purpose, let’s define a trigger

strategy profile σ
′
with the following properties. If all players have so far followed script

{cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0, then σ

′
calls for continuing to follow the script. If any player has

ever deviated in the past, then the representative citizen and all politicians are called to

move to the worst outcome of the game forever: for all future periods, the representative

citizen never hires any politician in power and consumes the total endowment of the

consumption good; any politician ever hired always chooses to consume the investment

good and let the technology stagnate. Clearly, σ
′
induces {cHH

τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}
∞
τ=0 on path.

It is therefore left to show that σ
′
is an SPE strategy profile.

Let ht denote a date t history with states St and ιt, for some t ≥ 0. Note that by

3.5(a), Φc(σ
′
|ht) ≡

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

λSt

1−βU(1/2). But λSt

1−βU(1/2) corresponds
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to the payoff to the first stage representative citizen when he/she chooses his/her best

deviation (cHH
t = 1

2) at date t while all other players continue to follow the trigger

strategy profile σ
′
. Hence, in the first stage of the game, the representative citizen

never finds it profitable to deviate unilaterally from σ
′
. Similarly, by 3.5(b), ΦP (σ

′
|ht)

=

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ∗ 1ιt+τ=ιt ≥ λStV [cPt +

1

2
], where the last term represents

the payoff to the politician in power when he/she chooses his/her best deviation at date

t (θt = 1) while the representative citizen continues to follow the trigger strategy profile

σ
′
. It follows that the politician in power never finds it profitable to deviate unilaterally

from σ
′
.

To end the proof, it is left to check that the representative citizen does not want to

unilaterally deviate from σ
′
|ht in the third stage of the period game. The payoff to the

representative citizen in the third stage of the game if he/she chooses politician ι̂t in

power instead of politician ιt as indicated by script {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0 is λStU(cHH

t )+

β
1−βλ

StU(12 ). But, by 3.5(a), Φc(σ
′
|ht)=

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ]≥

λSt

1−βU(1/2) ≥ λStU(cHH
t )+

β
1−βλ

StU(12 ). This implies that the third stage-representative citizen does not want to

unilaterally deviate from σ
′
|ht at date t, concluding the proof that σ

′
|ht is an SPE

strategy profile. This ends the proof of lemma 3.

Lemma 4 If an SPE sequence involves a replacement of the initial politician, then

there exists another SPE sequence with no replacement that yields the same payoffs to

citizens.

Proof.

Let {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0 be an SPE sequence that calls for one or several replacements

of politicians in power. Now, consider the new sequence of allocations {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ι0}

∞
τ=0

which differs from the initial sequence only in that it maintains initial politician ι0 in

power forever. Clearly, at any date, this new sequence yields the same payoff to the

representative citizen as the initial sequence. It is therefore left to show that the new

sequence is also an SPE sequence. Clearly, because {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ , ιτ}

∞
τ=0 is an SPE se-

quence, the previous lemma implies that

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

λSt

1− β
U(1/2),∀t ≥ 0.
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The previous lemma also implies that
∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ∗ 1ιt+τ=ιt ≥ λStV [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0, which in turn implies

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ≥ λStV [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0.

It therefore follows from lemma 4 that the new sequence of allocations is also an SPE

sequence. This ends the proof of the lemma.

In what follows, best SPE sequences are referred to as SPE sequences that among

all SPE sequences , yield the highest payoff to citizens. Lemma 4 implies that to

characterize payoffs induced by such sequences, it is legitimate to restrict attention to

SPE sequences that involve no replacement of the initial politician. Therefore, by lemma

3, the best SPE problem of this economy may be written as:

max
{{cHH

τ ,cPτ }∈Λ,θτ∈{0;1}}∞τ=0

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSτU [cHH
τ ]

s.t

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

λSt

1− β
U(1/2),∀t ≥ 0 (3.6a)

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ≥ λStV [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0 (3.6b)

S0 given , St+1 = St + 1− θt. (3.6c)

Lemma 5 There exists a best SPE sequence that is stationary:

{cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ} = {c∗HH

τ , c∗Pτ , θ∗τ},∀τ ≥ 0

.

Proof.

The proof immediately follows from observing that the best SPE problem has a sta-

tionary structure in the sense that in any solution, citizens receive the same discounted

sum of future utilities, in all periods. Details are given in the appendix .
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Define φ∗ = max
cP∈R ,θ∈{0;1}

U(12 − cP )

1− βλ1−θ
s.t

V [cP + θ
2 ]

1− δλ1−θ
≥ V [cP +

1

2
]

and let argmax φ denote {c∗HH , c
∗
P , θ

∗} such that φ∗ =
U( 1

2
−c∗P )

1−βλ1−θ∗ and c∗HH = 1
2 − c∗P .

Then, the stationary best SPE sequence {c∗HH , c
∗
P , θ

∗} is characterized by:

{c∗HH , c
∗
P , θ

∗} =

{

argmax φ if Φ∗ ≥ U(1/2)
1−β

{1/2, 0, 1} if Φ∗ < U(1/2)
1−β .

Theorem 6 There exists δ < 1
λ such that for δ ≤ δ, the economy does not grow. For

δ > δ, there exists β∗(δ) such that the economy grows if and only if β > β∗(δ). Moreover,

β∗(δ) is a decreasing function of δ.

Proof.

Define function h by

h(cP ) =
V (cP )

V (cP + 1
2)
. (3.7)

Since V is continuous, so is h. In fact, h is strictly increasing and therefore invertible

as a continuous bijection. To see why, observe that the derivative of h is given by:

h
′
(cP ) =

V
′
(cP )V (cP + 1

2)− V
′
(cP + 1

2)V (cP )

V (cP + 1
2)

2
.

But by strict concavity of V, V
′
(cP + 1

2) ≤ V
′
(cP ). Therefore, V

′
(cP )V (cP + 1

2) −

V
′
(cP+

1
2)V (cP ) ≥ V

′
(cP+

1
2)V (cP+

1
2 )−V

′
(cP+

1
2)V (cP ) > 0 follows from the fact that

V is strictly increasing. Hence, h is strictly increasing and invertible as a continuous

bijection of [0, 12 ] onto [0,
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) ]. Now, Define δ by h−1(1 − δλ) = 1
2 or

V ( 1
2
)

V (1) = 1 − δλ.

Clearly, 1− δλ ∈ [0, 12 ] implies δ < 1
λ .

Case 1: δ ∈ [0, δ]

h(12 ) =
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) = 1− δλ implies that for all δ ∈ [0, δ] a politician in power will always

choose θ = 1, even when he is paid the total available resource cP = 1
2 in all periods.

Therefore, when δ ∈ [0, δ], politicians are extremely impatient and would not allow for
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technological growth, no matter how large a fraction of total resources they receive. In

this case, it is optimal for citizens to set cP = 0 in all periods. Hence, when δ ∈ [0, δ],

c∗P = 0 and θ∗ = 1 in all periods: the economy never grows.

Case 2: δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ)

δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ) and h(0) = 0 ⇒ h−1(1− δλ) ∈ (0, 1/2).

Now define function g by g(β) = 1−βλ
1−β for all β ∈ [0, 1/λ). g is strictly decreasing

with values in (0, 1] for β ∈ [0, 1/λ). Because g is also continuous, it is invertible. Now,

let’s define β∗(δ) = g−1(
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1−δλ)]

U(1/2) ). Clearly, β∗(δ) ∈ (g−1(1), g−1(0)) = (0, 1λ).

Note that U [12 −h
−1(1−δλ)] ≥ 1−βλ

1−β for all β ∈ [β∗(δ), 1/λ), while U [12 −h
−1(1−δλ)] <

1−βλ
1−β for all β ∈ [0, β∗(δ)). This implies,

U [ 1
2
−h−1(1−δλ)]

1−βλ > U [1/2]
1−β ∀ β ∈ (β∗(δ), 1/λ) and

U [ 1
2
−h−1(1−δλ)]

1−βλ ≤ U [1/2]
1−β ∀ β ∈ [0, β∗(δ)]. Therefore, if δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ) and β ∈ (β∗(δ), 1/λ),

then c∗P = h−1(1− δλ) ∈ (0, 1/2) and θ∗ = 0 (the economy always grows).

If instead δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ) and β ∈ [0, β∗(δ)], then
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1−δλ)]

1−β ≤ U [1/2]
1−βλ : the represen-

tative citizen fails to achieve his/her outside option value U [1/2]
1−β by giving the politician

in power just enough to satisfy the politician’s sustainability constraint. Now, recall

that h−1(1 − δλ) ∈ (0, 1/2) is the unique stationary payment to the politician which

makes the sustainability constraint hold with equality. It follows that in this case, for

any scheme with a stationary and sustainable payment to the politician, the lifetime

utility of the representative citizen will always be strictly less than U [1/2]
1−β . Therefore, if

δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ) and β ∈ [0, β∗(δ)], then c∗P = 0 and θ∗ = 1 (the economy never grows).

Corollary 7 Suppose politicians and citizens have common discount factor ρ. Then,

there exists ρ̃ξ=0 such that the economy grows iff ρ > ρ̃ξ=0.

Proof.

For an economy with common discount factor ρ for citizens and politicians, the

theorem states that there exists ρ < 1
λ such that if ρ ≤ ρ, then the economy stagnates.

Now, suppose ρ > ρ. Recall that
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1−ρλ)]

U [1/2] is continuous and strictly decreasing in

ρ while 1−ρλ
1−ρ is continuous and strictly decreasing in ρ. Moreover,

U [ 1
2
−h−1(1−ρλ)]

U [1/2] = 0 <
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1−ρλ

1−ρ , and
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1− 1

λ
λ)]

U [1/2] = 1 >
1− 1

λ
λ

1− 1
λ

. Therefore, there exists a unique ρ̃ξ=0 ∈ (ρ, 1λ)

such that
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1−ρ̃ξ=0λ)]

1−ρ̃ξ=0λ
= U [1/2]

1−ρ̃ξ=0 . Given ρ > ρ, the theorem implies that the

economy grows iff ρ > ρ̃ξ=0. Therefore, for any ρ ∈ [0, 1λ), the economy grows iff

ρ > max{ρ, ρ̃ξ=0} = ρ̃ξ=0. That is , for any ρ ∈ [0, 1λ), the economy grows iff ρ > ρ̃ξ=0.

3.2 Coups d’Etat and Effective Discounting

This section analyzes the impact of political instability on economic growth. As-

sumptions made on preferences and technology in the previous section are maintained

. However, the economy considered in this section differs from the previous section’s

economy in two respects. First, citizens and politicians now have a common discount

factor ρ. Second, citizens do no longer have full control over the choice of the future

period politician in power. Specifically, it is assumed that at the end of every period, be-

fore the representative citizen chooses the future period politician, a coup d’etat might

occur with probability c. When a coup d’etat occurs, the representative citizen loses

his voting right for the period and the politician in power is replaced with a different

politician randomly chosen by nature. It is also assumed that both the representative

citizen and nature may not choose a politician previously overthrown by a coup d’etat

as the future period politician.

The timing is as follows. The economy starts date 0 with technological frontier S0

and politician ι0 in power. After receiving endowments of the consumption and invest-

ment goods, the representative citizen gives politician ι0 a fraction of the endowment

of the consumption good. Politician ι0 then chooses whether to consume the invest-

ment good or to process it for growth. Thereafter, the representative citizen and the

politician in power consume their respective allocations. Nature then draws ω in {0, 1}

, where ω = 1 is the event of a coup d’etat which has probability c and ω = 0 is the

complementary event. If ω = 0, then the representative citizen chooses the next period

politician in J ∪ {∅} and a new period starts. If ω = 1, then nature draws a new

politician in J − {ι0} and a new period starts with the politician drawn by nature as

the politician in power. At the end of any future period t during which a coup d’etat

has not occurred, the representative citizen chooses politician ιt+1 in (J − Πt
0) ∪ {∅},
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where Πt
0 is the collection of politicians overthrown by a coup d’etat from date 0 to date

t. At the end of any period t during which a coup d’etat has occurred, nature draws

politician ιt+1 from J−Πt
0. The timing for all future periods is similar to that of period

0.

3.2.1 Relevant Histories, Strategies and Equilibrium Concept

As before, let htc,1, h
t
c,2, h

t
P denote the date t histories available to the representative

citizen in the first stage, to the politician in power in the second stage and to the

representative citizen in the third stage of the period t game. Histories evolve as follows:

h0c,1 = {ι0, S0}, h0P = {h0c,1, c
HH
0 , cP0 }, h0c,2 = {h0P , θ0, S1}, h1c,1 = {h0c,2, ι1} h

1
c,2 =

{h1P , θ1, S2, ω1} . . .

The difference between these histories and those in section 3.1 is that every period,

the information set of the stage 3 representative citizen is now augmented with ω. As

in section 3.1, let Ht
c,1|h

t, Ht
c,2|h

t and Ht
P |h

t denote the set of histories that follow some

history ht. Also let σc,1|h
t, σP |h

t, σc,2|h
t define strategies for the representative citizen

in stage 1, the politician in power in stage 2 and the representative citizen in stage 3 of

the period game. Let Σc,1|h
t,ΣP |h

t and Σc,2|h
t denote the sets of all such strategies.

Define ω−1 = 0 and ωt
s = {ωs, ...ωt}. Let h

t denote some history ending with states

ιt, St and ω
t−1
−1 . Let σ|ht ≡ (σc,1|h

t, σP |h
t, σc,2|h

t) be a strategy profile which induces

the sequence of allocations At ≡ {cHH
t+τ (.), c

P
t+τ (.), θt+τ (.), ιt+1+τ (.)}

∞
τ=0. As before, for

any history ωt+τ−1
−1 , the law of motion of the technological frontier is: St(ω

t−2
−1 ) ≡

St and St+τ+1(ω
t+τ−1
−1 ) = St+τ (ω

t+τ−2
−1 ) + 1− θt+τ (ω

t+τ−1
−1 ).

Define

κ(ωt+τ−1
t−1 ) ≡ inf{t ≤ s ≤ t+ τ − 1 : ωs = 1}.

Payoffs from σ|ht to the representative citizen and to politician in power ιt are

respectively given by Φc(σ|(h
t, St, ιt, ω

t−1
−1 )) ≡ Γc(At) and Φιt(σ|(h

t
P , St, ιt, ω

t−1
−1 )) ≡

Γ̃P (At), where
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Γc(At) ≡

∞
∑

τ=0

∑

ωt+τ−1
t−1

ρτλSt+τ (ω
t+τ−2
−1 )U [cHH

t+τ (ω
t+τ−1
−1 )] ∗ prob (ωt+τ−1

t−1 )

Γ̃P (At)

≡

∞
∑

τ=0

∑

ωt+τ−1
t−1 |κ(ωt+τ−1

t−1 )>t+τ−1

ρτλSt+τ (ω
t+τ−2
−1 )V [cPt+τ (ω

t+τ−1
−1 ) +

θt+τ (ω
t+τ−1
−1 )

2
]

∗ prob (ωt+τ−1
t−1 ) ∗ 1{ι

t+τ(ωt+τ−1
t−1

)
=ιt}.

In the above formula, payoff-relevant histories for a politician in power are histo-

ries during which he is not overthrown by a coup d’etat. When a politician is not

overthrown by a coup d’etat, he gets to consume only if the strategy profile calls for

the representative citizen to keep him in power. This is reflected in 1{ι
t+τ+1(ωt+τ−1

t−1
)
=ιt}

which is an indicator function that takes on value 1 if the strategy profile calls for the

representative citizen to choose politician ιt as their period t + τ politician in power

given history ωt+τ−1
t−1 . Clearly, if ωt+τ−1 = 1 for some τ ≥ 1, then 1{ι

t+τ(ωt+τ−1
t−1

)
=ιt} = 0

since the representative citizen does not get to choose the next period politician at the

end of a period during which a coup d’etat has occurred.

Definition 8 A Strategy profile σ|{S0, ι0} is a subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) of

the game if ∀ht with states {St, ιt, ω
t−1
0 }, the induced continuation strategies satisfy:

Φc(σ|(h
t, St, ιt, ω

t−1
−1 )) ≥ Φc(γ, σP |(h

t, St, ιt, ω
t−1
−1 ), σc,2|(h

t, St, ιt, ω
t−1
−1 )), ∀γ ∈ Σc,1|h

t

(3.8a)

Φιt(σ|(h
t, St, ιt, ω

t−1
−1 )) ≥ ΦP (σc,1|(h

t, St, ιt, ω
t−1
−1 ), γ, σc,2|(h

t, St, ιt, ω
t−1
−1 )), ∀γ ∈ ΣP |h

t

(3.8b)

Φc(σ|h
t, (St, ιt, ω

t−1
−1 )) ≥ Φc,2(σc,1|(h

t, St, ιt, ω
t−1
−1 ), σP |(h

t, St, ιt, ω
t−1
−1 ), γ), ∀γ ∈ Σc,2|h

t.

(3.8c)
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Definition 9 Given some history ωt−2
−1 , a sequence of allocations

{cHH
t+τ (.), c

P
t+τ (.), θt+τ (.), ιt+1+τ (.)}

∞
τ=0

is feasible if ∀τ ≥ 0, ∀ωt+τ−1
t−1 , it satisfies:

{cHH
t+τ (ω

t+τ−1
−1 ), cPt+τ (ω

t+τ−1
−1 )} ∈ Λ, where Λ defined by equation (3.1)

θt+τ (ω
t+τ−1
−1 ) ∈ {0; 1}

ιt+1+τ (ω
t+τ
−1 ) ∈







(J −Πt+τ
t (ωt+τ

t−1 )) ∪ {∅} if ωt+τ = 0

J −Πt+τ
t (ωt+τ

t−1 ) if ωt+τ = 1,

where Πt+τ
t (ωt+τ

t−1 ) = {ιt+s+1(ω
t+s
t−1) if ωt+s = 1 for s ∈ {0, . . . , τ}}. That is, if

history ωt+τ
t−1 occurs, then, according to the sequence of allocations, Πt+τ

t (ωt+τ
t−1 ) will be

the collection of politicians overthrown by a coup d’etat between between dates t and

t+ τ .

An argument analogue to the one used to prove lemma 3 implies that a feasible

sequence of allocations A0 ≡ {cHH
τ (.), cPτ (.), θτ (.), ιτ (.)}

∞
τ=0 which induces continuation

sequences {At, t ≥ 0} is an SPE sequence iff ∀t ≥ 0,∀ωt−1
t−1 ,

Γc(At) ≥
λSt(ω

t−2
−1 )

1− ρ
U(1/2), (3.10)

and

ΓP (At) ≥ λSt(ω
t−2
−1 )V [cPt (ω

t−1
−1 ) +

1

2
]. (3.11)

Also, as in lemma 4, it is easy to check that if an SPE sequence involves a replacement

of the initial politician in this economy, then there is another SPE sequence with no

replacement that achieves the same payoff to the representative citizen.

Now, define

ΓP (At) ≡

∞
∑

τ=0

∑

ωt+τ−1
t−1 |κ(ωt+τ−1

t−1 )>t+τ−1

ρτλSt+τ (ω
t+τ−2
−1 )V [cPt+τ (ω

t+τ−1
−1 ) +

θt+τ (ω
t+τ−1
−1 )

2
]

∗ prob (ωt+τ−1
t−1 ).
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For a sequence of allocations A0 ≡ {cHH
τ (.), cPτ (.), θτ (.), ι1+τ (.)}

∞
τ=0, let At denote

the natural continuation of A0 for any t ≥ 0. Then, for the class of economies of interest,

the best SPE problem is characterized as:

max
A0 feasible

Γc(A0)

s.t

Γc(At) ≥
λSt(ω

t−2
−1 )

1− ρ
U(1/2) ,∀t ≥ 0, ∀ωt−1

t−1 (3.12a)

ΓP (At) ≥ λSt(ω
t−2
−1 )V [cPt (ω

t−1
−1 ) +

1

2
], ∀t ≥ 0, ∀ωt−1

t−1. (3.12b)

The objective function of the above problem is homogenous of degree 0 in λS0 .

Moreover, for any period t, λSt may be simplified from both sides of the constraint

inequalities. It is also easy to check that at any date and given any history, the best

SPE problem has the following recursive formulation:

λSΨHH = maxU(cHH) + ρλ1−θ ∗ λSΨHH

s.t

U(cHH) + ρλ1−θ ∗ λSΨHH ≥ λS
U(12)

1− ρ
(3.13a)

λSΨP ≡ V [cP +
θ

2
] + ρλ1−θλSΨP ∗ (1− c) ≥ λSV [cP +

1

2
]. (3.13b)

Now, define

φ∗∗ = max
cP∈R θ∈{0;1}

U(12 − cP )

1− ρλ1−θ
s.t

V [cP + θ
2 ]

1− ρ(1− c)λ1−θ
≥ V [cP +

1

2
] ,

and let argmax φ
′
denote {c∗HH , c

∗
P , θ

∗} such that φ∗∗ =
U( 1

2
−c∗P )

1−ρλ1−θ∗ and c∗HH = 1
2 − c∗P

.

Then, the best SPE problem above has a stationary solution {c∗HH , c
∗
P , θ

∗} defined

by:

{c∗HH , c
∗
P , θ

∗} =

{

argmax φ
′

if Φ∗∗ ≥ U(1/2)
1−ρ

{1/2, 0, 1} if Φ∗∗ < U(1/2)
1−ρ .
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The best SPE problem of this economy is therefore identical to that of the economy

of the previous section for δ = ρ(1−c) and β = ρ. That is, introducing the possibility of

a coup d’etat scales the effective discount factor of politicians down by the probability

of the event that a coup d’etat does not occur. It follows that if citizens and politicians

are sufficiently patient to allow for growth in the basic setup with no political instability,

then growth will occurs in this setup iff the probability of a coup d’etat is not too large.

This is stated in the next theorem.

Theorem 10 Suppose λ > 1. Let ρ̃ξ=0 be defined as in corollary 7. If ρ ∈ (ρ̃ξ=0, 1λ),

then, there exists c∗ ∈ [0, 1] such that the economy grows iff the probability of coup d’etat

c is such that c < c∗. If ρ ∈ [0, ρ̃ξ=0], then the economy does not grow for any value of

c in [0, 1].

Proof. First, suppose ρ ∈ (ρ̃ξ=0, 1λ ). Define c by
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) = 1 − ρ(1 − c)λ. Then,
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) <

1 ⇒ ρ(1− c)λ > 0 ⇒ c < 1.

First suppose c > c. Then,
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) < 1 − ρ(1 − c)λ and it follows that in this case,

the politician would not let growth occur even if he was offered the maximal resources

available. It is therefore optimal for citizens to set c∗P = 0 and the economy necessarily

stagnates in this case.

Now, suppose c ≤ c. It follows that
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) ≥ 1 − ρ(1 − c)λ while 0 = V (0)

V ( 1
2
)
<

1 − ρ(1 − c)λ. Hence, given c ≤ c, h−1(1 − ρ(1 − c)λ) ∈ (0, 12 ], where h is the func-

tion defined by equation (3.7). Moreover, by the monotonicity argument laid out in

section 3.1,
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1−ρ̃ξ=0λ)]

1−ρ̃ξ=0λ
= U [1/2]

1−ρ̃ξ=0 and ρ ≥ ρ̃ξ=0 imply
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1−ρλ)]

1−ρλ ≥ U [1/2]
1−ρ or

U [ 1
2
−h−1(1−ρ(1−c)λ)]

1−ρλ ≥ U [1/2]
1−ρ for c = 0. However, as argued above, h−1(1−ρ(1−c)λ) = 1

2

and therefore
U [12 − h−1(1− ρ(1− c)λ)]

1− ρλ
<
U [1/2]

1− ρ

. Given that h−1(1 − ρ(1 − c) is continuous and strictly increasing in c for fixed ρ,

it follows from the continuous value theorem that there exits c∗ ∈ [0, c) such that
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1−ρ(1−c)λ)]

1−ρλ > U [1/2]
1−ρ iff c < c∗. Hence for fixed ρ, the economy grows iff c <

min{c, c∗} = c∗. This ends the proof of the theorem.

Now, suppose ρ ∈ [0, ρ̃ξ=0]. Then,
U [ 1

2
−h−1(1−ρλ)]

1−ρλ ≤ U [1/2]
1−ρ and therefore,

U [ 1
2
−h−1(1−ρ(1−c)λ)]

1−ρλ ≤
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U [1/2]
1−ρ ,∀c ∈ [0, 1]. It follows that in this case, the economy does not grow for any prob-

ability c.

3.3 Dictatorship and Economic Growth

This section analyzes the impact of dictatorship on economic growth. Assumptions

on preferences and technology made in section 1 are maintained. As in section 2, citizens

and politicians are assumed to have a common discount factor ρ. Also as in section 2,

citizens do not have full control over the choice of the politician in power. However, in

this section, the loss of voting rights is caused by a different friction. In section 2, the

loss of voting rights was temporary and succeeded the occurrence of a coup d’etat. In

this section, the loss of voting rights is permanent and occurs after a politician in power

has become a dictator. Specifically, this section assumes that at the end of every period,

before citizens vote, the politician in power draws a dictatorship ticket d ∈ {0, 1}. If

the politician draws d = 1, then the representative citizen is not allowed to choose the

next period’s politician. In this case, the politician who made the draw stays in power

forever. If the politician draws d = 0, then the representative citizen chooses the next

period’s politician in power and a new period will start. A politician who has drawn

d = 1 is referred to as a dictator. The economy is called a dictatorship or a dictatorial

economy when the politician in power is a dictator. An economy with ξ = 0 is referred

to as a democracy or a democratic economy. Conditional on not being a dictator, the

probability that a politician draws d = 1 is assumed equal to ξ ∈ [0, 1] in all periods. If

dt = 1 in period t, then with probability 1, dt+s = 1,∀s ≥ 0.

The timing of the game in a non-dictatorial economy is as follows. The economy

starts date 0 with politician ι0. First, the representative citizen receives endowments of

the consumption and investment goods and decides on the allocation of the consumption

good between the politician in power and citizens. The politician in power is then

entrusted with the investment good and chooses whether to consume it or to process it

to shift the technological frontier. Afterward, the citizens and the politician in power

consume their respective allocations. The politician then draws d in {0, 1}. If d = 0, then

the representative citizen chooses the next period’s politician and a new period starts.
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If d = 1, then the economy becomes a dictatorship and a new period starts. The timing

in a dictatorship is the following: the representative citizen receives the endowments

and allocates the consumption good between the dictator and the citizens. The dictator

then decides whether or not to shift the technological frontier. Consumption occurs and

a new period starts.

3.3.1 Relevant Histories, Strategies and Equilibrium Concept

As before, let htc,1, h
t
c,2, h

t
P denote date t histories available to the representative

citizen in the first stage, to the politician in power in the second stage and to the

representative citizen in the third stage of the period t game. The evolution of histories

is conditioned on the realization of the dictatorship ticket in the following fashion:

h0c,1 = {ι0, S0}, h
0
P = {h0c,1, c

HH
0 , cP0 }, h

0
c,2 = {h0P , θ0, S1, d0}

h1c,1|(d0 = 0) = {h0c,2, ι1}, h
1
P |(d0 = 0) = {h1c,1, c

HH
1 , cP1 }, h

1
c,2|(d0 = 0) = {h1P , θ1, S2, d1}

h1c,1|(d0 = 1) = {h0c,2}, h
1
P |(d0 = 1) = {h1c,1, c

HH
1 , cP1 }

h1c,2|(d0 = 1) = {h1P , θ1, S2, d1}

h2c,1|(d0 = 0 and d1 = 0) = {h1c,2, ι2}, h
1
P |(d0 = 0 and d1 = 0) = {h1c,1, c

HH
2 , cP2 },

h1c,2|(d0 = 0 and d1 = 0) = {h1P , θ2, S3, d2}

h2c,1|(d0 = 0 and d1 = 1) = {h1c,2}, h
1
P |(d0 = 0 and d1 = 1) = {h1c,1, c

HH
2 , cP2 },

h1c,2|(d0 = 0 and d1 = 1) = {h1P θ2, S3}

h2c,1|(d0 = 1) = {h1c,2}, h
1
P |(d0 = 1) = {h1c,1, c

HH
2 , cP2 }, h

1
c,2|(d0 = 1) = {h1P , θ2, S3}, . . .

More generally, let’s define d−1 = 0 and dt = {d0, ...dt} and

κ(dt) = inf {−1 ≤ s ≤ t : ds = 1}. (3.15)

Also, let’s define by π(dt|dt−1) the probability that the economy reaches dt ≡ (dt−1, dt)

given current state dt−1.

Then,

π(dt|dt−1) =

{

1 if dt = 1 and 0 if dt = 0, given κ(dt−1) ≤ t− 1

ξ if dt = 1 and 1− ξ if dt = 0, given κ(dt−1) > t− 1.
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Relevant histories in a democratic economy evolve as:















htc,1|(d
t−1|κ(dt−1 > t− 1)) = {ιt, St}

htP |(d
t−1|κ(dt−1 > t− 1)) = {htc,1|(d

t−1|κ(dt−1 > t− 1)), cHH
t , cPt }

htc,2|(d
t−1|κ(dt−1 > t− 1)) = {htP |(d

t−1|κ(dt−1 > t− 1)), θt, St+1, dt},

while in a dictatorship, relevant histories are given by:

{

htc,1|(d
t−1|κ(dt−1 ≤ t− 1)) = {ικ(dt−1), St}}

htP |(d
t−1|κ(dt−1 ≤ t− 1)) = {htc,1|(d

t−1|κ(dt−1 ≤ t− 1)), cHH
t , cPt .

As in the previous sections, let Ht
c,1|h

t, Ht
c,2|h

t and Ht
P |h

t denote the set of histories

that follow some history ht. Also let σc,1|h
t, σP |h

t, σc,2|h
t define strategies for the rep-

resentative citizen in stage 1, the politician in power in stage 2 and the representative

citizen in stage 3 of the period t game. Let Σc,1|h
t,ΣP |h

t and Σc,2|h
t denote the sets of

all such strategies.

For any history ht and strategies σc,1|h
t, σP |h

t, σc,2|h
t, let σ|ht ≡ (σc,1|h

t, σP |h
t, σc,2|h

t)

denote the corresponding strategy profile. Let ht|(St, ιt, d
t−1|κ(dt−1) < t− 1) denote a

history ht which ends with technological frontier St and politician in power ιt who is a

dictator. Similarly, let ht|(St, ιt, d
t−1|κ(dt−1) ≥ t − 1) denote a history ht which ends

with technological frontier St and politician in power ιt who is not a dictator. Because

dictatorship is an absorbing state , a strategy profile σ|(ht, St, ιt, d
t−1|κ(dt−1) ≤ t − 1)

induces a sequence of allocations {cHH
t+τ , c

P
t+τ , θt+τ , ιt+τ}

∞
τ=0 which is not a function of

future draws of the dictatorship tickets. A strategy profile σ|(ht, St, ιt, d
t−1|κ(dt−1) >

t − 1) induces a sequence of allocations {cHH
t+τ (.), c

P
t+τ (.), θt+τ (.), ιt+τ (.)}

∞
τ=0 , where

{cHH
t+τ (.), c

P
t+τ (.), θt+τ (.), ιt+τ (.) are functions of histories dt+τ . Define d−1 = 0 and:

A(dt+τ−1) ≡ (cHH
t+τ (d

t+τ−1), cPt+τ (d
t+τ−1), θt+τ (d

t+τ−1)) (3.16a)

ΩHH(A(dt+τ−1)) ≡ λτ−θt(dt+τ−1)−θt+1(dt−1)−...−θt+τ−1(dt+τ−2)U [cHH
t+τ (d

t+τ−1)] (3.16b)

ΩP (A(dt+τ−1)) ≡ λτ−θt(dt−1)−θt+1−...−θt+τ−1(dt+τ−2)V [cPt+τ (d
t+τ−1) +

θt+τ (d
t+τ−1)

2
].

(3.16c)
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For all t ≥ 0, I also define:

σD|(St, ιt, d
t−1) = σ|(St, ιt, d

t−1|κ(dt−1) ≤ t− 1)

σND|(St, ιt, d
t−1) = σ|(St, ιt, d

t−1|κ(dt−1) > t− 1).

Then, resulting payoffs to the representative citizen and to politician ιt in power

from a strategy profile σD|(St, ιt, d
t−1) which induces a sequence of allocations

{cHH
t+τ , c

P
t+τ , θt+τ , ιt+τ}

∞
τ=0

are:

Φc(σ
D|(St, ιt, d

t−1)) =
∞
∑

τ=0

ρτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] (3.17)

and

Φιt(σ
D|(St, ιt, d

t−1)) =

∞
∑

τ=0

ρτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
]. (3.18)

Similarly, resulting payoffs to the representative citizen and to the politician in

power from a strategy profile strategy profile σND|(St, ιt, d
t−1) with induced sequence

of allocations {A(dt+τ−1)}∞τ=0 are given by:

ΦHH(σND|(St, ιt, d
t−1)) = λSt

∞
∑

τ=0

∑

dt+τ−1�dt−1

ΩHH(A(dt+τ−1))π(dt+τ−1|dt−1) (3.19)

and

Φιt(σ
ND|(St, ιt, d

t−1)) = λSt

∞
∑

τ=0

∑

dt+τ−1�dt−1

ΩP (A(dt+τ−1))π(dt+τ−1|dt−1)∗1{ιt+1(dt+τ )=ιt}.

(3.20)

For a politician in power in a non-dictatorial economy, 1{ιt+1(dt+τ )=ιt} in the ex-

pression of payoffs to the politician reflects the fact that a politician who has not yet

drawn a dictatorship ticket will remain in power only if the strategy profile calls for the

representative citizen to keep him in power. Note that 1{ιt+1(dt+τ )=ιt} is absent from the

expression of payoffs to a dictator given that a dictator is always guaranteed to remain

in power.
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Definition 11 A Strategy profile σ|{S0, ι0} is a subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) of

the game if ∀ht with states {St, ιt, d
t−1}, the induced continuation strategies satisfy:

Φc(σ|h
t) ≥ Φc(γ, σP |h

t, σc,2|h
t),∀γ ∈ Σc,1|h

t (3.21)

Φιt(σ|h
t) ≥ ΦP (σc,1|h

t, γ, σc,2|h
t),∀γ ∈ ΣP |h

t (3.22)

Φc,2(σ|h
t) ≥ Φc,2(σc,1|h

t, σP |h
t, γ),∀γ ∈ Σc,2|h

t. (3.23)

Definition 12 Given d−1 = 0, a sequence of allocations {cHH
τ (.), cPτ (.), θτ (.), ιτ (.)}

∞
τ=0

is feasible if ∀τ ≥ 0. and ∀dτ−1, it satisfies:

cHH
τ (dτ−1) + cPτ (d

τ−1) = 1/2,

θτ (d
τ−1) ∈ {0; 1},

ιτ (d
τ−1) ∈ J ∪ {∅} if κ(dτ−1) > τ − 1 and ιτ (d

τ−1) = ικ(dτ−1)(d
κ(dτ−1)),

if κ(dτ−1) ≤ τ − 1, where dκ(d
τ−1) is the truncation of dτ−1 at date κ(dτ−1).

The next lemma characterizes SPE sequences by supporting them with trigger strate-

gies that threaten to shift to the worst outcome of the economy whenever a deviation

occurs. The worst outcome of this economy is a situation in which the politician in

power always receives cP = 0 whether or not he is a dictator, always stops growth by

choosing θ = 0 whether or not he is a dictator, and always gets fired whenever not a

dictator.

Let’s define

u∗b =
U(1/2)

1− ρ
, (3.25)

and

v∗b =
V (1/2)

1− ρ
. (3.26)
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Lemma 13 A feasible sequence of allocations {cHH
t+τ (.), c

P
t+τ (.), θt+τ (.), ιt+τ (.)}

∞
τ=0 from

some strategy profile σ|(St, ιt, d
t−1) is an SPE sequence iff ∀s ≥ 0,∀dt+s−1 � dt−1 and

St+s(d
t+s−2) = St + s− θt −−− θt+s−1(d

t+s−2),

Φc(σ
ND|(dt+s−1, St+s(d

t+s−2), ιt+s(d
t+s−1))) ≥ λSt+s(dt+s−2)U∗

b (3.27a)

Φc(σ
D|(dt+s−1, St+s(d

t+s−2), ιt+s(d
t+s−1))) ≥ λSt+s(dt+s−2)U∗

b (3.27b)

Φιt(σ
ND|(dt+s−1, St+s(d

t+s−2), ιt+s(d
t+s−1)))

≥ λSt+s(dt+s−2)V [cPt+s(d
t+s−1) +

1

2
] + ρξλSt+s(dt+s−2)v∗b

(3.27c)

Φιt(σ
D|(dt+s−1, St+s(d

t+s−2), ιt+s(d
t+s−1)))

≥ λSt+s(dt+s−2)V [cPt+s(d
t+s−1) +

1

2
] + ρλSt+s(dt+s−2)v∗b .

(3.27d)

Proof. The proof is similar to that of lemma 3. Let’s first show necessity of (3.27a) to

(3.27d). Suppose σ|(St, ιt, d
t−1) induces the sequence of allocations

cPt+τ (.), θt+τ (.), ιt+τ (.)}
∞
t=0.

Now, let’s suppose that after some date t + s with history dt+s−1, the representative

citizen in stage 1 decides to deviate from σ|(St, ιt, d
t−1) by choosing the allocation

{ĉHH
t+s+τ (d

t+s+τ−1), ĉPt+s+τ (d
t+s+τ−1)} = {1/2, 0} for all τ ≥ 0, and ∀dt+s+τ−1. Assuming

all other players follow σ|(St, ιt, d
t−1), the payoff to the representative citizen from this

deviation is:

∞
∑

τ=0

ρτ
∑

dt+τ+s−1�dt+s−1

λSt+s+τ (dt+s+τ−1)π(dt+s+τ−1|dt+s−1)U(1/2)

≥ λSt+s(dt+s−1)U(1/2)
1−ρ ≡ λSt+s(dt+s−1)u∗b . Now because σ|(St, ιt, d

t) is an SPE strategy

profile, it holds that Φc(σ
j |(dt+s−1, St+s(d

t+s−1), ιt+s(d
t+s−1))) ≥ λSt+s(dt+s−1)u∗b , j ∈

{ND,D} implying (3.27a) and (3.27b). To show necessity of (3.27c) and (3.27d), let’s

suppose a politician ιt+s in power at date t+ s following some history dt+s−1 decides to

deviate by choosing θ̂t+s+τ (d
t+s+τ−1) = 1 for all τ ≥ 0 and for all dt+s−1, conditional

on being in power in t+ s+ τ . The payoff to the politician if he deviates unilaterally in
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this fashion is:

∞
∑

τ=0

∑

dt+τ+s−1�dt+s−1

ρτλSt+s+τ (dt+s−1)V [cPt+τ (d
t+τ−1) +

1

2
]

∗ π(dt+s+τ−1|dt+s−1) ∗ 1{ιt+s+τ (dt+s+τ−1)=ιt+s}

≥ λSt+s(dt+s−1)V [cPt+s(d
t+s−1) +

1

2
] + ρλSt+s(dt+s−1)v∗b

≥ λSt+s(dt+s−1)V [cPt+s(d
t+s−1) +

1

2
] + ρξλSt+s(dt+s−1)v∗b .

This proves necessity of (3.27c) and (3.27d). To show sufficiency, let’s first suppose

(3.27a) to (3.27d) hold for some sequence of allocations

{A(.)}∞τ=0 ≡ {cHH
t+τ (.), c

HH
t+τ (.), c

P
t+τ (.), θt+τ (.)}

∞
τ=0.

It needs to be shown that there exists an SPE that induces this sequence. For this end,

let’s consider the following trigger strategy: if all players have always followed {A(.)}∞τ=0,

then the player called to play continues to follow; if any player has ever deviated, then

the strategy calls to move to the worst outcome: the representative citizen always

chooses cP = 0, politicians in power always choose θ = 1, and the representative citizen

always fires any politician in power who is not a dictator. Because the right hand sides

of (3.27a) to (3.27d) represent payoffs from best deviations given this trigger strategy

profile, citizens in the first stage and politicians in power never want to unilaterally

deviate from the trigger strategy profile. It is then left to check that the representative

citizen in third stage does not want to deviate as well. Under the defined trigger strategy,

if the representative citizen deviates at date t+ s after some history dt+s−1 by choosing

a politician in power different from what indicated by {A(.)}∞τ=0, then the citizens will

receive payoff λSt+s(dt+s−1)U(cHt+s(d
t+s−1))+ ρ

1−ρλ
St+s(dt+s−1)U(1/2) which by (3.27c) and

(3.27d) is smaller than the citizens’payoff under {A(.)}∞τ=0. The representative citizen

therefore does not want to deviate from {A(.)}∞τ=0 in the third stage as well. Hence, the

defined trigger strategy profile is an SPE which induces the sequence {A(.)}∞τ=0. This

ends the proof of the lemma.
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In what follows, best SPE sequences are referred to as SPE-induced allocations that

maximize payoffs to the representative citizen. A straightforward argument analogue to

the one used to prove lemma 4 implies that citizens do not strictly improve their payoffs

by replacing a politician in power. The best SPE problem of this economy will therefore

without loss of generality restrict to best SPE sequences which involve no replacement

of the initial politician. Let A(dt+τ ) ≡ {cHH
t+τ (d

t+τ ), cPt+τ (d
t+τ ), θt+τ (d

t+τ )} and let ΩHH

and ΩP be given by equations (3.16c) and (3.16d). Define:

Ei({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t−1) ≡

∞
∑

τ=0

∑

dt+τ−1�dt−1

Ωi(A(dt+τ−1))π(dt+τ−1|dt−1), i ∈ {HH,P}.

(3.29)

The Best SPE problem of this economy is then given by:

max
{cHH

t+τ (.),c
P
t+τ (.),θt+τ (.)}∞τ=0feasible

λStEHH({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t−1) s.t. ∀ ≥ 0,∀dt+s−1 � dt−1

λSt+s(dt+s−2)EHH({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t+s−1) ≥ λSt+s(dt+s−2)U(1/2)

1− ρ
,

λSt+s(dt+s−2)EP ({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t+s−1) ≥ λSt+s(dt+s−2)V [cPt+s(d

t+s−1) +
1

2
] + ρξv∗b ,

if κ(dt+s−1) > t+ s− 1

λSt+s(dt+s−2)EP ({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t+s−1) ≥ λSt+s(dt+s−2)V [cPt+s(d

t+s−1) +
1

2
] + ρv∗b ,

if κ(dt+s−1) ≤ t+ s− 1,

St given , St+τ+1(d
t+τ−1) = St+τ (d

t+τ−2) + 1− θt+τ (d
t+s−1),
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which simplifies to:

max
{cHH

t+τ (.),c
P
t+τ (.),θt+τ (.)}∞τ=0feasible

EHH({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t−1) s.t. ∀ ≥ 0,∀dt+s−1 � dt−1

EHH({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t+s−1) ≥

U(1/2)

1− ρ
,

EP ({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t+s−1) ≥ V [cPt+s(d

t+s−1) +
1

2
] + ρξv∗b , if κ(d

t+s−1) > t+ s− 1

EP ({A(.)}∞τ=0|d
t+s−1) ≥ V [cPt+s(d

t+s−1) +
1

2
] + ρv∗b , if κ(d

t+s−1) ≤ t+ s− 1,

St given , St+τ+1(d
t+τ−1) = St+τ (d

t+τ−2) + 1− θt+τ (d
t+s−1).

Because dictatorship is an absorbing state for the economy, lemma 13 then implies

that at any date t, the best SPE problem of an economy that has become a dictatorship

is:

max
{cHH

t+τ ,c
P
t+τ ,θs+τ}∞τ=0 feasible

∞
∑

τ=0

ρτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] s.t.

∞
∑

τ=0

ρτλSt+s+τU [cHH
t+s+τ ] ≥ λSt+sU∗

b ,∀s ≥ 0

∞
∑

τ=0

ρτλSt+s+τV [cPt+s+τ +
θt+s+τ

2
] ≥ λSt+sV [cPt+s +

1

2
] + ρv∗b ,∀s ≥ 0

St given , St+τ+1 = St+τ + 1− θt+τ ,∀τ ≥ 0.

By an argument identical to the outline in the proof of lemma 5, the above problem

is stationary and reduces to:

Φc
D = max{u∗b , max

{cHH
D ,cPD}

U(cDHH)

1− ρλ
s.t.

V (cPD)

1− ρλ
≥ V [cPD +

1

2
] + ρv∗b}.

Let’s now define real function hD by:

hDρ (c) =
V (c)

V [c+ 1
2 ] + ρv∗b

. (3.33)

For given ρ and λ, hDρ (0) = 0 and hDρ (c) converges to 1 as c goes to ∞. Moreover,

hDρ (.) is continuous and strictly increasing in c. Hence because for any λ and for any
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ρ ∈ [0, 1λ), 1− ρλ ∈ (0, 1], there exists a unique c(ρ) ∈ (0,+∞] implicitly defined by

hD(c(ρ)) = 1− ρλ. (3.34)

It should be noted that at this point no restriction is imposed ρ to guarantee that

c(ρ) is smaller than 1
2 .

The following series of lemma establishes several results that will be useful in proving

the first theorem of this section.

Lemma 14 Suppose ρ ∈ [0, 1λ ). Then, V (c)
1−ρλ − ρ

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ is strictly increasing in ρ iff

V (c) > 1
λV (12)

(1−ρλ)2

(1−ρ)2 .

Proof. Let λ > 1 be given. For fixed c , define l(ρ) = V (c)
1−ρλ − ρ

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ . Then, l
′
(ρ) =

λV (c)
(1−ρ)2

−
V ( 1

2
)

(1−ρ)2
. Therefore, l

′
(ρ) > 0 iff V (c) > 1

λV (12 )
(1−ρλ)2

(1−ρ)2
. This ends the proof of

the lemma.

Lemma 15 Suppose c is such that V (c) ≤ 1
λV (12)

(1−ρλ)2

(1−ρ)2
. Then, V (c)

1−ρλ <
V ( 1

1
)

1−ρ .

Proof.

Suppose V (c) ≤ 1
λV (12)

(1−ρλ)2

(1−ρ)2
. Then, V (c) ≤ 1

λV (12)
(1−ρλ)2

(1−ρ)2
< V (12 )

1−ρλ
1−ρ since

1
λ < 1 and (1−ρλ)2

(1−ρ)2
< 1, as λ > 1 and ρ ∈ [0, 12). This in turn implies V (c)

1−ρλ <
V ( 1

1
)

1−ρ .

Lemma 16 For any ρ ∈ [0, 1λ), let c(ρ) be defined by equation (3.34). Suppose ρ2 > ρ1.

Then, cρ(1) > cρ(2).

Proof. Consider ρ2 > ρ1 and cρ(i), i ∈ {1, 2} defined by hD(c(ρ)) = 1− ρλ or V (c(ρi))
1−ρiλ

−

ρi
V ( 1

2
)

1−ρi
= V (c(ρi) +

1
2). First observe that this implies c(ρi) > 0, i ∈ {1, 2}. Therefore,

V (c(ρ1))
1−ρ1λ

− ρ1
V ( 1

2
)

1−ρ1
= V (c(ρ1) +

1
2 ) implies V (c(ρ1))

1−ρ1λ
>

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ1
. Then, lemma 15 implies

V (c) > 1
λV (12)

(1−ρ1λ)2

(1−ρ1)2
. Lemma 14 then implies that V (c(ρ1))

1−ρ1λ
−ρ1

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ1
< V (c(ρ1))

1−ρ2λ
−ρ2

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ2
,

as ρ2 > ρ1. Hence, V (c(ρ1)+
1
2 ) <

V (c(ρ1))
1−ρ2λ

−ρ2
V ( 1

2
)

1−ρ2
, or V (c(ρ1))

1−ρ2λ
−V (c(ρ1)+

1
2) > ρ2

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ2
.

Therefore, V (c(ρ2))
1−ρ2λ

− V (c(ρ2) +
1
2) = ρ2

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ2
implies cρ(1) > cρ(2), since from concavity

of V , V (c)
1−ρλ − V (c+ 1

2) is strictly increasing in c for any given ρ and λ.
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Lemma 17 Let c(ρ) be uniquely defined on (0, 1λ ) by V (c(ρ))
1−ρλ − ρ

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ = V (c(ρ) + 1
2).

Then, c(.) is a continuous function of ρ. Moreover, c((0, 1λ)) = (0 +∞).

Proof.

Lemma (16) has established that c(.) is a monotonic function. To show that c(.) is

also continuous, it then suffices to show that {c(ρn)} converges to c(ρ) whenever {ρn}

is a monotonic sequence in (0, 1λ) that converges to ρ ∈ [0, 1λ ].

First consider the case ρ ∈ (0, 1λ ). Clearly, for such ρ, there exists a unique c(ρ) such

that V (c(ρ))

V (c(ρ)+ 1
2
)+

ρV ( 12 )

1−ρ

= 1−ρλ. Therefore, V (c(ρn))

V (c(ρn)+
1
2
)+

ρV ( 12 )

1−ρ

converges to V (c(ρ))

V (c(ρ)+ 1
2
)+

ρV ( 12 )

1−ρ

as ρn converges to ρ. Now, let’s define function m(.) by m(c) = V (c)

V (c+ 1
2
)+

ρV ( 12 )

1−ρ

. Then,

m(c(ρn)) converges to m(c(ρ)).

Let’s first assume that {ρn} is an increasing sequence that converges to ρ. In this

case, {c(ρn)} is a decreasing and bounded sequence which therefore converges to some

real number y− such that m(y−) = m(c(ρ)). This in turn implies that y− = c(ρ), since

m is a strictly increasing function.

Now, let’s suppose that {ρn} is a sequence that decreases to ρ. Then, {c(ρn)} is

monotonic and converges to some real number y+ such that m(y+) = m(c(ρ)). Hence,

m strictly increasing implies y− = c(ρ). Therefore, y− = y+ = c(ρ) which concludes the

proof that c(.) is a continuous function.

Now, suppose ρ = 1
λ . Then, m(c(ρn)) converges to the same limit as 1− ρnλ which

itself converges to 0. Hence, m(c(ρn)) converges to 0 which is in fact the value of m(0).

Therefore, when {ρn} is an increasing sequence, {c(ρn)} is a bounded and decreasing

sequence that converges to some y such thatm(y) = m(0). Hence, by strict monotonicity

of m, {c(ρn)} converges to 0. But by definition of c(.), lim
x↑ 1

λ

c(x) = 0. Hence, for any

sequence {ρn} that increases to 1
λ , {c(ρn)} converges to 0 = lim

x↑ 1
λ

c(x). This shows that

c(.) is left-continuous at 1
λ .

Finally, suppose ρ = 0. It is left to show that for any sequence {ρn} that decreases

to ρ, {c(ρn)} converges to lim
x↓0

c(x). First, note that lim
x↓0

c(x) = +∞. Note also that

lim
c↓+∞

m(c) = 1. Now, suppose {ρn} is a sequence that decreases to ρ. Then, {c(ρn)} is

a bounded and increasing sequence that converges to some z such that limc↓zm(c) =
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1 = limc↓+∞m(c). Hence, {c(ρn)} converges to +∞ = lim
x↓0

c(x). Therefore, c(.) is right-

continuous at 0. This ends the proof that c(.) is continuous on (0, 1λ ) . Finally, because

c(.) is monotonic, it follows that c((0, 1λ)) = (0 +∞).

Theorem 18 There exists ρ∗ ∈ (0, 1) such that if ρ ≤ ρ∗, then in the best SPE, the

economy stagnates whenever it becomes a dictatorship; if ρ > ρ∗, then in the best SPE

the economy grows permanently whenever it becomes a dictatorship.

Proof.

Let’s fix λ. By Lemma 17, there exists ρ̃ ∈ (0, 1λ) such that c(ρ̃) = 1
2 and c(ρ) ≥

1
2 ,∀ρ ≤ ρ̃. Clearly then, for any ρ ≤ ρ̃, the solution to the best SPE problem of the

dictatorship is cP = 0 and Ψc
D =

V ( 1
2
)

1−ρ . That is, any dictatorial economy with ρ ≤ ρ̃

does not grow.

Note that c(.) maps [ρ̃, 1λ) into (0, 12 ). As in the proof of theorem 6, let’s now define

real functions g and fD by g(ρ) = 1−ρλ
1−ρ and fD(ρ) =

U(1/2−c(ρ))
U(1/2) . g is continuous and

strictly decreasing in ρ. By lemmas 17 and 16, fD is continuous and strictly increasing

in ρ. Moreover, by the definition of c(ρ̃), V (c(ρ̃))

V (c(ρ̃)+ 1
2
)+

ρ̃V ( 12 )

1−ρ̃

= 1− ρ̃λ and c(ρ̃) = 1
2 , so that

g(ρ̃) = 1−ρ̃λ
1−ρ̃ = 1

1−ρ̃

V ( 1
2
)

V (1)+
ρ̃V ( 12 )

1−ρ̃

> 0 = fD(ρ̃). Also, g( 1λ ) = 0 < 1 = fD(
1
λ). (c(

1
λ ) = 0

implies f( 1λ) = 1). Therefore, there exists ρ∗ ∈ (ρ̃, 1/λ) s.t. g(ρ∗) = fD(ρ
∗). For such

ρ∗, U(1/2−c(ρ∗))
1−ρ∗λ = U(1/2)

1−ρ∗ . For all ρ ≤ ρ∗, U(1/2−c(ρ∗))
1−ρ∗λ leqU(1/2)

1−ρ∗ and cPD = 0, θD = 1: the

economy does not grow. For all ρ > ρ∗, U(1/2−c(ρ∗))
1−ρ∗λ > U(1/2)

1−ρ∗ and cPD = c(ρ) ∈ (0, 12 ],

θD = 0: the economy grows. Since it was argued earlier that the economy does not

grow for ρ < ρ̃, this concludes the proof that a dictatorial economy grows iff ρ > ρ∗.

For given ρ and λ, let λStΨc
D and λStΨP

D denote payoffs to citizens and to the

politician in power respectively in a dictatorial economy ending with state St. By an

argument similar to that used to prove lemma 5 , the best SPE problem of an ξ- economy

is stationary. It follows that payoffs to citizens in a best SPE starting with technological

frontier St are given by λStΨc
ND, where Ψc

ND is defined recursively as:
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Ψc
ND = max

{cHH ,cP }
U(cHH) + ρλ[(1− ξ)Ψc

ND + ξΨc
D]

s.t.

U(cHH) + ρλ((1− ξ)Ψc
ND + ξΨc

D) ≥
U(1/2)

1− ρ
(3.35)

ΨP
ND = V (cP ) + ρλ((1 − ξ)ΨP

ND + ξΨP
D) (3.36)

ΨP
ND ≥ V (cP +

1

2
) + ρξ

V (1/2)

1− ρ
. (3.37)

The above operator maps the bounded interval [U(1/2)
1−ρ , U(1/2)

1−ρλ ] into itself, satisfies

Blackwell’s conditions for a contraction mapping with modulus ρλ and is therefore a

contraction mapping. This proves the existence of Ψc
ND as the fixed point of the defined

contraction mapping.

Equivalently, Ψc
ND = max{Ψ̂c

ND,
U(1/2)
1−ρ }, where Ψ̂c

ND may be defined recursively as:

Ψ̂c
ND = max

{cHH ,cP }
U(cHH) + ρλ[(1− ξ)Ψ̂c

ND + ξΨc
D]

s.t.
V (cP ) + ρλξΨP

D

1− ρλ(1− ξ)
≥ V (cP +

1

2
) + ρξ

V (1/2)

1− ρ
. (3.38)

Because
V (c)+ρλξΨP

D

1−ρλ(1−ξ) ≥ V (c+ 1
2) is strictly increasing in c for given ρ, λ, ξ, any solution

{cHH
ξ , cPξ } to the sustainability constraint of the politician in an ξ−economy must hold

with equality, unless cPξ = 0.

Lemma 19 Let λ be given. Let ρ∗ be the threshold level of ρ that conditions growth in

a dictatorial economy. Suppose ρ > ρ∗. Define cPD by ΨP
D =

V (cPD)
1−ρλ = V (cPD + 1

2) + ρv∗b .

For any ξ ∈ [0, 1], define cPξ implicitly by:







V (cPξ )+ρλξΨP
D

1−ρλ(1−ξ) = V (cPξ + 1
2) + ρξv∗b if

V (0)+ρλξΨP
D

1−ρλ(1−ξ) ≤ V (0 + 1
2) + ρξv∗b

cPξ = 0 otherwise .

Then, cPξ < cPD for ξ ∈ [0, 1) and cP1 = cPD.
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Proof.

Let’s first show that cP1 = cPD. By definition, V (cP1 ) + ρλΨP
D = V (cP1 + 1

2) + ρv∗b ,

where ΨP
D =

V (cPD)
1−ρλ . Then, V (cP1 ) + ρλ

V (cPD)
1−ρλ − V (cP1 + 1

2) = ρv∗b =
V (cPD)
1−ρλ − V (cPD + 1

2),

which implies V (cP1 ) − V (cP1 + 1
2) =

V (cPD)
1−ρλ (1 − ρλ) − V (cPD + 1

2), or V (cP1 ) − V (cP1 +
1
2) = V (cPD) − V (cPD + 1

2 ). But by strict concavity of V , V (c) − V (c + 1
2) is strictly

increasing in c. It follows that cP1 = cPD > 0. Now, for ξ ∈ [0, 1] , define z(ξ) =

V (cPD)+ρλξ
V (cPD)

1−ρλ
−ρξv∗b (1−ρλ+ρλξ)

1−ρλ+ρλξ . It is straightforward to show that z
′
(ξ) ∗ [−ρV ∗

b (1 −

ρλ + ρλξ)] > 0. That is, for all ξ ∈ [0, 1], z
′
(ξ) < 0, given ρ ≥ ρ∗ > 0. But z(1) =

V (cPD)
1−ρλ −ρV ∗

b = V (cPD+
1
2), where the last equality follows from the definition of cPD. Hence,

∀ξ ∈ [0, 1), z(ξ) > V (cPD + 1
2 ), or

V (cPD)+ρλξΨP
D

1−ρλ+ρλξ > V (cPD + 1
2) + ρξv∗b . If

V (0)+ρλξΨP
D

1−ρλ(1−ξ) ≤

V (0+ 1
2)+ρξv

∗
b , then it follows that there exists a unique cPξ ∈ [0, cPD) s.t

V (cPξ )+ρλξΨP
D

1−ρλ(1−ξ) =

V (cPξ + 1
2) + ρξv∗b , since

V (y)+ρλξΨP
D

1−ρλ+ρλξ − V (y + 1
2) is strictly increasing in y for ρ and ξ

given. Now, suppose that
V (0)+ρλξΨP

D

1−ρλ(1−ξ) > V (0 + 1
2 ) + ρξv∗b . Then, by definition, cPξ = 0

and so, cPξ < cPD = cP1 . This ends the proof of the lemma.

Let ρ̃ξ=0 be the value of ρ that conditions growth in a 0−economy, as defined in

corollary 7. Note that cPD > cP0 implies that ρ̃ξ=0 < ρ∗.

Theorem 20 Let λ > 1 be given. Suppose ρ > ρ∗, where ρ∗ is the threshold value of

ρ that conditions growth in a dictatorial economy. Then, the ξ−economy grows for any

ξ ∈ [0, 1].

Proof. ξ ∈ [0, 1] be arbitrary. Let ρ > ρ∗. Then, from the previous lemma, cPD > cPξ .

But from the proof of theorem 18, cPD ∈ (0, 1]. Hence, to show that the ξ-economy grows,

it suffices to show that
U( 1

2
−cPξ )+ρλξΨc

D

1−ρλ(1−ξ) >
U( 1

2
)

1−ρ . Now, let c
HH
j = 1

2 − cPj , j ∈ {D, ξ}.

Then, cHH
ξ > cHH

D and therefore it suffices to show that
U(cPD)+ρλξΨc

D

1−ρλ(1−ξ) >
U( 1

2
)

1−ρ , which

given Ψc
D =

U(cPD)
1−ρλ , holds iff

U(cPD)
1−ρλ >

U( 1
2
)

1−ρ . The last inequality is true by the proof of

theorem 18, given ρ > ρ∗. Therefore, when ρ > ρ∗, the economy grows for any value of

ξ.

The above theorem states that an economy that grows after becoming a dictatorship

would also grow under any regime of ξ. It has also been shown that payoffs to the

citizens continuously increase as the probability of falling into dictatorship decreases.
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These results constitute a caveat against using paragons of growing dictatorial economies

to advocate dictatorship as an ideal political regime. Dictatorial economies that grow

owe it to technocratic rulers. An economy endowed with impatient politicians would be

worse off if it were to shift toward dictatorship.

The rest of this section examines the implications for growth under different regimes

of ξ, when the discount factor is not sufficient high for growth to occur under dictator-

ship. Specifically, it is asked whether an economy known to stagnate under dictatorship

(i.e. if ρ ≤ ρ∗) would grow at all for any value of ξ. The answer is that in this case, an

ξ-economy grows if and only if ξ is not too large. To obtain this last result, it is assumed

that λ is not too large. Specifically, the rest of this section assumes that λ ≤ 2 to ensure

that if
V (x)+ρλξv∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ) = V (x + 1

2 ) + ρξv∗b for some x, then
V (x)+ρλξv∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ) − ρξv∗b is decreasing

in ξ. Recall that ΨP
D = v∗b when ρ ≤ ρ∗. Hence when 1 < λ ≤ 2, as ξ increases, the

sustainability constraint becomes tighter as politicians tend to ask a higher share of the

consumption good in order to let growth occur. When λ is too large (greater than 2),

it is no longer guaranteed that V (x)
1−ρλ(1−ξ) − ρξv∗b +

ρλξv∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ) is decreasing in ξ . In this

case, it is not clear that optimal payments to politicians decrease with ξ, and so payoffs

to citizens may increase or decrease as ξ increases. For the rest of this section, it is

assumed that 1 < λ ≤ 2.

Lemma 21 Suppose 1 < λ ≤ 2. Then, ∀ρ ∈ [0, 1λ) and ∀ξ ∈ [0, 1], (1−ρ+ρξ)(1−ρλ+ρλξ)−ρλξ
1−ρλ+ρλξ >

1−ρλ− 1
λ
[1−ρλ+ρλξ][1−ρλ+ρλξ]

1−ρλ+ρλξ .

Proof. It is easy to check that (1−ρ+ρξ)(1−ρλ+ρλξ)−ρλξ
1−ρλ+ρλξ >

1−ρλ− 1
λ
[1−ρλ+ρλξ][1−ρλ+ρλξ]

1−ρλ+ρλξ

holds iff 2ρ(1− ξ) < 1
λ . Since ρ(1− ξ) < 1, λ ≤ 2 guarantees 2ρ(1− ξ) < 1

λ , ∀ρ ∈ [0, 1λ)

and ∀ξ ∈ [0, 1].

Lemma 22 Let 1 < λ ≤ 2. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1λ ) be such that ρ ≤ ρ∗, where ρ∗ is the value of

ρ that conditions growth in a dictatorship. Let cPξ ∈ [0,+∞) be defined implicitly by

cPξ =







0 if
V (0)+ρλξv∗

b

1−ρλ(1−ξ) > V (0 + 1
2) + ρξv∗b

V (cPξ )+ρλξv∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ) = V (cPξ + 1

2) + ρξv∗b otherwise.

Then, for ξ2, ξ1 ∈ [0, 1] such that ξ2 > ξ1 and cPξ1 > 0, it holds that cPξ2 > cPξ1 > 0.
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Proof. Let 1 < λ ≤ 2. Fix ρ ≤ ρ∗, so that payoffs to the politician in a dictatorship

are given by ΨP
D = v∗b . Fix ξ ∈ [0, 1]. I first argue that cPξ is well defined. Define

function lξ(.) by lξ(c) =
V (c)+ρλξv∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ) − V (c + 1

2 ), for c ∈ [0,+∞]. Clearly, lim
x→+∞

lξ(x) =

lim
x→+∞

V (x)[
1

1 − ρλ(1− ξ)
−1]+

ρλξV ∗
b

1− ρλ(1 − ξ)
= +∞. Therefore, if

V (0)+ρλξv∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ) ≤ V (0+

1
2) + ρξv∗b , then there exists c ∈ [0,+∞) s.t.

V (c)+ρλξv∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ) = V (c+ 1

2)+ ρξv∗b . This proves

that cPξ ∈ [0,+∞) is well defined.

Now, consider ξ2 > ξ1 and such that cPξ1 > 0. By definition, cPξ1 > 0 implies that
V (cPξ1

)+ρλξ1v∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ1)

= V (cPξ1 + 1
2 ) + ρξ1v

∗
b . Define function l by l(ξ) =

V (cPξ1
)+ρλξv∗b

1−ρλ(1−ξ) − ρξv∗b ,

for ξ ∈ [0, 1]. It is straightforward to show that for ξ ∈ [0, 1], l
′
(ξ) has the same sign

as q(ξ)=
λ∗[v∗b (1−ρλ)−V (cPξ1

)]

[1−ρλ(1−ξ)]2 − v∗b . But
V (cPξ1

)

1−ρλ(1−ξ1)
= V (cPξ1 +

1
2) + ρξ1v

∗
b −

ρλξ1v∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ1)

≥

V (12 )+ρξ1v
∗
b −

ρλξ1v∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ1)

= v∗b (1−ρ)+ρξ1v
∗
b −

ρλξ1v∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ1)

=
v∗b [(1−ρ+ρξ1)(1−ρλ+ρλξ1)−ρλξ1]

1−ρλ+ρλξ1
.

That is,
V (cPξ1

)

1−ρλ(1−ξ1)
≥

v∗b [(1−ρ+ρξ1)(1−ρλ+ρλξ1)−ρλξ1]
1−ρλ+ρλξ1

. But by lemma 3.3.1, λ ≤ 2 im-

plies (1−ρ+ρξ1)(1−ρλ+ρλξ1)−ρλξ1
1−ρλ+ρλξ1

>
1−ρλ− 1

λ
[1−ρλ+ρλξ1][1−ρλ+ρλξ1]

1−ρλ+ρλξ1
. Therefore,

V (cP
ξ1

)

1−ρλ(1−ξ1)
>

v∗b
1−ρλ− 1

λ
[1−ρλ+ρλξ1]2

1−ρλ+ρλξ1
, which in turn implies that q(ξ1) < 0. Hence, l

′
(ξ1) < 0. There-

fore, ξ2 > ξ1 implies
V (cPξ1

)+ρλξ2v∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ2)

− ρξ2v
∗
b <

V (cPξ1
)+ρλξ1v∗b

1−ρλ(1−ξ1)
− ρξ1v

∗
b = V (cPξ1 +

1
2). That

is,
V (cPξ1

)+ρλξ2v∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ2)

< ρξ2v
∗
b + V (cPξ1 + 1

2 ). Hence, by strict monotonicity and continuity

of lξ2 and by the fact that lim
x→+∞

lξ(x) = +∞, there exists cPξ2 > cPξ1 > 0 such that

V (cPξ2
)+ρλξ2v∗b

1−ρλ(1−ξ2)
= ρξ2v

∗
b + V (cPξ2 +

1
2). This concludes the proof.

Corollary 23 Let Let 1 < λ ≤ 2. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1λ) be such that ρ ≤ ρ∗, where ρ∗ is

the value of ρ that conditions growth in a dictatorship. For all ξ ∈ [0, 1], let cPξ be the

solution to the best SPE problem of the ξ−economy. Then, for any ξ1 and ξ2 in [0,1]

such that ξ2 > ξ1, it holds that cPξ2 > cPξ1 > 0.

Proof. First note that in the best SPE problem of an ξ-economy, the sustainability

constraint of the politician holds with equality if cPξ > 0. To see why, suppose cPξ > 0

and suppose that the sustainability constraint holds with strict inequality. Then, by

decreasing the politician’s consumption slightly, one improves citizens’payoffs without

violating the politician’s sustainability constraint. This contradicts that the initial al-

location solves the best SPE problem. Now, because 0 = V (0)
1−ρλ < V (12 ), it follows that
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cP0 > 0 for the 0-economy. Then from the lemma, it follows that for, any ξ1 and ξ2 in

[0,1] such that ξ2 > ξ1, c
P
ξ2
> cPξ1 > 0. Note that a direct implication of the corollary is

that ∀ξ ∈ [0, 1],∃ unique cPξ ∈ (0,+∞) s.t
V (cP (ξ))+ρλξv∗

b

1−ρλ(1−ξ) = V (cP (ξ) + 1
2) + ρξv∗b .

Lemma 24 Let 1 < λ ≤ 2. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1λ) be such that ρ ≤ ρ∗, where ρ∗ is the value

of ρ that conditions growth in a dictatorship. For all ξ ∈ [0, 1], let cP (ξ) be defined by:
V (cP (ξ))+ρλξv∗

b

1−ρλ(1−ξ) = V (cP (ξ) + 1
2) + ρξv∗b . Then, cP (.) is a continuous function of ξ.

Proof. By the preceding corollary, cP (.) is a decreasing function of ξ. Hence, to

show continuity, it suffices to show that for any monotonic sequence {ξn} in [0, 1] that

converges to some ξ ∈ [0, 1], {cP (ξn)} converges to cP (ξ). Let ξ ∈ [0, 1] be arbirtary. Let

{ξn} in [0, 1] be a monotonic sequence that converges to ξ. Then, {cP (ξn)} is a monotonic

sequence that is bounded below by 0 and above by cP (1). Therefore, {cP (ξn)} converges

to a unique y such that
V (y)+ρλξv∗b
1−ρλ(1−ξ) = V (y + 1

2) + ρξv∗b . Hence {cP (ξn)} converges to

cP (ξ) and so cP (.) is a continuous function of ξ.

Theorem 25 Let 1 < λ ≤ 2. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1λ ) be such that ρ ≤ ρ∗, where ρ∗ is the value

of ρ that conditions growth in a dictatorship. Let ρ̃ξ=0 be the value of ρ that conditions

growth in the ξ = 0−economy. Then, there exists ξ∗(ρ) ∈ [0, 1] such that:

1. If ρ ≤ ρ̃ξ=0, then the ξ−economy does not grow, ∀ξ ∈ [0, 1].

2. If ρ > ρ̃ξ=0, then the the ξ−economy grows iff ξ < ξ∗(ρ).

Proof. Let 1 < λ ≤ 2. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1λ) be such that ρ ≤ ρ∗. For any ξ in [0, 1], let cP (ξ)

be defined by:
V (cP (ξ))+ρλξv∗b

1−ρλ(1−ξ) = V (cP (ξ) + 1
2) + ρξv∗b and define cHH(ξ) = 1

2 − cP (ξ).

Recall the ξ−economy grows iff
U(cHH(ξ))+ρλξu∗

b

1−ρλ(1−ξ) > u∗b , which holds iff U(cHH(ξ))
1−ρλ >

U( 1
2
)

1−ρ .

First suppose ρ ≤ ρ̃ξ=0. Then, the 0−economy does not grow and U(cHH(0))
1−ρλ ≤

U( 1
2
)

1−ρ .

But by lemma 22, cHH(ξ) < cHH(0), ∀ξ ∈ (0, 1] and hence, U(cHH(ξ))
1−ρλ <

U( 1
2
)

1−ρ . That is,

∀ξ ∈ [0, 1], the economy never grows if ρ ≤ ρ̃ξ=0.

Now, suppose ρ > ρ̃ξ=0, so that U(cHH(0))
1−ρλ >

U( 1
2
)

1−ρ . Recall from lemma 19 that for

ξ = 1, cHH(1) = cHH
D , and

U(cHH
D )

1−ρλ ≤
U( 1

2
)

1−ρ , given ρ ≤ ρ∗. Therefore, since cHH(.) is

continuous and strictly increasing in ξ, there exists ξ∗(ρ) ∈ (0, 1] such that the economy

grows iff ξ < ξ∗(ρ). This ends the proof of the theorem.
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To summarize, if ρ ≤ ρ̃ξ=0, then the ξ-economy does not grow for any value of

ξ. If ρ̃ξ=0 < ρ ≤ ρ∗, then the economy grows iff ξ ≤ ξ∗(ρ). If instead ρ > ρ∗, then the

economy always grows. That is, a democratic economy which does not grow will also

not grow if it were to shift toward dictatorship. A dictatorial economy which grows will

also grow after democratization. For intermediate economies where agents are patient

enough to allow growth under democracy but not sufficiently patient to allow growth

under dictatorship, there exists a threshold probability of falling into dictatorship such

that the economy grows if and only if it is below that threshold probability.

Conclusion

This paper has characterized necessary conditions for growth when technological

progress is available and free, but requires the approval of self-interested politicians to

be adopted. When they have a low discount factor, politicians in power find it optimal

to stop technological progress in exchange for static rewards that the representative

citizen does not control. This paper has shown that among economies where agents

have the same degree of time preferences, those that grow are those with the strongest

political institutions: the lowest probabilities of occurrence of a coup d’etat and the

lowest probabilities of falling in the state of dictatorship. It has also been proved

that citizens of a dictatorial economy will always gain from a one-shot transition to

democracy, even in the case where the economy is already growing as a dictatorship. In

fact, an economy that grows as a dictatorship will also grow for any given probability of

falling into the state of dictatorship. Moreover, the smaller the probability of falling in

the state of dictatorship, the smaller the minimal compensation that makes a politician

in power willing to approve growth in a given period. This in turn implies that payoffs

to the citizens increase as the likelihood of falling in the state of dictatorship decreases.

Understanding the emergence of political structures is a next step that will further

our understanding of growth mechanisms. For this purpose, extending the current

framework by endogenizing the choice of political regimes appears a promising avenue

for future research. In particular, it would be interesting to construct a model where

agents’ beliefs lead to two possible equilibria: one with a low probability of coups d’etat

(or a low probability of transiting to dictatorship) and economic growth and one with
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a high probability of coups d’etat (or a high probability of transiting to dictatorship)

and economic stagnation. I plan to undertake this task in the future.
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Lemma 26 Fixing λ,

Let’s define δ and δ by:
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) = 1− δλ and 0 = V (0)
V (1/2) = 1− δλ

(δ and δ are well-defined since 1 − δλ is continuous and strictly decreasing as a

function of δ, with values in [0, 1] for δ ∈ [0, 1λ ].)

Then, for given λ, there exists a function fλ of δ from [0, 1λ)to [0, 1] s.t.:


























































fλ(δ) = 0, ∀δ ∈ [0, δ)

fλ(δ) =
U(0)

U(1/2)

fλ strictly increasing and continuous in [δ, δ] with values in

[ U(0)
U(1/2) , 1]

fλ(δ) = 1,∀δ ∈ [δ, 1λ)

and s.t.

θ∗ = 0 iff fλ(δ) ≥
1−βλ
1−β .

Appendix

Proof. of lemma 5

By lemma 3, best SPE sequence with no replacement of the initial politician are

solutions to the SPE problem defined below as:

max
{cHH

τ ,cPτ ,θτ}∞τ=0

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSτU [cHH
τ ]

s.t.
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∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

λSt

1− β
U(1/2),∀t ≥ 0 (3.39)

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ≥ λStV [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0 (3.40)

S0 given, St+1 = St + 1− θt, and {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}

∞
τ=0 feasible.

After using the law of motion of the technological frontier and simplifying St from

both sides of the inequality constraints After some algebra, the above problem simplifies

to:

max
{cHH

τ ,cPτ ,θτ}∞τ=0

λS0 [U [cHH
0 ] +

∞
∑

τ=1

βτλτ−θ0−...−θτ−1U [cHH
τ ]]

s.t.

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλτ−θt−...−θt+τ−1U [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

U(1/2)

1− β
,∀t ≥ 0 (3.41)

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλτ−θt−...−θt+τ−1V [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ≥ V [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0, (3.42)

S0 given and {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}

∞
τ=0 feasible.

Now, recall that if {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}

∞
τ=0 is solution to the SPE problem, then for all

s ≥ 0, {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}

∞
τ=s must solve the date s SPE problem defined by:

max
{cHH

τ ,cPτ ,θτ}∞τ=s

∞
∑

τ=s

βτ−sλSτU [cHH
τ ]

s.t.

∞
∑

τ=s

βτ−sλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

λSt

1− β
U(1/2),∀t ≥ 0 (3.43)

∞
∑

τ=s

δτ−sλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ≥ λStV [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0 (3.44)

Ss given, Sτ+1 = Sτ + 1− θτ , for all τ ≥ s and {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}

∞
τ=s feasible.
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After using the law of motion of the technological frontier and simplifying St from

both sides of the inequality constraints date s SPE problem above simplifies to:

max
{cHH

τ ,cPτ ,θτ}∞τ=s

λSs [U [cHH
s ] +

∞
∑

τ=s+1

βτ−sλτ−θ0−...−θτ−1U [cHH
τ ]]

s.t.

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλτ−θt−...−θt+τ−1U [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

U(1/2)

1− β
,∀t ≥ 0 (3.45)

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλτ−θt−...−θt+τ−1V [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ≥ V [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0, (3.46)

Ss given, and {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}

∞
τ=s feasible.

ΨHH
ND = max

{cHH ,cP }
U(cHH) + ρλ((1 − ξ)Ψc

ND + ξΨc
D)

s.t.

U(cHH) + ρλ((1− ξ)Ψc
ND + ξΨc

D) ≥
U(1/2)

1− ρ
(3.47)

ΨP
ND = V (cP ) + ρλ((1 − ξ)ΨP

ND + ξΨP
D) (3.48)

ΨP
ND ≥ V (cP +

1

2
) + ρξ

V (1/2)

1− ρ
. (3.49)

Appendix 2

Proof of stationarity for the coup d’etat economy.

Proof. of theorem 6

Define function h by h(cP ) =
V (cP )

V (cP+ 1
2
)
. Clearly, h is a continuous function. I now

argue that h is strictly increasing and therefore invertible as a continuous bijection.

Because V is differentiable, so is h, with derivative given by:
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h
′
(cP ) =

V
′
(cP )V (cP+ 1

2
)−V

′
(cP+ 1

2
)V (cP )

V (cP+ 1
2
)2

.

Now, by strict concavity of V, V
′
(cP + 1

2) ≤ V
′
(cP ), such that V

′
(cP )V (cP + 1

2) −

V
′
(cP + 1

2)V (cP ) ≥ V
′
(cP + 1

2 )V (cP + 1
2) − V

′
(cP + 1

2)V (cP ) > 0 since V is strictly

increasing. It follows that h is strictly increasing and therefore invertible as a continuous

bijection.

Define δ by: h(12 ) =
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) = 1− δλ.

Case 1: δ ∈ [0, δ]

Then, h(12 ) =
V ( 1

2
)

V (1) = 1 − δλ implies that for all δ ∈ [0, δ] the politician in power

will always choose θ = 1, even if he is being paid cP = 1
2 in all periods. That is, when

δ ∈ [0, δ], politicians are extremely impatient and would not allow for technological

growth, even if they were paid the total endowments available. It is therefore optimal

for the representative citizen in this case to set cP = 0 in all periods. So when δ ∈ [0, δ],

c∗P = 0 and the economy never grows: θ∗ = 1 in all periods.

Case 2: δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ)

δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ) ⇒ h−1( 1
1−δλ ) ∈ [0, 1/2]. Now define function g by g(β) = 1−βλ

1−β for

all β ∈ [0, 1/λ). Because g is strictly decreasing with values in (0, 1] for β ∈ [0, 1/λ),

let’s define β∗(δ) by
U [ 1

2
−h−1( 1

1−δλ
)]

U(1/2) = g(β∗(δ)). Then, U [12 − h−1( 1
1−δλ )] ≤ 1−βλ

1−β ∀

β ∈ [0, β∗(δ)) and U [12 − h−1( 1
1−δλ )] ≥

1−βλ
1−β ∀ β ∈ [β∗(δ), 1/λ).

This implies,
U [ 1

2
−h−1( 1

1−δλ
)]

1−β ≤ U [1/2]
1−β ∀ β ∈ [0, β∗(δ)) and

U [ 1
2
−h−1( 1

1−δλ
)]

1−β ≥ U [1/2]
1−β ∀

β ∈ [β∗(δ), 1/λ).

Therefore, if δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ) and β ∈ [β∗(δ), 1/λ), then c∗P = h−1( 1
1−δλ ) ∈ (0, 1/2) and

θ∗ = 0 (the economy always grows).

If instead δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ) and β ∈ [0, β∗(δ)), then
U [ 1

2
−h−1( 1

1−δλ
)]

1−β < U [1/2]
1−β : the rep-

resentative citizen fails to achieve his outside option value U [1/2]
1−β by giving the politi-

cian in power just enough to satisfy his sustainability constraint. Now, recall that

h−1( 1
1−δλ ) ∈ (0, 1/2) is the unique stationary payment to the politician which makes

the sustainability constraint hold with equality. So, in this case, for any scheme with a

stationary and sustainable payment to the politician, the lifetime utility of the repre-

sentative citizen will always be strictly less than U [1/2]
1−β . Therefore, if δ ∈ (δ, 1/λ) and

β ∈ [0, β∗(δ)), then c∗P = 0 and θ∗ = 1 (the economy never grows).

Q.E.D.
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Appendix A

Political Economy Theory of

Growth

Proof. of Lemma 5

By lemma 3, best SPE sequences with no replacement of the initial politician are

solutions to the SPE problem defined as:

max
{cHH

τ ,cPτ ,θτ}∞τ=0 feasible

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSτU [cHH
τ ] s.t.

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSt+τU [cHH
t+τ ] ≥

λSt

1− β
U(1/2),∀t ≥ 0

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSt+τV [cPt+τ +
θt+τ

2
] ≥ λStV [cPt +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0

Now, observe that if {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}

∞
τ=0 is solution to the SPE problem, then for all

s ≥ 0, {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}

∞
τ=s must solve the date s SPE problem defined by:
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max
{cHH

s+τ ,c
P
s+τ ,θs+τ}∞τ=0 feasible

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSs+τU [cHH
s+τ ]

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλSs+t+τU [cHH
s+t+τ ] ≥

λSs+t

1− β
U(1/2),∀t ≥ 0

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλSs+t+τV [cPs+t+τ +
θs+t+τ

2
] ≥ λSs+tV [cPs+t +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0

Ss given, Ss+τ+1 = Ss+τ + 1− θs+τ ,∀τ ≥ 0.

After using the law of motion of the technological frontier and simplifying Ss+t from

both sides of the inequality constraints, the above problem reduces to:

max
{cHH

s+τ ,c
P
s+τ ,as+τ ,θs+τ}∞τ=0

λSs [U [cHH
s ] +

∞
∑

τ=1

βτλas+...+as+τ−1U [cHH
s+τ ]]

s.t.

∞
∑

τ=0

βτλas+t+...+as+t+τ−1U [cHH
s+t+τ ] ≥

U(1/2)

1− β
,∀t ≥ 0 (A.3)

∞
∑

τ=0

δτλas+t+...+as+t+τ−1V [cPs+t+τ +
1

2
−
as+t+τ

2
] ≥ V [cPs+t +

1

2
],∀t ≥ 0, (A.4)

θs+τ = 1− as+τ ,∀τ ≥ 0, (A.5)

Ss given, Ss+τ+1 = Ss+τ + 1− θs+τ , for all τ ≥ 0 and {cHH
s+t+τ , c

P
s+t+τ , θs+t+τ}

∞
τ=0

feasible.

Now, for a contradiction, suppose some date s+1 best SPE sequence {ĉHH
s+1+τ , ĉ

P
s+1+τ , θ̂s+1+τ}

∞
τ=0

yields strictly higher payoff to citizens than some date s best SPE sequence {cHH
s+τ , c

P
s+τ , θs+τ}

∞
τ=0.

Then, the new sequence {c∗HH
s+τ , c

∗P
s+τ , θ

∗
s+τ}

∞
τ=0 ≡ {ĉHH

s+1+τ , ĉ
P
s+1+τ , θ̂s+1+τ}

∞
τ=0 satisfies

the inequality constraints of the date s best SPE problem and yields strictly higher

date s payoff to citizens, which contradicts that the original date s sequence was a best

SPE sequence.
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By a symmetric argument, no date s best SPE sequence yields a strictly higher payoff

than a date s+1 best SPE sequence. Therefore, best SPE sequences in all periods yield

the same payoff to citizens.

Now, define Aτ = {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ}, for all τ ≥ 0. It therefore follows that there

exists a best SPE sequence in which {Aτ}
∞
τ=0 = {Aτ}

∞
τ=1 = {Aτ}

∞
τ=2 = ... = {Aτ}

∞
τ=s

... implying {Aτ} = A∗, ∀τ ≥ 0. That is, there exists a best SPE sequence that is

stationary: {cHH
τ , cPτ , θτ} = {c∗HH

τ , c∗Pτ , θ∗τ}, ∀τ ≥ 0.



Appendix B

Bankruptcy Reform and

Foreclosure Crisis During The

Great Recession

B.0.2 Classification of States

The recourse/non-recourse classification is from Ghent and Kudlyak (2011). A state

is classified as a high homestead state if its homestead exemption is larger than its 2002

median income.

Table B.1: Classification of U.S. States

If Recourse If High Homestead

Alaska NO YES

Alabama YES NO

Arkansas YES NO

Arizona NO YES

California NO YES

Colorado YES YES

Connecticut YES YES

Delaware YES NO

Florida YES YES
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Georgia YES NO

Hawaii YES NO

Iowa NO YES

Idaho YES YES

Illinois YES NO

Indiana YES NO

Kansas YES YES

Kentucky YES NO

Louisiana YES NO

Massachusetts YES YES

Maryland YES NO

Maine YES NO

Michigan YES NO

Minnesota NO YES

Missouri YES NO

Mississippi YES YES

Montana NO YES

North Carolina NO NO

North Dakota NO YES

Nebraska YES YES

New Hampshire YES YES

New Jersey YES NO

New Mexico YES NO

Nevada YES YES

New York YES YES

Ohio YES NO

Oklahoma YES NO

Oregon YES NO

Pennsylvania YES NO

Rhode Island YES YES

South Carolina YES YES

South Dakota YES NO
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Tennessee YES NO

Texas YES YES

Utah YES NO

Virginia YES NO

Vermont YES YES

Washington NO YES

Wisconsin NO YES

West Virginia YES NO

Wyoming YES NO

B.0.3 Lists of States in Subgroups 1 and 2

Subgroup 1 is made of 12 recourse states (Illinois, Georgia, Ohio, Idaho, New Jersey,

New Hampshire, Connecticut, Virginia, Massachusetts, Delaware, Hawaii and Utah.)

and 3 non-recourse states (Oregon, Minnesota, and Washington). Subgroup 1 is made

of 6 high homestead exemption states (Idaho, New Hampshire, Minnesota, Connecticut,

Washington, and Massachusetts), and of 9 low homestead exemption states (Illinois,

Oregon, Georgia, Ohio, New Jersey, Virginia, Delaware, Hawaii, Utah).

Subgroup 2 is made of 9 recourse states (Idaho, New Jersey, New Hampshire, Con-

necticut, Virginia, Massachusetts, Delaware, Hawaii and Utah.) and 2 non-recourse

states (Minnesota, and Washington). Subgroup 2 is made of 6 high homestead exemp-

tion states1 (Idaho, New Hampshire, Minnesota, Connecticut, Washington, and Mas-

sachusetts), and of 5 low homestead exemption states (New Jersey, Virginia, Delaware,

Hawaii, Utah).

B.0.4 Summary Statistics for the High and Low Homestead Exemp-

tion Groups

The following table summarizes statistics for U.S. states separated into high-homestead

and low-homestead groups. A state qualifies as a high-homestead state if the ratio of

its homestead exemption over its 2001- median income is higher than 1. Among all

1 All the high homestead states of subgroup 1 have an unemployment rate below the 2009 US
average
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51 states, 40 are recourse states and 24 are high-homestead states. Column (1) gives

the median number of days of delinquency prior to foreclosure for loans that entered

foreclosure in the year of interest. Column (2) shows the means of the number of days

of delinquency prior to bankruptcy filing for loans that in the relevant year entered

bankruptcy after being delinquent for a minimum of 90 days and that had not started

foreclosure by the end of April 2012. Column (3) gives the average downpayment at

origination for each year. Column (4) shows the mean net-interest rate at origination

for loans originated in the year of interest. The net-interest rate is defined as the dif-

ference between the gross interest rate and the service-fee rate charged for securitized

transactions.

Table B.2: Summary Statistics Across the High and Low-Homestead Groups

(a) High-Homestead States

(1) (2) (3) (4)

2002 385 238 21.8% 5.83%

2003 384 251 24.6% 5.17%

2004 401 230 25.5% 5.37%

2005 466 253 26.0% 5.46%

2006 511 285 27.6% 6.08%

2007 658 285 29.3% 6.02%

2008 737 267 31.3% 5.70%

2009 646 286 31.3% 4.77%

2010 496 358 29.5% 4.47%

(b) Low-Homestead States

(1) (2) (3) (4)

2002 449 253 21.2% 5.81%

2003 427 245 22.6% 5.16%

2004 444 243 22.3% 5.40%

2005 507 258 23.1% 5.51%

2006 511 311 24.1% 6.17%

2007 587 303 25.8% 6.12%

2008 674 295 25.3% 5.73%

2009 628 295 26.1% 4.76%

2010 501 345 26.2% 4.45%

B.0.5 Flow Values and Profit Functions of Lenders

As in the text, Z and s respectively denote the economy’s aggregate state and a

household’s idiosyncratic state. Let Ω′(Z, s) be tomorrow’s optimal non-stochastic com-

ponent of the individual’s state vector given current state (Z,s) as induced by optimal

choices. If s = {j, η, a, b, ǫ, ξ, x, ζ, o, (θ, i,M, τ)} and Ω′(Z, s) = {j′, 0, a′, b′, o′, (θ′, i′,M ′, τ ′)},

then let Ω̂′(Z, s) = {j′, η, a′, b′, o′, (θ′, i′,M ′, τ ′)}.

gb(Ω
′(Z, s)) denotes the face value of the second mortgage bond optimally purchased
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in the current period by a household in state (Z, s) and ga(Ω
′(Z, s)) denotes the face

value of the unsecured bond optimally purchased in the current period by a household

in state (Z, s).

Let 1{inv} be an indicator function that takes on value 1 if the household defaults

involuntarily, and that takes on value 0 otherwise.

If the household starts as a homeowner, then let 1{sell} equal 1 if a household’s house

is sold at the beginning of the period either voluntarily by the household, or upon the

household’s death, and equal 0 otherwise. Similarly, let 1{toss} indicate if a homeowner

chooses to file for bankruptcy and to toss its house. Let 1{toss} indicate if a homeowner

chooses to file for bankruptcy and to keep its house. Let 1{walk} indicate if a homeowner

chooses to walk away without filing for bankruptcy. and let 1{curr} indicate if it chooses

to stay current. For a non-owner, let 1{walk} indicate if it chooses to file for bankruptcy.

If the household starts as a non-owner, let 1{bkrupt} equal 1 if the household chooses

to file for bankruptcy and equal 0 otherwise.

Upon a default, the household’s after-bankruptcy adjusted cash-in-hand position is

equally distributed among the household’s unsecured creditors which are: the unse-

cured bond lender, the expense shock sector, and also the household’s first and second

mortgage lenders if the household was subject to a deficiency shock.

Let atoss1 and atoss2 equal the negatives of the mortgage debts still owed to the first

and second mortgage lenders after exhaustion of the expected discounted sale proceeds

after a household has tossed out its house a bankruptcy:


































atoss1 = min{0, (1−φ)E(p)hi

1+r − (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)} if ζ = ζ2

atoss1 = 0 if ζ = ζ1

atoss2 = min{0,max{0, (1−φ)E(p)hi

1+r − (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)} − b} if ζ = ζ2

atoss2 = 0 if ζ = ζ1.

Define






















αtoss
1 =

atoss1

atoss1 +atoss2 +min{0,a}−x

αtoss
2 =

atoss2

atoss1 +atoss2 +min{0,a}−x

αtoss
3 = min{0,a}

atoss1 +atoss2 +min{0,a}−x
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Also recalling that second mortgage loans are treated as unsecured debts in bankruptcy

when the first mortgage is under water, define:






atoss2 = −b if P (Z)− ℓ0 < 0

atoss2 = 0 if P (Z)− ℓ0 ≥ 0

and






αkeep
1 = min{0,a}

a2+min{0,a}−x .

αkeep
2 = a2

a2+min{0,a}−x

Finally, for involuntary defaulters, let


































ainv1 = min{0, (1 − φ)P (Z)hi − ℓ0} if ζ = ζ2

ainv1 = 0 if ζ = ζ1

ainv2 = min{0,max{0, (1 − φ)P (Z)hi − ℓ0} − b} if ζ = ζ2

ainv2 = 0 if ζ = ζ1.

Define






















αinv
1 =

ainv
1

ainv
1 +ainv

2 −x

αinv
2 =

ainv
2

ainv
1 +ainv

2 −x

α = min{0,a}
min{0,a}−x .

If the household starts the period as a homeowner, letWm1,Z(s) denote the expected

discounted flows to the first mortgage lender which has loaned to the household. Then,

Wm1,Z(s) = 1{sell} × ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ)

+ 1{curr} ×W curr
m1,Z(s)

+ 1{keep} ×W keep
m1,Z

(s)

+ 1{toss} ×W toss
m1,Z(s)

+ 1{walk} ×Wwalk
m1,Z(s)

+ 1{inv} ×W inv
m1,Z(s).

I next defineW curr
m1,Z

,W toss
m1,Z

,W keep
m1,Z

,Wwalk
m1,Z

, andW inv
m1,Z

. LetWm1 = (Wm1,B,Wm1,R).
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Then,

W curr
m1,Z

(s) =







M +
(λ×(EZ|ξWm1)(Ω

′(Z,s))+(1−λ)×(EZ|ξWm1 )(Ω̂
′(Z,s)))

1+r if η 6= 0

M +
(λ×(EZ|ξWm1)(Ω

′(Z,s))+(1−λ)×(EZ|ξWm1 )(Ω̂
′(Z,s)))

1+r if η 6= 0

and,

W keep
m1,Z

(s) =M +
(EZ|ξWm1)(Ω

′(Z, s))

1 + r
.

W toss
m1,Z = 1{ζ=ζ1} × ((1 − ζ)M +min{ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M,

(1− φ)E(p)h

1 + r
})

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} × ((1 − ζ)M +min{ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M,
(1− φ)E(p)h

1 + r
})

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} ×min{max{0, ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M −
(1− φ)E(p)h

1 + r
},max{0, a} × αtoss

1 }

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} × (−Dtoss(Z, s)× αtoss
1 )

× (1 +
1−EZ|ξ(1{inv}(B, .),1{inv}(R, .))(Ω

′(Z, s))

1 + r
)

Wwalk
m1,Z = 1{ζ=ζ1} × ((1 − ζ)M +min{ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M,

(1− φ)E(p)h

1 + r
})

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} × ℓ(i, rm, τ, θ).

W inv
m1,Z = 1{ζ=ζ1} × (min{ℓ0, (1− φ)P (Z)hi})

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} × (min{ℓ0, (1− φ)P (Z)hi})

+ min{max{0, ℓ0 − (1− φ)P (Z)hi},max{0, a}αinv
1 }

In the period of home purchase, a household may only stay current in its mortgage

contracts. The expected profits made on mortgage a contract (i′, Rm(Z, ξ,Ω′(Z, s)), 1,1{Z=R})

made to a household in state (Z, s) and starting tomorrow with a non-stochastic state

component Ω′(Z, s) are hence given by:
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Πm1(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s)) = −(1−µ)P (Z)hi′+Mortgage(i′, Rm(Z, ξ,Ω′(Z, s)),1{Z=R})+

Wm1,Z(s)

1 + r
.

Flow Values and Profit Function to Second Mortgage Lenders

If the household is a homeowner, let Wm2,Z(s) denote the expected discounted flows

to the second mortgage lender. Then

Wm2,Z(s) = (1− 1{keep} − 1{toss} − 1{walk} − 1{inv})× b

+ 1{keep} ×W keep
m2,Z

(s)

+ 1{toss} ×W toss
m2,Z(s)

+ 1{walk} ×Wwalk
m2,Z(s)

+ 1{inv} ×W inv
m2,Z(s),

where W toss
m2,Z

, W keep
m2,Z

, Wwalk
m2,Z

, and W inv
m2,Z

are defined next.

W toss
m2,Z = 1{ζ=ζ1} × (min{b,max{0,

(1− φ)E(p)h

1 + r
− (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)}})

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} × (min{b,max{0,
(1− φ)E(p)h

1 + r
− (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)}})

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} ×min{max{0, b −max{0,
(1− φ)E(p)h

1 + r

− (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)}},max{0, a} × αtoss
2 }

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} × (−Dtoss(Z, s) × αtoss
2 )

× (1 +
1− EZ|ξ(1{inv}(B, .),1{inv}(R, .))(Ω

′(Z, s))

1 + r
)

W keep
m2,Z

= 1{P (Z)h−ℓ0≥0} × b

+ 1{P (Z)h−ℓ0<0} × (−Dkeep(Z, s) × αkeep
2 )

× (1 +
1− EZ|ξ(1{inv}(B, .),1{inv}(R, .))(Ω

′(Z, s))

1 + r
)
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Wwalk
m2,Z = 1{ζ=ζ1} ×min{b,max{0,

(1− φ)E(p)(Z)hi
1 + r

− (ℓ0 − (1− ζ)M)}}

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} × b

W inv
m2,Z = 1{ζ=ζ1} ×min{b,max{0, (1 − φ)P (Z)hi − ℓ0}}

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} ×min{b,max{0, (1 − φ)P (Z)hi − ℓ0}}

+ 1{ζ=ζ2} ×min{max{0, b −max{0, (1 − φ)P (Z)h− ℓ0}},max{0, a} × αinv
2 }

Let Wm2 = (Wm2,B,Wm2,R). Then, the expected profits to a second mortgage

lender which lends at per unit price Qs(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s)) to a household that will start the

following period with a non-stochastic state component Ω′(Z, s) are given by:

Πm2(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s)) = −Qs(Z, ξ,Ω

′(Z, s)) × gb(Ω
′(Z, s)) +

(EZ|ξWm2)(Ω
′(Z, s))

1 + r
.

Flow Values and Profit Function to Unsecured Lenders

Let Wu,Z(s) denote the expected discounted flows to the unsecured lender.

Case 1: The Household is a homeowner

Then,

Wu,Z(s) = −max{0, a}

+ (1− 1{keep} − 1{toss} − 1{inv})×−min{0, a}

+ 1{keep} ×W keep
u,Z (s)× 1{a<0}

+ 1{toss} ×W toss
u,Z (s)× 1{a<0}

+ 1{inv} ×W inv
u,Z (s)× 1{a<0},

where for H = max{0, ( (1−φ).E(p)hi

1+r − (ℓ0 − (1 − ζ)M(i, rm)) − b)} and for Hn =

H −min{E,H},
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W toss
u,Z (s) = αtoss

3 ×min{−Atoss(Z, s),Hne}

− αtoss
3 × (−Dtoss(Z, s) +

EZ|ξ(Wu)(Ω
′(Z, s))

1 + r
)

W keep
u,Z (s) = αkeep

1 × (−Dkeep(Z, s) +
EZ|ξ(Wu)(Ω

′(Z, s))

1 + r
)

W inv
u,Z (s) = min{−a, α ×max{0, (1 − φ)P (Z)hi − E}}.

Case 2: The Household is a non-owner

Then,

Wu,Z(s) = −max{0, a}

+ (1− 1{bkrupt} − 1{inv})×−min{0, a}

+ 1{bkrupt} ×
min{a, 0}

min{a, 0} − x
×

(

−Dno(Z, s) +
EZ|ξ(Wu)(Ω

′(Z, s))

1 + r

)

× 1{a<0}.

Let Wu = (Wu,B,Wu,R). Then, the expected profits to an unsecured lender which

lends at per unit price Qu(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s)) to a household that will start the following

period with a non-stochastic state component Ω′(Z, s) are given by:

Πu(Z, ξ,Ω
′(Z, s)) = Qu(Z, ξ,Ω

′(Z, s)) × ga(Ω
′(Z, s)) + Ψj+1

(EZ|ξWu)(Ω′(Z, s))

1 + r
.
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